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Chapter One

lntroduction

Over the years as our child welfare system has grown and gained in

sophistication, the labels used to describe the family relationships, situations

and problems that th¡s system must daily confront have also become more

sophisticated. This transformation is the result of attitudinal changes taking

place in our culture at both the social and the helping systems level. This has

been an ongoing process. To find evidence of it one need only look to the

way in which the concept and definition of the term 'family' has changed over

the last lorly years. Out of demographic necess¡ty this definition has come to

include single parent, blended and divorced families. This new awareness

and recognition of families has ¡n turn greatly affected the serv¡ces available to

them.

Today the treatment goals and needs ot families in trouble are being

seriously questioned and re-evaluated by the social services. Techniques are

changing. As one example of lhis change, we can observe the treatment of

multi-agency families, or lhose families involved simultaneously with three or

more helping systems. As helpers become more aware of the unique issues,

challenges and systemic implications that working wilh multi-agency families

has to offer, the attitudinal shifts which take place are reflected in the new

nonjudgmental language used to describe these families. Families who were

once labeled 'disorganized', 'underorganized' or 'multi-problem' are now

referred to as 'multi-agency families'. Behavior which was once deemed



resistant or defiant, is now judged less harshly when put into a systemic

f ramework.

Tracking multi-agency famllies, one observes that they share common

characteristics. Such families otten operate from crisis to crisis, and engage

more and more helpers in an attempt lo stabilize the system. We now view

this pattern as a nalural process for multi-agency lamilies. This splitting and

triangulation of agencies has in the past caused interventlons to be poorly

conceived, and resulted in conflictual and/or overlapping service provision. lf

the threat of ¡ntergenerational child abuse is added, the piclure becomes

even more disturbing. With the concern about abuse comes a new urgency

for appropr¡ate intervention and resources. Children abused or at risk for

abuse must be protected and the family must be serviced. Addressing these

treatment goals with multiple agency involvement can be a monumental task.

This practicum focuses on lhree aspects of that task: ioining with multi-

agency families, evolving an intervention which combines an intrapersonal

and systemic perspective, and coordinating the helping network.

Generally, multi-agency abusing families have had many disappointing

and unpleasant interactions with the child welfare system, leaving them

mistrusting and suspicious of helpers in general. Families may have

experienced coercion, and the forced removal of members by child welfare

workers. lnfrequent and lragmented contact may have resulted in poor quality

service. This may have been further compounded by the family's inability to

comprehend the necessity of intervention, and thus their natural inclination to

resist such serv¡ce.



One observes that the adults in such families are generally low in self_

esteem, possess poor sociarization and cognitive skills and often have many

unresolved issues related to their own abuse. Adults and children are in

competition for nuñurance, validation and attention.

ldeally, because of mislrust, distorted perceplions, and a natural

resistance to unwelcome change on the parl of these families, common sense

dictates that as a worker, one must join very carefully and slowly with these

families. lronically, however, the nature of the present child welfare system

hinders this process.

Multi-agency families involved in intergenerational abuse typically enter

the system at the child welfare level and have their most frequent contact with

front line child welfare workers. ln our social service hierarchy it ¡s at this level

that our mosl recent graduates and those workers w¡th the least clinical

experience and lraining are employed. Thus, the helpers who are least

experienced, trained and supported must work with a very complex and

challenging client population. And because it is not uncommon for such a

worker to be expected to service a caseload of S0 to 65 families with

resources that can service only half that number, the worker is further saddled

with the very difficult job of deciding which families receive help and which

families do not. As a consequence, intervention is typically from crisis to crisis.

Workers have neither the time, the energy nor the exper¡ence to focus on a

long term therapeutic plan. As contact is sporadic and incons¡stent, the

joining that does occur between family and worker is out of necessity brief and

fragmenled. As a furlher complication, despite inadequate joining, the worker

is still called upon to play the role of the ,'heavy" when intervening in an



abusive situation, and when involved in discussing such issues as

apprehension, court orders of supervision, and continued mon¡toring of the

abuse.

While certainly not impossible, the expectation that one person play both

the role of heavy and of therapist necessitates that such a person be highly

skilled and experienced in using agency mandate as an entry into therapy.

Practically speaking, one must also have the time to arrange regular contact

w¡th clients. Poor joining w¡ll most certainly render ¡nlervention ineffectual.

And it seems obv¡ous from the issues presented here that, in our present

situation, front line child welfare workers are in no position, both because of

skill and time, to undeñake this necessary joining process with the family.

What is needed is a member of the team who C4 evolve a long term

therapeutic relationship and use it as a basis for intervention, and who is also

free of the front line child welfare stigma, and does not operate under a

mandafe to apprehend children. When these pressures are relieved, such a

worker is then tree to undertake the delicate task of joining with the family .

Research (Helfer and Kempe, 1976; Kaplan, 1986; Melnick and Hurley,

1969; and Steele and Pollack, 1968) ¡ndicates that intergenerational abusers

are locked in a cycle of abuse. They abuse their own children and were

lhemselves ofien abused as children. Abusing adults and adults who allow

abuse to be perpetrated are otten developmentally arrested at the age of lheir

own abuse. Sometimes the cycle of abuse can be traced back for several

generations. Many dysfunctional family interac.tions and patterns can be

identified in intergenerational abusing families, such problems encompass the

family's communicalion style, affective expression, and socialization. lt has



been this writer's experience that in addition one can uncover in the adult(s) in

the family, a wealth of unaddressed and unresolved individual material

pertaining to the abuse they suffered a general¡on before. To address only

the present dysfunctional family interactions, as some systems models do, is

to lgnore the developmental arrest and unresolved issues of the adults in the

family. While some systems models do allow for more flexibility regarding lhe

amount of attention paid to generational issues, if one uses a systemic model

alone, one runs the risk of failing to successfully address unresolved

individual issues and of providing family members with the degree of support,

nurturance and focus on development of personal skills, coping strategies and

competencies required to face the demands life places on such families. The

adults in these families must develop skills to deal with chronically poor self-

esteem and a lack of confidence. This requires a blend of individual and

systems perspeciives. ln their emotionally deprived state, the children and

adults in this family begin to compele jealously for the therapisl's attention and

nurturance, resisting the focus of the systemic model that fails to address each

member's individual deprivation. ln such a family, the degree of deprivation

and stress expressed in family sess¡ons may serve to compromise the

therapist's "neulrality". lndividual sessions may be concurrenily required to

meet individual needs for further attention. By combining an intrapersonal

and syslem¡c perspective, one has the opportunity to re-parent the parent

while also addressing dysfunctional intergenerational patterns.

When working with multi-agency abusing families I have encountered

families involved s¡multaneously w¡th up to 15 agencies. These agencies

typically include child welfare, judicial, economic assistance, daycare,



homemaking, and child protection. Somet¡mes these agencies have become

involved on a piece-meal basis as the family has sought out serv¡ces during a

crisis. ln other instances these serv¡ces have been imposed on the family

when it is judged to be at risk by outside systems such as child welfare or the

court. When a service is imposed on a family, the family may disagree

regarding the necessity or desirability of the service. Otten the imposed

service is introduced b€cause of concern about the possibility of child neglect

or abuse. When this concern or¡ginates from outside the fam¡ly system, one

can not assume that the family is also aware of the problem. lf they are not,

the task becomes making the family aware of how and why specific risks do

exist. lf the family remains unaware, intervention will have little meaning. This

is an important phase of intervention that in our present system is sometimes

ignored. lnstead the confusion in such families over the need and purpose of

interv€nt¡on is labeled as resistance and the family is thought to be

inconigible.

As each agency goes about assessing and servicing the family, ¡t does so

from its own autonomous vantage point. Regularly the mandates and

philosophical orientatlons of these agencies conflict, overlap and generally

confuse one another. Agencies may disagree as to the degree of risk orthe

delinition of prevent¡on and/or treatment. The family is caught up in this cross

fire, but is unable to empower itself to challenge the services being offered.

lronically, rather than breaking the pattern of intergenerational abuse, the

system is helping the family to perpetuate its role as victim as it is 'done to',

and buffeted around in a confusing and contradictory manner by the very

agencies who otfer help.



Viewing helpers systemically, lt becomes clear that what is needed ¡s a

way of sorting out services to the family. Helpers need to come together as a

team to decide whose continued involvement is necessary, whose is not, and

how services in the future can be offered ¡n a more unified noncontradictory

mannsr.

The logical player to coordinate this process may be the member of the

team who can evolve a long term therapeutic intervention, who also is free of

the front line child welfare stigma, and who does not operate under a mandate

to apprehend children. When these responsibilities are kept separate from

the lherapeutic tasks, the therapist is then able lo act as an advocate for the

family and to help empower them to lake an act¡ve part in their own treatment

plan.

During Ìhe past three years, I have become increasingly aware of the

failure of the system to effectively serv¡ce the population of at risk to abuse

mult¡-agency lamilies. At the same time I have begun to recognize that as an

in-home treatment worker, attempting to establish intense, trusting

relationships with the families I serv¡ce, I am the team member best equipped

to advocate for and empower the fam¡ly while coordinating the help¡ng

syslem. To accomplish this it becomes necessary to look more carefully at the

issues of the population and its helping system. lt has been my experience

that problems ¡n treatment seem 1o commonly occur in one or more of three

important areas: joining with the family, evolving an intervention and

coordinating the roles of the helpers in the system. Already know¡ng the

characteristics of these families, as well as the possible pitfalls of the system, I

wondered if it would be possible to evolve a model of inlervention which



would offer more appropriate and coordinated services to the population of at

r¡sk to abuse multi-agency families.

Personal Learning Goals

The purpose of this practicum was to develop a model of intervention to

be used with at risk to abuse multi-agency families which took ¡nto

consideration their unique characteristics and issues. Here multi-agency

families were defined as single parent or two parent families who continued to

have contact concurrently w¡th three or more social service agencies, and who

were at risk for the interge neratio nal emotional and/or physical abuse of

children. lntergenerational child abuse was defined as abuse involving at

least three generations, with the abused child in his/her family of origin

becoming the abuser of his/her own children in the next generation. To help

limit the scope of this practicum, sexual abuse was not addressed.

While the families targeted for this praclicum were those who had not yet

evolved a pattern of physically abusing their children, in some cases single

incidences of harsh physical punishment had already occurred. The

emot¡onal abuse of children in the family may also have been ongoing for

some time. Furlhermore, while it was my intent to look at child abuse from an

intergenerational perspecl¡ve, practically speaking, this was accomplished by

working with the second and third generations of a family (parents and

children), and using their perceptions about the first generat¡on

(grandparenls). The difficulty in relying on this method of information

gathering was that in the initial stages of therapy, the second generation

(parents who were abused as children and who are now al r¡sk to abuse lheir



own children) had a tendency to minimize the severity of their own abuse

(Buck, 1984). The intervention model focused on three important therapeutic

tasks: joining successfully w¡th multi-agency families, evolving an intervention

that combines an intrapersonal focus w¡th a systemic family therapy

perspective, and coordinating the helping network from a network perspective.

1. JOINÍNG WITH THE FAMILY--

As already alluded to, I suspected that the process of joining w¡th multi-

agency families would require long lerm, intense work on the part of the

therapist. ln order to address intrapersonal and systemic issues, I wondered

to what degree it would be necessary for the therapist to develop a nurturing,

trusting relationship with each family member, Families entered the

therapeutic process at various levels of readiness and awareness. Some

families were well aware of the issues to be addressed, others were not.

When this was the case, the therapist's in¡tial task was to brldge the gap

between the family's percept¡on of existing risk and the degree of risk for

abuse perceived by other outside systems. I guessed that it would be

importanÌ to know whether the label of 'at risk'was coming from inside or

outside of the family, what being 'at risk' entailed, who else in the system was

in agreement, and with whom this information had been shared. I suspected

that my strategy for joining with the family would be inlluenced by all of the

above information. ln addition, I was ¡nterested in answering the following

questions:

a. given that some families experienced inadequacies in

cognition and socialization, and had unpleasant dealings in the



past with helpers, how could the therapist avoid being perceived

as an extension of a child welfare agency, so that the necessary

s€paration between treatment and monitoring was clear to the

family?

b. while intervention was focused on the adults in the family,

what additional resources and services would be necessary

to protect and acknowledge the daily developmental needs of

the abused child so that one could then be free to focus on joining

with the adults in the family?

c. Was a more long lerm, gradual joining process required w¡th

this population? Because of the nature of parental deprivation

and issues of trust, would ¡t be an ongoing process throughout

therapy?

d. How did the process of joining differ with families who

openly acknowledged the risk of abuse versus families who did

not?

2. INTERVENTION INTRAPERSONALLY AND SYSTEMICALLY -.

It seemed that the complex issues involved in the treatment of multi_

agency families would necessitate that treatment goals and a direction for

therapy begin with good assessment. ln th¡s practicum assessment was to

take place at the indiv¡dual and the interpersonal level. The goals for therapy

would be based on the outcome of lhe assessment. Assessment would lhen

be directed to four areas: individual needs (basic trust, validation, autonomy,

sense of mastery, differentiation, nurlurance and love); family needs (flexibility,

10



adaptability, clear roles and expectations, good communication, congruent

affective expression, and appropriate boundaries); parenting needs (healthy

attachment, adequate physical care, protection, nurturance, and appropriate

behavior management); and the joining process (client agrees to meet worker,

worker gathers information ¡n order lo understand the client's perception

about the world and self, relationship of basic trust is being established, client

begins to use therapist as a model, client f¡nally understands role of therapist

and nature of relationship). At the conclusion of therapy followup assessment

would be conducted. Questions to be asked were:

a. How did the intrapersonal needs of members interact with

family dysfunction?

b. What intergenerational patterns became apparent?

c. How did the intrapersonal needs of the adults in the family

affect their capacity to parent?

d. What were lhe markers that indicated the status of the joining

process?

e. Was the family able to assess its own strengths and

deficits, and perceived changes during the process of therapy?

3. COORDINATING THE HELPING NETWORK .-
At the same time that one was joining with the family, I suspected that one

also needed to be joining with the leam. lthought that an initial team meeting

11



would be important to negotiate roles: who stayed, who lett, and who was

responsible for what services. euestions to be asked were:

a. ln meeting and mapping the care giving system and lhe family,

who was presently involved, and how did they define the

problem?

b. What intervent¡ons had already been tried w¡th the family,

what had worked and what had not? (joining and framing

participants as collaborative)

c. With the introduction of a new player into the system, what

were the expectations of my role by the referring agency?

d. How could I empower the lamily to partic¡pate as members of

their own treatment team?

Having chosen three treatment tasks on which lo focus: the nature of
joining, integrating intrapersonal and family treatment, and coord¡nat¡ng the

helping network, it next became necessary to review the literature for helpful

information. My search of the literature is divided ¡nto two main sections:

assessment and intervention. ln the ass€ssment section I ident¡ty the internal

and external factors contributing lo child abuse, the characteristics of at risk to

abuse multi-agency families, and speak generícally about some of the

interactional and structural patterns thal can be observed in this population. ln

lhe second section of the literature review, I discuss intervention and possible

treatment models based on the needs and characteristics of the at r¡sk to

abuse multi-agency population.

12



Chapter Two

Rev¡ew of the Literature

Assessment

Helfer and Kempe (1976) state that cultural, social and psychological

factors come together to create family violence. Valiant-Cook and Bowles

(1 980) write that in the real world social, cultural and psychological elements

are inseparable. Child abuse is an action carried out by individuals, whose

behaviors reflect the influences of social forces combined with the abuser's

u nique personality.

ln delining the external contributing and causal elements in child abuse,

one must study a variety of factors: society's basic philosophy, its dominant

value premises, ¡ts concepts of humans, the nature of its socio-economic and

political institut¡ons, value premises and reinlorcement of that philosophy and

values, and the qual¡ty of its human relationships (Valiant-Cook and Bowles,

1980).

Society is not a monolithic whole. But it is based on cerlain puritan

elh¡cs and capitalistic premises that serve to justify and perpetuate child

abuse at a philosophical level. Although many citizens in society no longer

subscribe to these values, the values run very deep in our culture. Families

who are trapped at the exploitative end of the capitalistic system, and those

families who still strongly subscr¡be to traditional male/female roles in

13



sociely are more l¡kely to incorporate these premises inlo daily life. some of

the most blalant premises, discussed by a variety of authors (Djao, 1gg3; Gil,

1975; Helfer and Kempe, 1976; Valiant-Cook and Bowles, 1980) are:

1 , People in our society are not intrinsically
equal, entitled to the same socio-economic and
political rights. Capitalism encourages, at bolh
the individual and social level, competition and
exploltation in the struggle to get ahead and to
enjoy special privileges and prosperity.

2. Tradilionally our society has viewed children
as the propeny of their parents. ln our judicial
syslem, they have been given few individual
rights. We encourage children to be obedient
and submissive. And finally, in our culture, a
child's opporlun¡ty to realize his/her own potential
is directly influenced by his/her sex, race and
socio-economic position.

3. ln our society the use of physical force for
disciplinary objectives is encouraged at both the
macro and microcosmic level. We believe that
children are innately stubborn and willful, and lhat
physical punishment can be an effective means of
controlling these attributes. Oureducational
system has long been connected w¡th the use of
corporal punishment as an educat¡onal tool.

lf we take responsibility lor supporting this value,
then we must also expect that abuse of physical
force will be a natural occurrence. This abuse of

14



power can occur as either a del¡berate,
premed¡tated action or as a spontaneous loss of
sellcontrol. ln the case of child abuse, assaulting
children temporarily accomplishes the release of
frustration and tension and appears to at the
moment, meet the emot¡onal needs of the abuser.

4. Society creates a variety of triggering contexts
in which child abuse is likely to occur. These
triggering contexts are usually situations of high
stress and/or fruslration and include alienation
and inequality in the wod<force and in situations
where economic and basic mater¡al needs
remain unmet. Such situations are a product of
basic societal forces and can tr¡gger extreme
frustration and stress which may then elicil a loss
of self control which can result in child abuse.

ïhus, we live in a society where inequality between individuals is still

encouraged, where children are considered property, where the use of force

is sanctioned and where a variety of situations can tr¡gger extreme frustration

and stress. Given these four factors, child abuse is actually a natural and

predictable bi-product of a society such as ours. On an individual level, child

abusers are simply r€-constructing the distortion of power and force that is

rooted in the social structure. Gil (1983) says:

'We know that psychological faclors which shape individual
behavior evolve out of the totality of life experiences in'specific
historical, cultural, social, economic and political contextò.
lndividual motivation and behavior are thus always tied to societal
influence. Yet societal influence is always exprebsed, or mediated,

15



through the behavior of individuals, for societies cannot act except
through their individual members' (Gil, 1983, p.122).

Although an individual's behavior is certainly influenced by his/her

external context, the final dimension which must be considered when tracking

the causes of child abuse ¡s interpersonal functioning.

Not all parents who experience poverty, social inequality and situations

that are highly stressful become child abusers. Most do not. And although

every abuser"s situation is unique, for those parents who do become abusers,

Helfer and Kempe (1976) cite certain predisposing interpersonal altributes

which when combined with societal factors, appear to be predictors for the

occurrence of child abuse. The most fundamental of these are: frustrated

dependency needs, uncontrolled aggression, low self-esteem and a high

need for nurturance. These basic interpersonal attributes set the stage for

secondary attributes such as: lear of authority, low familial satisfaction,

inability to empathize, violent reaclion to stress, and avoidance of social

interact¡on.

When the adulls who possess these predisposing attributes become

parents, one can predict lhe development of certain interactional factors which

then conlribute to the risk of child abuse. Such factors can include role

reversal between parenl and child as the parent in his/her quest for

acceptance and love attempts to fill his/her own needs through the child;

unrealislically high expectations of the child's capabilities and thus a

misperception of the child's age-appropriate behavior as disobedience;
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and/or a lack of understanding of what constitutes the normal emotional needs

of children.

When these parenting factors exist in combination with the above

interpersonal atlributes, certain maladaptive patterns seem to develop in the

family. Ebeling and Hill (1983) cite a number of these patterns which seem

to contribute to the acting out of child abuse:

1. unpredictability characterizes the interpersonal
contacts between members

2. executive funct¡ons are not clearly assigned

3. responsibility for child care shifts back and forth
lrom parents to oldest ch¡ld

4. attention to child fluctuates wiih parent's mood

5. limit sett¡ng is ¡nconsistent

6. lack of internalized rules, family members
reference their behavior lo each other's shifting moods

7. violation ol social rules outside the sphere of family
interact¡on is not seen by parents as their
responsibility because they were not there

8. noncompliance to a parent's mood is seen as an
insu lt

9. boundaries between members are fluid

10. children are subjected to a lack of appropriale
supervision, and harsh discipline

1 1 . physical care vacillates between lavish and
inadequate
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Thus in families where the presence of certain predisposing ¡nterpersonal

attributes exist in combination with the above patterns of interaction, the

occurrence of child abuse becomes a risk.

The Nature of Multi-Agencv Families: The rnternar and Externar Struogre

ln the last twenty years a variety of labels have been used to refer to those

families who seem to be chronically involved with a number of helping

systems, who seem to operate from crisis 10 crisis and are unable on their own

to maintain a healthy sysrem. Geismar and La soñe (1964) descr¡be these

families as those that take up the bulk of services and account for a

disproportionate share of deviant behavior. These are the families involved

in the abuse and neglect of children, in juvenile delinquency, in adult crime

and in substance abuse. Their labers incrude: probrem poverty famiries,

disorganized families, multi-problem families, hard to reach families, and more

recently, multi-agency families.

Janzen and Harris (1980) emphasize that the labels used to describe the

parents and children that make up these families are important in that they

very clearly reflect how helpers think about and respond to these families.

They state that in the past, helpers have failed these families because they

have not possessed the appropriate skills and techniques with which to reach

them. As a consequence, a sense of hoperessness has resided in the herper

as well as in the family. They suggest that in order to work successfully with

this population one musl analyze the deprivation at work both inside and

outside of the family. This includes looking at economic, social and political

factors as well as the family's own interpersonal and intergenerational context.
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Most authors who have sludied and written about the multi-agency family

agree that this population suffers from both internal and external dysfunction

(Aponte,1976; Geismar and La Sorte,1964; Janzen and Harr¡s,1990; Kaplan,

1986). lnternally there are deficits in the degree of constancy, differentiation

and flexibility in the structural organization of the family system (Aponte,

1 976). The family is internally organized, but in a dysfunctional way. While in

functional families, members play roles that are reciprocal and

complementary to overall family goals, lhe multi-agency family is unable to

ach¡eve integration for the sake of common goals. This internal

disorganization renders the family unable to interact in a functional way with

its grealer social context.

Gilbert, christensen, and Margolin (1984) describe this populal¡on as both

possessing low levels of mutual support which reduces the ability to change

effectively in response lo internal and external requirements; and as having

especially weak marital and parental subsystems which renders the family

leaderless.

Externally, problems can include the economic, soc¡al, educational,

and/or vocational systems. The family is angered by past encounters with the

system, is overwhelmed by its present contact w¡th the system and is unable to

get the services it requires.(Kaplan 1986).

As an illustration of how internal and external problems combine to hinder

the mult¡-agency family, Janzen and Harris (1980) give the example of our

economic system which fails not only to provide opportun¡ties for employment

and income production for families, but also fails to provide adequate

alternative means of support. These limited inputs from the external system
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diminish a family's abil¡ty to maintain itself materially, and this in turn acts

internally upon the status and role assignments within the family system. As

the family becomes economically dependent, the negative attitudes and

hostilily toward the family generated by the public, by the social assistance

agencies and by the workers in these agencies lowers the family's image of

self and of individual members. ln addition, the middle-class values held by

most helpers lead to €xpectations of the family that are beyond ¡ts capacity to

realize. The family gets no self enhancing grat¡fication from the outside, and is

unable to generate any for itself from its already depleted bank .

ln our present system, when lhese internal and external problems feed

upon one another, it is common for helpers to v¡ew the resulting chaos as part

of the family's pathology rather than as a systemic problem. The family, on the

other hand, learns that pleas for help go unanswered. So it becomes

apathellc, demanding, and/or resistant (Kaplan, 19g6).

Geismar and La Sorte (1964) describe the integrat¡on of internal and

external factors that creates a multi-agency family. ln addition to an external

s¡tuation of poverty and lack of social support, internally the family must also

pos.sess an impoverished heritage with respect to problem solv¡ng, must have

poor intrafamilial communication, a general lack of confidence and trust

among members and have past relat¡onships wìth helping agencies which

ranged from ind¡fferent to hostile. These internal factors act on the family's

ability to secure needed economic and social resources, creating a vicious

cycle.

Agencies perceive such families as making repeated application for

services, but failing to follow through on recommended treatment. They
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describe these families as suffering from recidivism, as deviant, as engaged in

frequent crisis, as suffering from chronicity of need, as resistant to treatment

and as possessing handicapping attitudes. lnternally the family is unable to

handle its own problems or to obtain services through the community due to

its own self defeating problem solving skills.

Abuse and The lntergenerational Connection

While difficullies w¡th communication, boundaries, role organization and

interaction render the multi-agency family incapable of internally managing its

own interporsonal tension and conflict, fhese same difficulties also sabotage

the family's attempts to gain support lrom the external system. The lamily is

lett in a position where it is unable to obtain gratif¡cation either internally or

externally. When such a pattern is perpetuated, it creates tremendous stress

on the internal system (Janzen and Hanis, 1980). One possible outcome of

this volatile and maladaptive situat¡on is family violence.

Whether or not the family's high level of interpersonal tension in

combination with the low level of internal and external support will result in

child abuse depends on additional factors. These additional factors include

the information the parent gleaned from his/her own family of origin on such

important lopics as the role ot the child in the family, the nature of the

parenVchild relationship and coping w¡th stress.

lf the parent has experienced an abusive model of parent¡ng in his/her

own family of origins, there is a r¡sk that he/she will perpetuate this pattern w¡th

his/her own children (Buck, 1984). ln such families the abuse of children is a
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natural occurrence (Helfer and Kempe, 1976; Valiant-Cook and Bowles,

1e80).

Research shows that as children most abusive parents were themselves

exposed to emotional abuse and neglect with or without signilicant physical

abuse (Buck, 1984; Ebeling and Hill, 1983; Polansky, 1981). Ebeling and Hill

(1983) state that as young children, these parents were made to feel

inadequate, guilty and innately bad. Their lirst intimate relationship taught

them a sense of worthlessness. The unmet needs of childhood do not simply

disappear, but instead set the stage for future attachments. Ackley (1 977)

paints a poignant description:

"Potential abusers both seek and shun intimate
relationships. On the one hand, they seek intimacy in orderto obtain what
was missing in the earlier parental relationship. These needs lead them
to define a close relationship as one in which, like a child, they can:
obtain emotional support and warmth without giving much in return, and
depend on their partner to solve the problems of living that adults are
called upon to solve. Alternatively, int¡macy is shunned because the first
childhood attempts were such failures. lt is these failures that now lead
them to believe that close relat¡onships are dangerous and doomed to
produce disappointment and threats to self-esteem because people
cannot be trusted' (Ackley, 1977, p.58).

Helfer and Kempe (1976) conclude that due to the deprivation and

abuse early on in the parent's life, interaction is now oriented to satisfy one's

own needs. This may show up in later lite as excessive dependency, an

insatiable need for love and acceptance or as extreme mistrust of people and

relationships. The emotional relationships of abusive parents are oflen

inadequate, fraught with conflict and minimally supportive. The parent is

unable to receive gratificalion and support from adult relationships and so,
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misunderstanding the nature of child-rearing, turns to his/her own children

expecting them to meet the increased demand for nurturance (Valiant-Cook

and Bowles, 1980). The parent, feeling unloved and unlovable, looks to the

child as a source of reassurance and comfort almost as if the child were an

adult (Steel and Pollack, 1968). lnevitab¡lity the child is unable to meet these

needs, as they are in direct competition with the child's own demands for

nurturance and acceptance. Once again the parent is severely frustrated. lf

the abusing parent's personality is such that it allows aggressive impulses to

be expressed freely and without control, the result may be an assault on the

child (Nomura, 1966; Steele and Pollack, 1968).

Famill¡ Functioning ln At Risk To Abuse Multi-Agency Families

Family operations depend on the ability of the adults in a family to form a

strong bond with one another, yet as already stated, these families are

characterized as having especially weak marital and parental subsystems

(Gilbert , Christensen and Margolin, 1984). While in the functional family,

satisfaction in the marital relationship comes from the strength of the bond as

well as in the ability of the couple to support each other's child rearing, multi-

agency families are characterized by dislance, conflict and transience (Janzen

and Hanis, 1980).

ln these families, when problems in the marital subsystem develop, it is

usual for one or both adults to withdraw either temporarily or permanently from

the parenting syst€m and/or from the spousal role. When this happens a child

in the family may take on one or both roles; generational lines are crossed
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and boundar¡es become blurred (Minuchin, Montalvo, Guerney, Rosman and

Schumer, 1967; Janzen and Harris, 1980).

Another mar¡tal subsystem pattern that is quite common is the

triangulation of a child for the purpose of alliance and support for one of the

parents. This regularly happens when marital conflict spills across subsystem

boundaries as one of the adults seeks support from a child in the family or

seeks to use the child as a way of attacking his/her spouse. When this

happens the child gets close to one parent and distances from the other. The

child is suddenly stuck between the wishes and needs of both parents. She

may even take on the distant parent's role, especially if the family is now

functioning as a single parent family. The likelihood of this scenario being

realized in an at risk to abuse multi-agency family is great because, as already

stated, such a family lacks connection to outside systems as a source of need

gratification. As a result they suffer from reduced need satisfaction, selË

esleem and status and so may turn to members within the family in an attempt

to attain gratification (Geismar and La Sorte, 1964; Kaplan, 19g6; Minuchin et

al, 1967). This becomes a problem if the members targeted are unable to

meet lhese needs.

Aponte (1976) describes the alignments in the underorganized family. He

portrays the functional family as one in which there is a dependable,

ditferentiated and flexible internal system of structural al¡gnments. Each family

member knows who can be counted on to carry out family related operations.

And in addilion, the family is able to make structural shitts in family alignments

over lime due to ils own resources and flexibility. ln contrast, Aponte stales

that underorganized family alignments are not well elaborated or reliable. On
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the one €xtreme, this may be due to the inflex¡b¡lity and limited structure of the

family which in turn overtaxes rigidly aligned relationships. On the olher hand,

lack of developed patterns or loose alignment causes problems in

communicat¡on and expectations of specific sources of help in the family.

Another ditficulty for at risk to abuse mult¡-agency families, is maintaining

clear separat¡on between the parent and child subsystems. Boundaries

between these two subsystems are generally blurred. Parents are unable to

set consistent limits for behavior. They tend to make injunctions without

explanation about why a given behavior should stop, about the

circumstances in which it is permitted, or what behavior should be substituted.

Children in the family are then unable to internalize rules and become seli

regulaling when they are not with their parenis. Children in the family are thus

unable to carry out the task of individuation and self differentiation. As a

consequence, parents in the family must remain enmeshed and totally

absorbed in child care, as they inconsistently and arbitrarily regulale

children's behavior (Minuchin et al, 1967).

Parents are not free to pursue their own needs and as a

consequence feel overwhelmed and overburdened. lf a parent leaves

this already stressed system, the family experiences a further sense of

inconsistency and instability. lf a parent remains in this situation, abuse

may become an issue. Either way, it is at this point that external systems

may become involved with the family (Janzen and Harris, 1980).
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Communication ln At Risk to Abuse Multi-Agency Families

ln these families communication between members is characterized by

interruptions, simultaneous talking, topic changes and unclear meanings.

Verbal messages are ofien lost in contradicting affective content. Members

have very little sense of being listened to and of being heard (Minuchin et al,

1967). What is communicated, though perhaps not clearly, is each member's

lrustration and isolation. lnterpersonal content dominates over verbal conlent.

Members fail to receive validation or nurturance, thus communication in the

family perpetuates unsatisfactory relationships between members (Janzen

and Harris, 1980).

Minuchin et al (1 967) wr¡te that:

'Psychologically these people are impoverished, rather
than complex; their areas of experience are limited. Family
themes are restricted, w¡th an emphasis on aggression,
helplessness, abandonment, and nurturance. Role organization
around family themes is narrow and stereotyped.
Communication involves an unusually large amount of
disconnected monologue, meaning being most otten expressed
through para-verbal channels. Since family members find it
difficult to carry subject matter through to some conclusion,
exchange of information is faulty. lnteraclion centers on the here
and now, and transactions among members can shift abruptly from
a high pitched emolional charge to passive disengagement.
Consequently these families are relatively helpless in the face of
interpersonal tension, w¡th very few tools for conflict
resolution'(Minuchin et al, 1967, p. 197).

Cade (1975) states that these families need to learn to talk together w¡th

purpose, to talk slraight, and to express their needs of each other. Problem

solving requires such skills as: dissecting issues, priorizing problems,
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assessing options and making choices.*.He says that the therapist's role is to

maximize the family's internal resources.

Janzen and Harris (1980) describe two types of dysfunctional

communication commonly found in these families: never resolving issues,

and overtly disagreing without afiempting resolution. They observe that ¡f

these types of commun¡calion patterns persist in a family, positive leelings

among members dissipate. They advise that in the init¡al stages of therapy,

the worker must take an active role in regulating family communication.

Members must be encouraged to stop interrupting one another, they must be

specific about the person to whom a message is addressed and about what

specifically is being said. The worker can help family members who are in the

habit of communicating blame, anger or hostility by relabeling or rephrasing

negative communication to draw attention to the real need hidden beneath.

When a worker regulates the communications of a multi-agency family,

the family has the opportunity to experience a new way of communicating.

This can offer new information and new understanding to family members who

have been stuck in their perceptions of one another.

Minuchin et al (1967) speak at length about the communication patterns

that are in existence in 'disorganized' families.

'The low socio-economic disorganized family shows
deficits in the knowledge of the implicit rules that relulate the
communicational flow..........in these families parents pay little
attent¡on to the requests of the individual children, and ihe
children in turn accept the fact that they will not be heard. ln
the development of necessary techniques for attracting attention
to themselves, the children f¡nd that intensity of sound is more
etfective than the power of the themes; asserlion by power is
more important than knowledge.
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The result is a style of communication wherein people do
not.expect to_ be heard and in which they assert themselves by
y.elling. Conflicts do not have closure;there is faulty
development of themes, a restricted alfective range, and lack of
training in the elaboration of questions to gather information.
This style is perhaps adequate for the transaction ot gross
nurtur¡ng and power relationships, but it is insufficient for
dealing with chronic and more subtle conflicts, for this requires
the search for, ordering of, and sharing of different or new
informalion' (Minuchin et al, 1967, p.200).

Minuchin et al (1967) predict the expected characteristics which can be

observed in families poor communication skills, paraphrased they are:

1. fam¡ly members do not expect to be heard

-2. 
if someone does respond, it is not necessarily along

the lines of the preceding communicalion

3. a subject will rarely be carried to any conclusion

4. members can endure a dislocated shifi in content by
using a variety of coping mechanisms

5. intens¡ty of sound frequently displaces the theme
contenl

6. mother's role is that of regulator

7. the mother is a central pathway for most
transactions among family member when they are
together

8. spouses very rarely talk to each other, they are in
parallel, not rec¡procal contact

9. aggressive antisocial themes can be the expression
of inner pressures, but also the description and
handling of outer realilies

10. ways of transacl¡ng power operations occupy a
large part of the siblings' interactions
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'I 1. the mother's messages to the children are mostly
framed in "don'ts", wlthout the accompany¡ng "because"
lhat would imply a system of ordering outside of
herself

12. the mother's responses to one child's disruptive
behavior are often generalized to the whole group

13. rarely do the mothers' messages to lhe children
emphasize positives

Minuchin et al (1967) conclude that children in these families learn that

the person to whom they are communicating warrants more attention than the

content of the message. The underlying lesson here is thal the purpose of

commun¡cation is to define relationships between family members, rather than

to focus on the content or meaning of the message. Minuchin identilies this

lype of communication as a natural process for very young children, but

¡nappropriate for a family. He says that it is a style of communication that is

indicative of people who, because they are unclear about the¡r own power

and sense of self, need to use olher people for definition of themselves and of

their social situation.

Conclusion

ln summary, one can identify the macro-causal factors of child abuse as

soc¡etal premises which serve to perpetuat€ the maltreatment of children.

These include: (1) the unequal distribution of socio-economic and political

rights in society, (2) society's view of children as property, and (S) society's

sanction of the use of force for disciplinary objectives. The consideration of

social lactors alone, however, cannot account for the phenomenon of child
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abuse. certaln predisposing interpersonal attr¡butes are needed as well. The

most fundamental of these micro-causal factors are frustrated dependency

needs, uncontrolled aggression, low self esteem, and a high need for

nurturance.

when macro and micro-causar factors are united, w¡th certain parenting

factors, such as role reversal between parent and child, unrealistically high

expectations of the child's capabilities, and a lack ol understanding of what

constitutes the normal emotional needs of children, an atmosphere is created

in which child abuse is a predictable outcome.

The families most commonly involved with child abuse are otten the

families who seem to be chronically engaged w¡th a number of helping

systems, Their labels include problem poverty families, disorganized families,

multi-problem families and more recently mulli-agency families.

Most authors who have stud¡ed and wr¡tten about the multi-agency family

agree that this population suffers from both internal and external dysfunction.

lnternally the family is deficient in a number of skills which cause difficulties in

differentiation and flexibility, thus creating weak subsystems and low levels of

mutual support; all of which render the family unable to change effectively in

response to internal and external requirements. Because of the family's

internal dysfunctions, it is unable to manage its own interpersonal tension and

conflict. These same diflicullies also sabotage its ability to ellc¡t support from

external sources. The family is thus unable to obtain gratification either

internally or erfernally. At this point, given the right combination of

interpersonal attr¡butes and deficits in parenting skills, the stress placed on the

internal system can trigger child abuse.
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Understanding how the micro and macro-causal factors of child abuse,

and the characteristics of the multi-agency family combine lo create lhe at risk

to abuse multi-agency family, is an important first step in the process of

designing useful intervent¡on. With this information, one can beg¡n to target

possible treatment issues and goals, and finally to tackle the question of what

effeclive intervent¡on might include for this population. The next section of this

literature review will cover the area of intervent¡on: possible issues, goals for

the population and potential treatment models.
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Chapter Three

Review of the Literature

lntervent¡on

Janzen and Harris (1980) conclude that traditional approaches have not

been successful in meeting the needs of or in gaining cooperation w¡th

treatment efforts from multi-agency families, Workers have tended to view

these families as unmotivated and res¡stant. Janzen and Harris state that

describing multi-agency families as unmotivated or hard to reach is simply

another way of admilting that the external helping system has failed to engage

the family.

Aponte (1976) echoes lhis sentiment when he discusses the difficulties

that middle-class therap¡sts have in understanding this population, due to the

socio-economic differences between client and worker. He states that this

gap can be further widened if cultural and racial differences are also

introduced.

The reason for this failure is usually due to the conceptual and/or

atlitudinal or¡entation of the helping system. These differences need not

necessarily exist or be insurmountable. They exist for a number of reasons:

(1) helpers lack special knowledge and understanding of the character¡stics

of the population, (2) there is a failure to recognize gaps in learning, values

and norms between worker and client, and (3) because of their high level of

deprivation and v¡ctimization, such families may need service that exceeds the

helpe/s traditional concept of treatment. Gelinas (1986) suggests that the

patterns of resistance encountered in these families which have been
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perceived by helpers to be a major obstacle to treatment, can actually be

reframed to be the famlly's most powerful resource for change. lf the therapist

is careful to support loyalties in the family, to avoid scapegoating the

perpetrator, and to employ multi-laterality (taking a look at everyone's side),

resistance will usually be alleviated.

Treatment must address the family's interpersonal and intergenerational

context, and maximize the family's internal resources. ln general the family

musl be helped to improve communication, strengthen boundaries between

the various subsystems, meet the needs of its members, improve role

organization, gain more adaptive problem solving sk¡lls, improve member's

self-esteem and differentiation, gain more adaptive parenting skills and

expand ils social support network.

Janzen and Harris (1980) encourage workers to explore new ways of

working with these families. They suggest that workers make an effon to

relate to each family's unique special needs and concerns, and that focusing

simultaneously on the internal and external systems enables the workers to

meet the mater¡al and psychosocial needs of the family. Necessary

modifications in approach may include meeting the family at their home rather

lhan in the office, being available to the family outside regularly scheduled

appointment times, and engaging in activities with the family in addition to

regular talking sessions. They state that ¡n this way the worker is meeting the

real material and psychosocial needs of the family, trust is developing, and the

family is being taught through instruction and demonstration how to alter

dysfunctional interaction between members.
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Umbarger (1972) describes one possible approach which utilizes an

ecological perspect¡ve :

'A family therapy approach oriented toward the ecological
system.can attend simultaneously to the realities of poverty and
to intrafamilial issues. lt can employ tactics necessary for 

-

assistance with poveny problems, such as home visits, school
visits, agency visits, and work with the exlended family, and
these become the occasion for r€structuring relations-w¡thin the
family unit. The management of poverty ¡s parl of the treatment
procedure context, and not simply an effort to remove obstacles
so lhe the -real treatment" might then begin. The therapist works
at the interface between the family and non{amilial systems,
using typical poverly events--such as unemployment, legal
troubles, unpaid rent, or housing ditficulties-- aô the occãsion
for interventions inlo the affective, communicational, and
structural aspects of family organization. Every new external
emergency is an opponunity for restructur¡ng the psychosocial
interior of the family' (Umbarger, 1972, p.156).

Kaplan (1986) explains that another problem that leads to failure when

working with multi-agency families is when agencies and families become

caught in a cycle of mutual withdrawal. As traditional services fail to respond

to the mulli-agency family's complex needs, the family is perceived as

disinterested in helping itself. The agency then slowly withdraws services

from the lamily because it has failed to meet the social and behavioral

expectations of the agency. The family is left wilhout service, feeling taken

advantage of and misunderstood. Their perceplion is that the worker's

involvement has made things worse. The family's nalural instinct is to protect

itself from future .involvement with external helping systems. This is perceived

by the helping system as resistance to treatment. The relationship between
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the helping system and the multi-agency family becomes one of mutual

disappointment and hostility.

ln the external system the family develops the stigma of being known and

disliked by many agencies. Based on these many encounters, the family now

perceives the external system as unhelpful and hostile. A circular pattern has

evolved: when the family fails to utilize services offered, it is rejected by f he

helping system and so it withdraws, setting up a pattern of failure and

withdrawal in both family and helping systems. when this cycle is allowed to

perpetuate ilself, chronicity is the result. This cycle will be perpetuated in each

succeeding generation of the multi-agency family.

Kaplan (1986) stresses that helping systems otten work in isolat¡on of one

anolher and provide fragmented services that are dupl¡cated, unplanned and

crisis-oriented. lt is therefore a natural response on the part of the family to be

skeptical of such services. Kaplan advises that an important step whên

working with multi-agency familíes is to interrupt this cycle of mutual

withdrawal, thereby breaking the generational progresSion.

Therapists who are working w¡th multi-agency families can operate from a

systemic perspective, viewing the family 
". " 

ry.trr in interaction with other

external systems. From this perspective a therapeutic goal becomes solving

problems, while helping the lamily to improve its own problem solving process

(Janzen and Hanis, 1980). The therapist works to improve the family's

problem solving sk¡lls, using his/her own attempts at problems solving in the

larger system as a model forthe family. Janzen and Harris argue that

educating and helping the family to try on new and different behaviors is more

¡mportant than gaining insight into past actions. Here the focus is on what is to
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be done, rather than on underslanding why the family is in its particular

situation. They claim that this will help the family to view itself as a unit, perfect

its problem solving skills, and as these skills improve, will further demonstrate

that something is to be gained from common effort and work. This model

emphasizes the interreratedness of family problems and of family problem

solving mechanisms.

Parts of this model such as viewing the farnily as a system in interaction

w¡th other systems, helping the family to improve its own problem solving

process by modeling this process for the family in the larger helping system,

and educating and helping the family to try new adaptive behaviors aI€_very

useful. Emphasizing these will help the family learn to view itself as an

interrelated unit, demonstrating the connection between family problems and

family problem solving mechanisms. This can be a very important goal forthe

family who has never before experienced itself as a unified whole.

Not to be forgotten, however, is the equally important task of helping the at

risk to abuse multi-agency family to understand the intergênerational

conneclion, and ¡ts pan in perpetuating the cycle of abuse. Abusing adults are

typically abused themselves as children, and in turn tend to pract¡ce the same

style of parenting that they experienced (Buck, 1994). lt has been my

experience that in working with deprived, abused adurts, one must address

maladaptive patterns in lhe present family while concurrently addressing ihe

abuse issues of a generation before. The degree of deprivation in these

adults is such that they are able lo modity presenl dysfunctional patterns, only

when they as individuals leel nurtured and cared for. lt is through the tracking

of the intergenerational conneclion, that the at risk to abuse adult is able to
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acknowledge, often for the first time, his/her own suffering and deprivation as

an abused child. With this realization, the parent can be taught to develop

empathy for his/her own child's maltreatment. With the development of

empathy, the parent is able to challenge and modify learned maladaptive

parent-child interactions and finally absolve him/herself of the notion that as a

child he/she somehow deserved the abuse. lf the therapist fails to address

this intergenerational connection, the abused adult looses the opportunity to

view his/her present maltreatment of children in this ¡mponant

¡ntergenerational context.

The Heloing Network

Erickson, Rachlis and Tobin (1973) state that it is common for multi-

agency families to be involved with a number of helpers. Otten these helpers

don't know of each other's existence, and so may be undermining,

overlapping and contradicting each othefs eforts. ln times of stress, family

systems will triangulate with more and more oulsiders in an attempt to diffuse

inner family tens¡on. As helping systems become tr¡angulated, it is possible

for family stresses to be acted-out by these outside systems (Carl and

Jurkovic, 1983). They state that even the relationship between the family and

one outside agency is unstable under stress, so there will be a tendency to

form a three party system to diffuse the stress.

This was illustrated in one family who because of difficulties wilh an

adolescent member, simultaneously sought service from two dilferent helpers

(Child and Family Services, and Child Guidance). Neither service was initially

told about the involvement of any other serv¡ce with the family. After several
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months each helper became aware of the other helper only becausê the

family was taking the opportunity to complain of one helper while in the

company of another helper. Each helper believing that he/she was the only

truly appreciated helper worked harder to suppon the family with seemingly

little result. Gradually confllct between helpers escalated until they began to

unwittingly act out the family's struggle. Each helper perceiving him/herself in

the role of parent was attempting to control the other helper who was being

perceived as the rebelling adolescent. lronically, while this battle was being

played out, the family described itself as doing much better.

Reder (1986) has found that when a family is in crisis they tend to present

simultaneously rather than conseculively to a variety of helping agencies.

Each agency, not realizing the othefs existence, works harder and harder to

help the family with seemingly little result. As agencies learn about each other

in time, dissonance between helpers escalates until it may result in a bigger

problem than the original presenting complaint. Reder says that by lhe time

lhe dissonance reaches this proportion, helpers have unwittingly ioined the

very syslem lhey are trying to change.

lmber-Black (1986) feels that our culture supports multiple helpers by

promot¡on of specialization. Each helper deals with a different aspect of the

same problem, and helpers are rewarded by the number of problems they

uncover. ln addit¡on, lmber-Black says that although the professional has

good intentions, due to his/her own confusion or lack of expertise, he/she may

enlist yet another helper and rather lhan terminating with the family at the

point when the new worker becomes engaged, may also stay on, contributing

to the ever growing number of helpers working with the family.
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Reder states that such mult¡-agency networks seem to develop around

families who show unpredictability and instability in their relationships, and

who get minimal support from their families of origin. Sometimes helpers are

drafted to fill family member's roles. Some families may draft helpers to fill the

role of absent extended family members such as authoritarian parent or

nurtur¡ng caring parent. lmber-Black (1986) adds that fam¡lies may engage

multi-helpers because it is a pattern of involvement over several generations,

and is a familiar and comfortable way to conduct family life. Single parent

families may engage helpers to fill the role of the missing parent.

lmber-Black (1986) says that when family therapists are asked to describe

the¡r most difficult cases, they frequently identify those involving mult¡-agency

families. She advises that before the therapist becomes involved with a family

that he/she needs to identify and assess the helping system, in order lo

understand the relationships between the family and the various outside

systems involved. She suggests that one look at all¡ance patterns, mult¡-

generat¡onal involvement, which interventions have been helpful in the past,

and which have nol. Unless this process is carried out, the therapist will

discover that he/she is just another helper in the long list of outsiders who

have failed with the family.

Erickson et al (1973) advises that one needs to view the family and its

helpers as one system. Next one must look at the conditions under which the

family can solve problems, and the conditions under which old problems are

perpetuated. Reder (1986) suggests mapping the system to identify

signilicant members and relationships. And that as a new helper, it is best to

remain neutral until the necessary information is gathered, and the type of
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help required is identified. Mapping the system includes identifying current

members in the family, getting a sense of relationships, gathering a family

history, having nelwork meetings, defining the problem, finding out what has

been done in the past, what has been effective, what has not, what the system

is expecting from the new worker, and roles of the other helpers.

lmber-Black (1986) states that armed with this information, the therapist

can lhen initiate a new relationship with the family, one that avoids old

patterns and mistakes, and instead facilitates effective intervention.

Erickson et al (1973) stress the important soc¡alizing effect that team

meetings have. They suggest that the focus for such a meeting be on problem

solving in the present context, and on whatever strengths seem to exist in the

family and in the larger system. This is an ¡mportant deviation from traditional

team meetings, which tend lo focus on family pathology.

lmber-Black (1986) says that the purpose of including the helping network

in the family system is to w¡den the conceptual base for understanding family

problems. When one attempts to understand the complex interpersonal

dynamics that evolve between family and multiple helpers, one moves away

from blaming families and their helpers for existing dysfunction.

Taking lmber-Black's idea one step further, Levin , Raser, Niles and

Reese (1986) present the problem system model. The belief behind this

approach is simply that systems develop around problems as attempts are

made to solve them. They view the problem determined syst€m as both

nonpathological and nonhierarchical.

ln this model Levin et al (1986) state that the therapist must conslder:

his/her influence on the system, the context of the problem, and who is
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affected by the problem. This model acknowledges that all helpers ult¡mately

want the best solution to the family's problem, but everyone has their own

opinion as to what this might be. Each helper operates from his/her own

perception, orientation and vantage point. The result is a lack of coordination

between helpers which competes for the client's loyalty. lf contradicting

interventions develop, these contribute to the already existing structural

deficits in the fam¡ly.

Anderson and Stewart (1 984) utilize a nonpathological model with clients

which includes other helpers in the process of treatmenl, in an attempt to

identify how these helpers may be maintaining the problem. She introduces

the idea that everyone is involved with trying to solve the problem, but is trying

simultaneously to solve ¡t with techniques generated by their different

orientations and belief systems. She concludes that all helpers bring useful

information and skills that help resolve the problem. The therapist must make

use of these people and their strengths in the process of treatment.

Lev¡n et al (1986) conclude that th¡s way of reframing the helping system's

existence negates the model of hierarchy, s¡nce all helpers have the ability to

help. ll everyone is helpful on some level, then pathology is not included in

lhis model. They state that this way of thinking takes the therapist out of the

role of expert.

Having looked at some of the issues of intervention, we must now explore

possible treatment models.
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lnlervention Models

The literature identifies three possible interventions wilh abusing multi-

agency families: working with the adults, where the therapist is attempt¡ng to

help the parent re-experience the nurturing and good parenting they m¡ssed

as a child (Helfer and Kempe, 1976; Melnick and Hurley, 1969; Merrilt, 1962);

the family-oriented therapy approach (Bandler, 1967; Helfer and Kempe,

'1 976); and the family therapy approach (Helfer and Kempe, 1976). Although

emphasizing different issues and tasks, these three models share many

common perceptions and methodô. These will be discussed ¡n a separate

section atler each model has been introduced.

Re-parenting Model:

ln the first model a therapist actively uses his/her self as a therapeutic tool,

believing that the relationship between self and client is a very imporlant and

symbolic one. The therapist seeks out opportunities to reach out and g¡ve to

the client, rather than expecting the client to meet the therapist half way

(Ebeling and Hill, 1983). This model has its roots in psychoanalytictheory.

The therapist must gear treatment to the developmental level of the client. As

the multi-agency population tends to be action oriented rather than verbally

oriented, they do not easily see cause and effecl connections. As a

consequence, behavior is often impulsive and the adults continue to enact the

same situations and episodes, not realizing their own responsibility in

perpetuating and repeating old patterns. As well, these parents view

excessive sympathy and concern shown for the children by the therapist as

not caring about them. They are in competition with the children for the
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therapist's (parent's) affecl¡on and may be jealous if their child receives more.

A therapist utilizing this model must therefore decide early on in the tr€atment

process how much danger is involved in leaving the child in the home, and

what additional services for the child are appropriate.

The therapist should expect the client to be infantile, overwhelmed by the

task of parenting and desperately requir¡ng parenling themselves. This model

operates on the assumption that as the client begins to build a trusting

relationship with the therapist, he/she will also want to emulate the actions,

attitudes and behaviors of this important person, much like a child does with

his/her own parent (Buck, 1984; Ebeling and Hiil, 1983). When th¡s

restitutional process is successful, the parent is able to replace dysfunclional

parenting skills with lunctional ones and regression back to the original

pathological pattern does not occur (Ebeling and Hill, 198S).

Such a treatment approach seeks out cl¡ent strengths. The therapist must

know about past and present meaningful relationships in the client's life, and

about what the client found helpful and nurturing in these relationships.

Ebeling and Hill state that cl¡enl strengths will show up in the form of:

1. wanting to please the therapist, which assures continued
access and commitment

2. existence of maternal caring, despite abusive behavior, this
can be strengthened and developed in the course of therapy

3. client experiences self as a separate individual

4. having the ability to get comfort from his/her children, because
although this pattern can be an indication of role reversal, it can
also demonstrate that the parent feels deserving of someone's
attention
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5. ability to exhibit a small sense ol objectivity around own
behavior

p. .sen_se of appropriatê basic needs of children: attention,
limits, food, clothing, supervision, opportunity to learn

7. expeclations of children conveys hope for future

8. ability to manipulate the environment, to get what is needed
to survive

This model of intervention with abusing parents goes beyond crisis

intervention or symptom elimination, its goal is to help parents understand and

cope with the causal factors of their dysfunction (Ebeling and Hill, 19g3). They

go on to say that this type of client requires a period of intensive involvement

before she can benefit from such modal¡ties as family lherapy. W¡th this

approach therapeutic goals are:

1, To ¡mprove client's skills for coping with daily stresses

2. To increase positive sellimage

3. To improve client's attitude towards others

4. To improve parent's capacity to develop his/her own
potential

Bandler (1967) talks about the importance of working with parents first

and children later, This will convey a sense of being valued and cared about

to the parents. Even though the worker becomes known to the family through

concerns about the safety of the child, the meeting of the parent's needs

addresses the parent's rivalry with their children for attention and atfec{ion.

once a relationship based on trust has evolved between therapist and client,
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the therapist can then expand treatment to include addressing parenting and

interactional concerns.

Family Oriented Therapy Model:

Therapis'ls utilizing this model believe that in situations of child abuse, it is

the entire family who requires and deserves help. Helfer and Kempe (1976)

describes therapeutic goals as: parents relinquish abusive and/or neglectful

patterns of child rearing, and replace them with parent¡ng that is more

rewarding for both parent and child. This model acknowledges that treatment

focus must rest initially on the adults in order lo: enhance self-esteem,

develop better basic trust and confidence, and develop the ability to enjoy life

and have rewarding, pleasurable experiences with other adults and with

one's own children.

Therapists operating w¡lhin this model see therapy as a two part process

(Helfer and Kempe, 1976):

1. Restitution of parenting process: during this phase the
therapist is interested in supplying support and nurturing to the
adults, regardless of the child's situation (it must be arranged that
services to support the child will be in place simultaneously). ln this
way the parent is able to stop using the child to meet his/her own
needs and the abuse is momentarily blocked. lt is understood that
parents must have some of their own emotional needs met before they
have the energy and interest to learn about their child.

2. Providing abusive families with more outreach and available
services than provided in traditional therapy: this includes home
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visits dur¡ng times of crisis so that the therapist can actually educate
the family in new methods of coping and problem solving. This is a
valuable model for looking directly at family relationships. The
therapist models appropriate child care methods, lett¡ng the parents
have the oppoñunity to observe another person dealing with children.

ln this model the therapist must not expect that parents be able to
idenlify what their defic¡ts are. ln fact, inilially the parent may be confused
as to why the worker is there and what the relationship may €ntail.

The basic goals attached to this model are:

1. to help parents re-experience in phase one the nurturing and
good parenting that they missed as children

2. to help parents become adequate parents, able to view the
child as an individual with his/her own thoughts and needs

3. parent becomes able to tolerate child,s negative behaviors,
allowing child to express anger

4. parents can allow child to receive emotional rewards from
outside the family, as it is no longer necessary to maintain
enmeshed isolative patterns designed to meet parent,s
emotional needs

Family Therapy Model

ln this model child abuse is seen as a family problem. Helfer and Kempe

(1976) describe child abuse as an indication of a dysfunctional family, that

brings the abused child along with his or her entire family to the attention of

the helping network. As yet, family therapy has not been widely used with the

multi-agency abusing family. But it seems to be the most direc,t method for

dealing with dysfunctional family interactions. Helfer and Kempe (1976)
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caution however, that when using this model, lhe therapist must be careful to

measure the parent's need to vent their frustration and anger with the child. lf

this need is extreme, they suggest that the parents have an opportun¡ty to

meet with the therapisÌ w¡thout the child pres€nt. The child may also have a

similar need to vent his/her own feelings of frustration and anger towards

his/her parents. The therapist must also weigh the degree of emotional

deprivalion and neediness in both parents and children. One would have to

assess whether the parents have the capacity for nuñurance and caring, and

explore the degree of their guilt, if any, regarding causing harm to the child. ln

cases of extreme deprivation, individual as well as conjoint sessions may be

required in order for the family to tolerale sharing the therapist's attention and

¡nterest.

Helfer and Kempe (1976) state that the advantage of lamily therapy as a

treatment method with multi-agency families is that ¡t provides the opportun¡ty

to emphasize the ¡nterrelatedness of individual family members. With all

family members present, there is less opportunity for family members to distort

reality or for individuals to influence the therapist's opinion of other members.

Utilizing this model, the overriding goal is to empower the family to

become differentiated and able to meet its own internal needs (Kaplan, 1986).

This goal can be realized by helping the lamily to partlcipate as equal

members of the treatment team. This can include such nontraditional actions

as inviting the family to team meetings, and expecting them to take part in the

planning and decision making throughout the treatment.

Throughout th¡s process, the family therapy model emphasizes that the

family is a unit and needs to work together to resolve conflict. While the family
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may enter therapy with the perception of the child as the identified client, it is

the task of the family therapist lo reframe this perception so that family

members become aware of the interactional patterns that contribute to their

dilemma. For some mult¡-agency families, th¡s may be the first time they have

viewed their ditficulties in this light.

Complementaritv Belween Models

While these three models, appear to differ, in reality all three share a

variety of common goals, and methods. Using eitherthe Re-parenting Model

or the Family Oriented Therapy Model, therapy is conceptualized as a two

step process. The first phase of treatment is geared toward re-parenting the

parent in an attempt to meet hisiher frustrated dependency needs. Both

models focus attention on the adults in the family while other services are

simultaneously coordinated to meet ths needs of the children. Goals in this

stage are to enhance self-esteem, develop basic trust, and otfer the

opportunity for the parent lo experience a rewarding, pleasurable relationship

with another adult. Both models describe this first stage of treatment as crucial

to enabling the parent to later relinquish abusive patterns of parenting. This

stage has been successful when the parent is able to establ¡sh basic trust and

the therapist has successfully joined with the client. While unlike the Re-

parenting and Family Or¡ented Therapy models, the Family Therapy model

does not indicate that a separale period of individual work w¡th the adults in

the family should proceed family work, it does acknowledge that in the case of

€xlremely deprived adults, conjoint individual and family sessions may be

required.
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All three approaches identify a stage of treatment which involves

educating the family in new methods of cop¡ng, problem solving and

parenting. Both lhe Re-parenting and Family Oriented Therapy models

achieve this by placing the therapist in the family's home. There the therapist

is on hand lo observe dysfunctional interactions and actively intervene when

necessary. ln this way lhe family is offered hands-on learning in the form of

modeling and coaching by the therapist. This is the stage at wh¡ch parenting

skills are taught and refined. The Family Therapy model relies on enactment

and discussion to achieve lhis same result. ln all models, this stage has been

successful when the family is able to replace abusive and/or neglectful

patterns of child rearing with parenting which is more rewarding for both the

parent and the child.

While both the Re-parenting and Family Oriented Therapy models

adequately address the difficulties of individual family members as well as the

family as a whole, they do not attempt to connect the family to a social context.

Neither model seems inclined to discuss lhe family as.a system involved with

other systems. This is unfortunate because for at risk to abuse multi-agency

families, who suffer from social isolation and an inability to successfully

engage with external systems, this is an important treatment issue which

needs to be addressed.

Depending on the specific model employed, a family therapy approach

does conceptualize the family as a system involved with other systems. ln this

way it becomes possible ¡n lreatment to help the family develop more adapl¡ve

interaclion w¡th such important external systems as the helping and social

networks. ln addition, family therapy models are llexible enough to allow the
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therapist to decide, based on the needs of the family, how much emphasis to

place on this task during treatment.

For the purpose of th¡s practicum, I chose parts from all three models

which lthen integrated into my own intervention model. ln th¡s way lwas able

to acknowledge individual, family and systems issues in the course of

treatmenl. Because of the unique characteristics of the at risk to abuse multi-

agency family, lfound that I needed a model which would allow me (1) to

conceptualize the family as a system interact¡ng with other systems, and (2) to

provide individual attention for the adults while also allowing me to actively

engage in hands-on teaching session with the family as a whole. I also

required a model thal was flexible enough to allow for ditferent levels of

awareness and 'readiness' between families. The adults in some families

required initial individual sessions before they could participate in family

sessions, while the adults in other families where able to participate

concurrently in both individual and family sessions.

The re-parenting component allowed me to address the deprivalion and

need of the abused adults through individual sessions either before family

sessions or concurrently with family sessions. The family sessions were a

time for educating lhe family in new methods of coping and problem solving

and forteaching and refining parenting skills. Sometimes the family sessions

were carried out informally as I intervened directly in dysfunctional parent-

child interactions. At other t¡mes the family sessions were conducted as

lormal family therapy meetings.

lntegrat¡ng the Family Therapy component enabled me to conceptualize

lhe family as a system inleracting with other systems and to maximize the
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family's ability to engage w¡th the external helping system. lt also enabled me

to re¡nforce the interrelatedness of individual family members and to

emphasize the necesslty of working logether to learn new skills. Like the Re-

parenting and Family Oriented Therapy models, I conducted the family

sessions in the family's home.

Conclusion

ln this section I have provided a look at the issues of intervention with the

at risk to abuse multi-agency family. I have discussed that in general, the

helping system has not been successful in providing services to this

populat¡on. Helpers have otten misunderslood the characteristics and

unique qualities ot at risk to abuse multi-agency families. They have failed to

recognize the gaps in learning and values between themselves and the

client(s). They have also underestimated the family's need lor serv¡ce when

this need has exceeded the helper's concept of traditional treatment.

Because lwas interested in devising a method of intervent¡on that

avoided repeating many of these problems, I have used this section to

become more acquainted with the lack of "fit,' between the helping system and

the population of aÌ risk to abuse multi-agency families, and to explore

imporlant treatment goals and potential models of intervent¡on.

I conclude that the therapist working with this population from a systemic

perspective must be very careful to track and address individual, family and

helping systems issues simultaneously throughout the course pf treatment.

While attempting to maximize the family's internal resources, the therapist

must be aware of the helping system's role in relalion to the family. He/she
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must map the system, and continually mon¡tor whether or not helpers have

assumed maladaptive family roles.

ln the next section I will present the clinical component of lhis practicum,

including the setting, the famiries, assessment information, procedure and

outcome.
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Chapter Four

THE PRACTICUM

Settinq

As already stated, th¡s practicum was conducted through the parent

Supporl Program, a long-term, in-home counselling program specializing in

the treatment of multi-agency families where there is a concern for child abuse

(physical, emotional and sexual). This is a voluntary program. Clients are

referred by a var¡ety of agencies who regularly work with families and/or

abuse, including child and Family services and the child protection centre,

Health Sciences. The goals of the program are lo counsel, educate and

provide support for families under stress. Five counsellors work out of the

program, each carrying a maximum caseload of five families.

Clientele

For the purpose of this practicum, the wr¡ter worked with five families, from

approximately June, lg88 through January, 1989. The caseload consisted of

three two-parent tamil¡es and two single parent families. Three of the families

were referred to our program by child welfare workers, one by a social worker

at the Ch¡ld Protection Centre, Health Sciences, and one by a therap¡st at St.

Boniface Hospital. Four of the families had previous interventions, one had

not. All of the families had multiple helpers currently involved.
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Of the five families seen in practice, one case will be presented at length,

and four cases presented ¡n shorter format. Weekly clinical supervision was

provided by professors Ruth Rachlis, and George Buranyi. Less frequent

supervision was provided by Chris Cassels, Assistant Clinical D¡rector,

Children's Home of Winnipeg, and Margot Buck, Co-Direc{or, Child Protection

Centre, Health Sciences.

As already acknowledged, families €ntered the therapeutic process at

various levels of readiness and awareness. Some families, aware of the

issues lo be addressed, and were in agreement with service. ln olher cases,

referrals were made to our program by workers who felt his/her clients were in

need of the services, but the family was not necessarily in agreement w¡th the

worker's assessment of their need. ln such cases, the therapist's initial task

was to bridge the gap between the family's perception of existing risk of abuse

and the degree of risk perceived by other outside systems. My strategy for

working wllh the family was influenced by whether the label of 'at risk'was

coming from inside or outside of the family, by the definition of 'at risk', and by

who else in the system was in agreement w¡th the label. This will be

discussed further in each individual case presentation as well as in the

evaluation section of th¡s paper.

Process

All of the families panicipated in an in-take meeting which included family

members, the relerring worker, and the Parent Support Program Manager.

Sometimes the Parent Supporl counsellor to be assigned to the family also

attended this meeting. The meeting took place in the family's home. The
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purpose was to meet the perspective client, assess the relat¡onship between

the referring worker and the family, hear both party's deflnition of the problem,

involve the family in the treatment process, and describe clearly to both

referring worker and family the specific services that the Parent Supporl

counsellor could offer.

I met on lhe average of once or tw¡ce weekly with each family, for

approximately 1 l12lo 21l2hours each visit. The frequency and duration of

v¡sits fluctuated with the degree of need and/or risk observed with each family.

All visils took place in the client's home.

When I began working wilh these families, I suspected that joining could

be a continuing process, to be re-negotiated at key therapeutic markers and

ongoing throughout the ¡ntervention process. I also thought that the task of

coordlnating helpers would occur at dilferent times depending on such faclors

as the size of the team, their level of involvement, and their definition of the

problem. As it turned out, with some families, the team meeting to coord¡nate

helpers took place before meeting the family. ln other situations ¡t was

necessary to spend time delicately joining wilh lhe family before such a

meeting could be arranged. The initial meeting with the family was a time to

explain my role and to begin to define the client's perception of the problem.

Assessment

Assessment was individual-family focused and, with the exceptlon of the

Family Assessment Measure 3 (FAM 3), qualitative in nature. The purpose of

testing was to aid in developing appropriate therapy goals for each family. An

informal pretesl and follow-up assessment format was initiated within the first
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one to four meet¡ngs. The following instruments were used: the FAM B, and a
parenting scale from "The Maternal Child Nursing Journal"(MCN), l9g4

(Appendices 2 and 3).

The FAM 3 was deveroped out of the process Moder of Famiry Functioning

(skinner, steinhauer and santa-Barbara, 1983). lt has reliabil¡ty coeff¡cients

ranging from .86 to .9s. The General scale has internal consistency reliability

estimates ranging from .62 to .93 for adults and .60 to .94 for children. The

FAM 3 assessed intrapersonal and family function on seven planes: task

accompl¡shment, role performance, communication, affective expression,

involvement, control and values and norms. lt assessed the family as a

system, examined dyadic rerationships w¡thin the famiry, and measured the

individual's perception of hisiher functioning within the family. FAM 3 may be

used as an assessment tool for clinical intervention or as an outcome

measure. ln this practicum it was used as a pretest to help target therapeutic

intervention.

The MCN Parenting scare is an informar scare used by the therapist to

assess the capacity to parent, breaking this task ¡nto th€ following categor¡es:

attachment and interaction between parent(s) and child, physical care and

hygiene, parent(s) attitude toward the chird, abirity to provide survivar needs,

parent's ability to meet own needs, coping behavior, level or responsibil¡ty,

abil¡ty to supervise child, ability to idenlify environmental hazards, supervision,

health practices, methods of discipline, and relationship patterns with peers,

family and professionals (Velasquez, Christensen and Schommer, 19g4).

The MCN Parenting Scale was used as an informal measure to give me a

structure for assessing parenting skills.
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ln addilion to the FAM 3 and the MCN Parenting Scale, genograms were

used to track ¡ntergenerational patterns at work in the family. Eco-maps were

used lo assess the family's involvement w¡th outside agencies and systems

and the quality of lhis involvement. ln add¡tion, each adult was asked to

discuss, (1) his/her own perceptions of him/herself as a potential abuser, and

(2) what parenting skills, if any did they perceive that they lack?

Finally, this wr¡ter lracked the joining process with each family, observing

imporlant markers along the way. Such markers included: the client

consenting to see worker, the client being willingly to share his/her own

percept¡ons about the world and about self, his/her ability to form a trusting

relationship, his/her desire 1o use therapisl as a model, and his/her

understanding of the function and role of therap¡st and of the work to be

accomplished.

As suspected, each family entered the therapeutic process at a different

level of readiness and awareness. Because of th¡s, lhe process of obtaining

lhe pretest information also varied. Families A, Q and p, believing the

therapist's explanation of the lmportance of such measures in gathering useful

information about the family as a precursor to knowing how best to help, were

able to participale in the pretest assessmenl w¡thin the first two meetings.

Family B was initially very reluctant to disclose any information, even

compiling a genogram was suspect until the fourth meeting. Joining with this

family was in general a difficult and delicate task. Family ! took the pretest

assessment in the third meeting, in the first three meetings the level of chaos,

disorganization and noise were such that the wr¡ter was unable to administer

the pretest.
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Follow-up Assessment

At the terminat¡on of therapy, families underwent lhe following informal

assessments to delermine the outcome of therapy:

1. families were questioned informally to determine
their own experience of the joining process: when they
felt comfortable, when they did not, what they liked

about the sessions, and their critiques of the
therapeut¡c process.

2. a new eco-map were drawn to lrack any systems

changes that had taken place in the course of
therapy.

3. each family was separately assessed as to
whether treatment goals were successfully
accomplished.

4. family members had the opponunity to discuss
their own experience of the therapy process. What
gains they had made, what perceptions had been

altered.

5. adults were once again asked to rate themselves
as potential abusers. How had this perception changed
through therapy?
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Case Presentation

ln each of the lollowing chapters (five through nine), one of the five

pract¡cum families w¡ll be pres€nted. Case #1 , the A Family will be presented

at length, the remaining lour cases w¡ll b€ presented in shorter format. All five

case presêntations will include general information about the family,

presenting problem, pertinent previous intervention and abuse history,

assessment information, goals for therapy, therapy format and outcome.
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Chapter Five

Family #1: The A Family

Sue 33 yrs old (mother)
Peter 54 yrs old (boylriend)
John 13 yrs old (son)
Jason 6 yrs old (son)

Helping Network:

Chlld and Famlly Services Worker
CFS Childcare Worker
Parent Support Counsellor
Psychological Services Therapist
Econom¡c Security Worker

ln t rod u ctlo n

This family was referred to the Parent Support Program by a social worker

at one of the regional Child and Family Services (CFS) Agencies. Sue, the

molher, who has had repeated involvement with CFS since 1984, contacted

CFS by phone to seek help with the management of her then 12year old son,

John. She described John as being physically and verbally abusive towards

her, and as having tantrums and rages. She stated that he frightened her and

unless someone could change his behavior quickly, she wanted him placed

outside of the home.

At the time of this call, Sue was living alone w¡th her two sons, John, 12,

and Jason, 5. She was currently involved w¡th Peter, 53, and they had been

seeing each other for one year. Peter was an alcoholic, chronically

unemployed man who had recently lost his wife to cancer. Peter and John
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were fighting regularly and Sue was alarmed that peter would leave the

relationship if this level of tens¡on continued.

Both Sue and John had been physically and sexually abused on

numerous occasions by several different perpetralors. This information is

elaborated in the section titled ,previous Abuse History'. Neither had had an

opportunity to address their resulting abuse issues. John was currently

experiencing night terrors and daytime crying episodes. ofien these activ¡ties

set off arguments in the family, as Sue became very upset when John

attempted to talk about h¡s abuse.

When Sue was assigned a CFS social worker a voluntary placement

agreement was drawn up to place John in a foster home. At the same time a

refenal was made by phone to our program requesting that someone work

with this family on behavior management issues. Because our program had

no available workers, the family was placed on our waiting list as a priority

referral.

The genogram on the following page tracks the fam¡ly for three

generations. One can begin to see some of the intergenerational abuse

connections, and their influence on present problems in the family. The Eco-

Map on the following page was drawn at the beginning of treatment. lt

identifies systems involved with the family at that time.

ln early June 1988 an opening became available, the f, family was

tentat¡vely accepted into our program. As is our procedure, the d¡rector of our

program arranged a meeting with the family in their home with the cFS worker

present to meet the family members. ldeally the purpose of this lirst meeting

is: (1) to explain our program in more detail, (2) to find out if the family wants
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d Family Genogram and Eco-Maþ
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lo work with us, and (3) to get a more in-depth descriplion from the family

of what concerns and issues they might want to address. At the time of this

intake meeting the CFS social worker informed us that she was leaving the

agency and fhat a new worker would be taking over the case. Both workers

were presenl at the meeting. The outcome of this meeting was a voluntary

comm¡tment from the family to work with a counsellor from our program, and a

list of three concerns the family wanted to address: (1) improve Sue and

John's relationship, (2) help John deal with his abuse, (3) help Sue feel less

overwhelmed and overburdened. The family was told that a counsellor would

be contacting them in several days to set up a meeting. I met them the

following week on June 1Sth in their home.

ln my first meeting with the lamily Sue qu¡te spontaneously detailed

previous interventions. I have included them here because they have had a

definite impact on my intervent¡on. They offer important historical and process

information about the family.

Previous lntervention

January 1985---Sue's second husband sexually abused
John on numerous occasions and was charged, John
began seeing a psychiatrist.

April 1985-------John terminated with the psychiatrist, the reason for
termination is unclear, Sue said that she initiated
terminal¡on because she felt thal information was
being kept from herand that the psychiatrist was very
rude to her, John said termination occurred because he
complained to his mom that the psychiatrist only
wanted to play.

July 1985--------Sue called CFS to complain that John was
unmanageable and that she needed help. A teaching
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homemaker was placed in the home 5 days a week, 4
hours a day. A quasi-behavior modif¡cation program was
implemented. The homemaker remained in the home for
six months and was têrminated only when Sue felt she
was able to handle John.

March 1986------Sue began attending a group for women who have a
child who has been sexually abused. Sue was referred to
this group by her CFS worker. She dropped out of the
group half way through the sessions because she found
the group did not address her issues.

October 1986---Sue again contacted CFS to complain that John was
unmanageable. He was now verbally and physically
abusive to her and she leared that he would become
violent. A CFS Child Care Worker was placed in the
home 5 days a week for 3 or 4 hours daily. Sue reported
feeling much less stress because the worker was able
to redirect John and keep him occupied. The
worker terminated after 5 months reporting that she
was unable to work with Sue. Sue was confused as to
why this happened, but'she said the worker was very
disappointed with her because she was unable to follow
through on limit setting with John.

November 1987-Sue called CFS again to request that John be removed
from the home. He was placed in foster care for 3
weeks afier which time Sue demanded that he be sent
home as he was not receiving proper care. While
waiting for a counsellor from our program, a CFS Child
Care Worker was assigned for 8 hours a week to
counsel John, take him on outings and talk to Sue about
her concerns.

Present¡no Problem

Sue in our first meeting, spoke quickly in a tense, high, pressured voice.

She stat€d that what needed lo be changed was John. She descr¡bed him as

full of anger and hate and said that she was not deserving of his rage or of his

blame. She said that she was afraid of him because he had attacked her four
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times. When she was asked to dêtail these attacks, she described behavior

which sounded relat¡vely normal for an emerging adolescent: y€lling,

stomping up stairs, banging doors, occasionally throwing toys and swearing.

The threat for sue seemed to be ¡n how she interpreted this behavior and felt

frightened by it. She said that since she had met peter a year and a half ago,

John had gotten worse and worse. She wondered if John purposely wanted

to drive Peter away. Lately Peter stormed out of the house whenever sue and

John argued. Sue blamed Peter's leaving on John's behavior and said that

she didn't know how many more times peter would be willing to put up with

such behavior. She was afraid that she would loose her boyfriend if John

didn't change. She said that Peler had begun saying that unless John's

behavior became more manageable, he would like to postpone their

marriage. Sue stated many times that John seemed to purposely try to make

her upset or angry. She wondered if he acted this way ¡ntentionally to give

her a head ache or bring on a seizure. She spoke as if she expected John to

be able to anticipate her needs, almost as if she were the child and John were

the adult. Sue said that she got so angry at John that it scared her. She was

afraid that if she ever gave ¡nto her anger that she might really injure John.

She said that she was unable to feel affectionate or supportive toward him

even when he requested ¡t. lt was much easier for her to give to Jason. Sue

felt she was unable to manage John and she wondered ¡f the best th¡ng might

be to have him placed in foster care to show h¡m that other people would not

treat him as well as she did.

While discussing lhe situation, it was very ditficult for Sue to stay on topic.

she jumped from subject to subject and continually directed the discussion to
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her own experiences with abuse. She constantly interrupted her sons to

answer quest¡ons for them. She chastised them inappropriately, one minute

threatening harsh, unrealistic punishments, and in the next moment giving in

to them if they persisted with the behavior. She discussed being strangled

and raped in the same breath that she talked aboul normal daily living

experiences. She continued to speak in a nervous, tense voice. Her moods

shifted rapidly. One moment she would blurt out insightful comments, the next

moment she would go olf on an unrelated tangenl, forgetting what she was

originally talking about and bursting into tears as she described an event in

her past. ln listening to this woman ¡t was easy to imagine her life as a series

of Ìhreats, frightening experiences and situations over which she had had no

control.

Èlel said that he saw two basic problems. First he thought that Sue was

too involved with her family and kids. He said that Sue did too much for her

kids. He gave examples of Sue runn¡ng John's bath water, of pouring his milk

for him at dinner, of running up and down the stairs whenever lhe kids needed

her help to find a misplaced toy, and of feeding Jason if he was eating slowly.

He thought that the boys were both spoiled. He said that John and Sue both

flew off the handle too easily and that Sue was too quick to react to John's

taunts. When they argued both Sue and John typically introduced new

unrelated complaints and topics until neither knew what the original argument

was about. He thought that Sue needed to learn to calm down because when

she got upset it affected her health (Sue was epileptic, she had 7 seizures last

year, she has an ulcer and she got frequent headaches which lett her
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incapacitated). Peter sa¡d that Sue kept information from her family of origin

because she feared being judged and criticized. At home Peter said that Sue

complained about how much she hated her father, yet whenever he asked her

to do anything she complied.

Secondly Peter thought that Sue put too much pressure on him about

lheir relationship. She wanted him to move in, be a fatherto the boys and a

husband to her. He was not sure that he was ready to do that. He had lost his

wife of many years in 1987. He said that he cared a lot for Sue but that he felt

overwhelmed by all of her problems. He wanted to postpone their marriage

until things were running smoother.

Peter was an alcoholic, although he was very reluctant to admit this, and

has had three serious drinking binges during his involvement with Sue. All

three binges were preceded by fights, with the shared theme of peter

perceiving that Sue was pushing him to get more involved with the kids, to

marry her and to move in. Peter reacted to Sue's demands by backing otf and

finally leaving the house and going off on a drunk. The first t¡me th¡s

happened coincides with the beginning of Sue and John's most recent

difficulties.

John was a very awkward and gangly 12year old. His hair was sticking

out in every direction and he looked like a frightened waif. He seemed much

younger than 12. He spoke slowly and deliberately, he looked otf into the

distance or at his mother constantly. He seemed very hesitant to speak ¡n

front of his mother. lnitially he said that he didn,t know what he would like to

change in his family. He said that he thought that everything was okay. When
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I questioned further he said that he would like his mom to let him go to bed

later than 8:00 pm, and he wanted his mom to stop yelling at him all the time.

He seemed to be talking about very concrete requests, but one had the sense

that there was much more going on beneath the surface. He spoke hartingly

and quietly. He wore a worried expression on his face and he looked at his

mother often. several times when he seemed unable to answer a question,

he fell over on the couch, burying his face in the cushions. He was worried

that he would be abused again but was unable to elaborate. He was afraid

that when Peter got drunk that he might physically hurt his mom. Looking very

sad he said that he had lots of worries.

Jason, 5, wanted all the yelling to stop. He said that John scared him

when he got really mad and he was afraid that John might hurt h¡m. He also

wanted Peter to be his daddy.

Summarv of Presenting Family lssues

The problems presented by the famiry have ex¡sted off and on fortwo and

a half years. Sue has had various helpers coming in to the family, and lhis

has temporarily made a difference, but the helpers have generally lerminaled
prematurely and once gone, the family has resumed its old way of lunclioning.

The latest dêter¡orat¡on belween sue and John began almost immediately

after sue and Peter began to see each other seriously. Arguments between

Sue and John seemed to escalate when Sue was leeling the pressure of

keeping the peace, meaning when peter was present and was threatening to

leave or pull away from the relationship because John was too much to
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handle. ln such a situalion Sue described herself as being pulled in two

opposite directions. She was afraid thal she would loose peÌer if John's

behavior did not improve, but she also felt strong loyalt¡es to John and

resented Peter when she felt that he was asking her to choose his side over

John's side.

At other times, arguments between Sue and John seemed to develop

when he e¡ther covertly or overlly asked for nurturance and support from his

mom and she felt too drained and/or resentful to give him what she knew that

he wanted. The behavior that Sue targeted as v¡olent or out of control, when

described seemed like relatively normal behavior for an emerging adolescent.

The problem for sue seemed to be how she interprsted this behavior and felt

threatened by it. For Peter the problem seemed to be watching Sue become

so upset during John's outbursts and jumping in to help sue maintain control.

Sue was the person in the family who sought out counselling. She was

motivated by two forces: fear of loosing peter and a fear that she would get so

angry at John that she would loose control and physically injure him. She

generally resorted to corporal punishment when she felt John was out of

control. ln fact, her need to place this child might have been herway of

prolecting him. Twice in the past when problems had become overwhelming

Sue had called CFS and asked for help. Thus, Sue has had intense

involvement with both a teaching homemaker and a childcare worker. Sue's

perceplion of both of these workers was that they interacled with John and

kept him occupied, but that she did not learn new skills for coping with the

problem. lt seems that the pattern has been for someone to intervene lor Sue,

taking away the stress but not addressing the dysfunctional underpinnings
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that perpetuate the problem. sue was again looking for someone who woutd

relieve the stress by focusing on John and his behavior.

Abuse History

There is a long history of physical, emotional and sexual abuse in this

family which continues to have an impact on their presênt situation. Because

of this, I would like to present a brief chronicle of the abuse beginning with

Sue's childhood:

-physically and verbally abused by her father as a child,
severely punished for minor infraótions, mother unable io offer
protection

-sexually.assaulied as a teenager by a relative, although she
disclosed to her parents, the next dây she was iorced tó attend
a party in her honor at the abuser,s'home with the abuser
present

-gang raped at age 18 while walking home at
night

-marr¡ed first husband at age 19, he physically abused her on
multiple occasions, married one yeai, Iétt wtrén husband tried
to suffocate John who was an infânl at the time

-married second husband when John was 3 1/2 years old,
married 6 1/2 years, second husband verbally and emotionally
abusive to her after first few weeks of marnage

-lett marriag.e when John disclosed that his stepfather had
been sexually assaulling him for the pasl 3 yeärs

John also has a h¡story of physical and sexual abuse:

-physically abused on many occasions by maternal grandfather

-sexually abused 
_by stepfather's father from the ages of 4 to 6,

eventually John disclosed to Sue and Sue stoppðd contact
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-sexually abused by stepfather from age of 7 to 10, when John
finally disclosed 1o Sue, stepfather was charged and sentenced
to 18 months in jail,the family has not seen him since, during time
of sexual abuse, John was labeled as developmentally delated,
and was sent to a special school and failed sèveral grâdes 

-

Assessment

(1) Clinlcal Assessment

This is a family who possesses many traits commonly possessed by at r¡sk

to abuse mult¡-agency families (Aponte, 1976; Gilbert, Christensen and

Margolin, 1984). This is a family who:

-operates from crisis to crisis
-possesses weak boundaries (marital, parental, inside
and outside the family)
-has an unclear hierarchy
-has poor differentiation between members (Sue has
not Individuated from her family of origin)
-has poor problem solving skills
-has an inability to plan, as focus is on the present
-has lamily themes of aggression, helplessness,
abando n me nt
-has poor self-esteem, both individually and as a
family
-has poor communication
-has an adult who functions as a regulator of the
children's behavior
-has interactions which shitt abruptly in mood and
theme
-is unable to set limits
-is enmeshed
-has adults who are overwhelmed and overburdened
-has power struggles between adult and children
-has a poor idea of normal child development
-has role reversal between Sue and John
-has an adult who attempts to fill her needs through
her children
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-has an adult in competition with her children for love
and need fulf illment
- perceives children's behavior as willful and disobedient

(2) FAM 3

The FAM 3 was taken by Sue and John. Jason was too young to

part¡cipate in the assessment and Peter was unwilling to participate. FAM 3,

while not a replacemenl for clinical assessment of the family, does elaborate

and val¡date the impressions of the writer in the first interview with the family.

FAM 3 profiles can be found in Appendix One.

One major problem targeted by FAM 3 was the family,s very poor problem

solving abilities, This corresponded with my assessment that the family was

unable to either identify family difficulties or to generate or implement

appropriate solutions. As a consequence, minor stresses tended to

precipitate crisis. Thus, this family had a pattern of operat¡ng from crisis to

crisis.

The family had also not managed to develop an acceptable level of role

integration, and lacked agreement between members regarding role

definition. Th¡s supported my clinical assessment of sue as the regulator of

everyone's behavior. As a consequence neither child had an opportunity to

internalize rules or to evolve an independent role in the family. The family's

poor problem solving skills lett them unable to work together on a common

task. without a unified purpose or an agreement of role del¡n¡t¡on, the family

was unable to adapt to new roles as required in the evolution of the family life

cycle.
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My assessment ol poor communicalion skills was also supported by the

FAM 3's idenÌification of insuflicient, displaced and masked communication in

the family. The FAM 3 targeted a lack of mutual understanding between family

members, and an ¡nability to seek clarification in the case of confusion. The

family's high level of anxiety resulted ¡n continuous overly intense

inappropriate affective expression.

The family's very dysfunctional score in the area of affective involvement

supported my clinical assessment of poor differentiation between members,

and blurred boundaries between subsystems. This was an enmeshed family

whose members were ¡n competit¡on for nurlurance and need fulfillment.

As was evidenl during my clinical assessment this was a family whose

interactions did not allow family members to master the daily routines of family

life. Sue's attempls al setting limits with the boys ranged from ineffectual to

r¡gidly destructive and shaming. There were almost constant battles for

control between parent and children. These struggles did not allow family

members to be able to perceive and adjust to changing life demands.

Although one would expect John and Sue to have different percept¡ons

of the family, it was surprising that their perceptions differed so extremely

(Appendix One). This might have been due to their different intêrpretations of

the questions. Sue's rating of the family as very dysfunctional along with her

very low social desirability score indicated that she might be distorting the

measurement through projeclion. John, on the other extreme, assessed his

family as functioning within the normal range, but rated himself as a

dysfunctional member in all areas. This was an extremely dysfunc{ional

family who showed deficits in all seven areas of assessment.
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(3) Maternal Child Nursing Scale

Sue showed ambivalence about her relationship with John but she was

willing to discuss her feelings. With Jason she showed significant attachment

and demonstrated sensitiv¡ty and responsiveness. This was consistent with

my clinical observations of the family. Sue was inconsistent in her

expectations of both children and sought to have her own emotional needs

met by her children. Her ambivalence towards John and her €xpectation of

nurturance from Jason was observable in our initial session. Sue was

inconsistent in her ability to recognize her own l¡mitations and resisted help

when offered. Sue was inconsistent in developing and maintaining

support¡ve relalionships for extended periods of time. She described many

losses in her life.

Sue was aware of the importance of adequate hygiene and nutritional

standards for her children and was generally able to maintain these

standards. Sue was consistently able to provide adequate housekeeping

standards and stab¡lity for the children in the home environment. Sue seemed

aware of most significant hazards, but would sometimes neglect safety if her

str€ss level was high. Sue was aware of the negat¡ve etfects of the excessive

use of babysitlers but would sometimes make inappropriate choices

depending on her stress level. ln general, Sue was able to meet the minimal

basic living needs of her children, but the quality of her skills fluctuated with

the degree of perceived stress.

Sue identified when her children needed medial care and had an

ongoing satisfactory relationship w¡th one doctor. She also anticipated the
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need for maintaining an adequate standard of health care. ln the area of

discipline Sue, when angry would strike her children, she had unrealistic

expectations of the children's capabilities and rationalized the use of physical

discipline . Sue's relationsh¡p with John was adequate at times, but she often

gave mixed messages and was unprediclable because she responded from

her own emotional needs. Sue had the ability to accept support but was otten

dependent on friends. With her family of origin Sue had a hostile dependent

relationship. Sue perceived a negalive attitude in her parents about her

capacity to function.

(4) Perception of Self as Abuser/Parenting Skilts

Sue was frightened that ¡f she got angry enough w¡th John she could

loose conlrol and injure him very badly. She felt that every day she was

getting closer and closer to loosing control. She described several incidences

where she found herself beating John with a stick or a belt and had to force

herself to stop. ln those moments she described hating John and wanting to

kill him. She was also very surprised at the depth of her feelings. She felt

guilly and worried, but she also blamed John for forcing her to feel that way.

She said that if he would only behave, she would not have to struggle with

herself because she would not be pushed into these feelings.

Family Themes

(1) lt seemed clear that all members of this family had unfinished

business lrom the past that continued to have a big impact on their pres€nt.

Sue was still very enmeshed with her own family of origin. She had been
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unable to develop a clear, separate sense of self. She was used to leaning

on dom¡nating, abusive men. She was very angry at both of her parents for

the physical and emotional abuse that she conslstenily endured as a child.

There were also the three incidents of sexual abuse with which she had never

dealt. As she herself was quick to admit, her own sexuality had been deeply

affected by the abuse. Because of her early deprivation and abuse, she also

lacked a certain amount of empathy and understanding for her own children's

circumstances, and this affects her ability to parent. when she was agitated or

upset by either John or Peter, many of these unresolved issues rushed into

the pres€nt conflict. She described that when she was in the middle of

arguing with John or Peter, she sometimes forgot where she was. At those

times she had the sensation of being a child again and of being abused by

her father. sometimes she saw her father's face instead of John or peter's. At

th¡s point in time her memories of the assaults washed over her and she lost

track ofthe present.

Peter had not acknowledged his drinking problem or dealt with the death

of his wife. He was overly concerned with Sue's health. He was unable to

commit himself fully to his relationship with Sue.

John had not adequately dealt with either the physical or emotional abuse

that he had suffered. The males in his life had all been abusive. His fear, pain

and anger were very poorly contained and surged out during any and all

conflicts. Many of these feelings were probably directed at h¡s mother, who he

perceived as unable to protect him.

Jason was very invested in having Peter become his dad. This added to

the tension that was already present in the family.
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All of the members in this family had loss issues which had not been

addressed and which were now manifesred in a variety of ways. John had

lost both a father and a slep{ather. Although both of these men were abusive,

his rejection of Peter was probably connecled to unresolved issues around

the loss of these two paternal figures. I suspect rhat pete/s hesitat¡on to

commit fully to his relationship with sue had to do with unresolved issues

around the loss of his wife. sue had lost two husbands and never really felt

connected to her parents. The fear of loosing either peter or John probably

re-activated issue around these past losses. Jason had never had a father.

Peter was the lirst man in his life who could fulfill lhis role.

(2) This was an enmeshed fam¡ly that had poor boundaries between

subsystems and whose hierarchal structure was unclear. Because of the

nature of her own enmeshed family of origin, sue had been in the habit for

many years of sharing any and all information with her children, with

neighbors, with professional helpers, and with new acquaintances . She

indiscriminately offered information about sexual matters between herself and

Peter, about their conflicts, about her money concerns, about her own 
"bra.

history, about conflicts belween herself and her parents, her worries, etc.

Because he was the oldesr, John was otten singled out as her confidant. she
had even told h¡m that he was the man of the household. she had remarked

that when she and John fought, he reminded her of her father. At those

moments she forgot that it was John that she was arguing w¡th and began to

feel that she was a child again struggling with her father.

ln her family of origin Sue often observed her father inappropriately

release anger caused by external sources on his family, and especially on his
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children in the form ol severe corporal punishment and verbal abuse for small

or nonexistent infractions. At those times sue's mother allowed the children to

be physically abused without protest because it meant escaping his wrath

herself. Communication in this family was very masked and indirect.

Members in conflict were unable to speak directly to one another. often sue's

mother became the go-between, with each parly privately complaining bitterly

to her about the other person's actions. Although Sue's mother would

promise not to share the conversation with the other person, she often

breached confidentiality. Many times the information that she communicated

to this family member was inaccurate and distorted. This otten increased hard

feelings between the two conflicting part¡es.

Many of these learned patterns were perpetuated in sue's current famiry.

Both sue and the two boys released their anger impulsively and indirectly and

usually at the wrong target. sue and John had also taken on the role of victim.

They were generally anxious, and easily frightened,

Sue looked to Jason for her own support. lf peter was not staying over,

she would let Jason sleep w¡th her. she solicired his hugs and kisses when

she was feeling needy. The boundary between the parent and child

subsystems was very blurred. When Sue and hertwo children were in

conflict, one got the sense that they were three children all equal in power.

The content of their conflict was generally unfocused, they jumped quickly

from topic to topic In a confused and random manner.
' 

When Peter was drawn into a fight between Sue and John, Sue seemed

to step down in the hierarchy while John stepped up to take his mother's place
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and fought Peter as an equal. At this point, the ch¡ld subsystem shifted to

allow Sue's entry.

(3) Sue and John were stuck at an important family life cycle stage. They

had not dealt with issues relevant to separation. ldeally the family with an

adolescent should be flexible enough to permit the adolescent to move in and

out of the system, as he gains in independence. lnstead, Sue was rigidly

inflexible in reaction to John's demands for more independence. The

enmeshed quality of this family as well as the lack of boundaries greaily

hampered John's ability to self differentiate.

Another life cycle conflict was concurrently being played out between sue

and Peter. Peter's own children were grown and several of them were

parents. For Peter to become committed to Sue and her young family was to

step backwards in the family life cycle. He was obviously ambivalent about

assuming this responsibility.

(4) Some of the ¡ssues in this family were the result of the coming

together of a blended family, lssues around who disciplines the children, and

how this was carried out, developing new boundaries, new loyalties, etc. This

was further complicated by the fact that this particular family hadn't quite

decided if it would come together or not. This was due to unfinished business

remaining for each partner in terms of how well they had dealt with previous

separations. The family was in limbo, some members were working hard to

connect while other members were working hard to stay separate.
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HvÞotheses

ln the present situation John was being asked to assume major

responsibility for the family's dysfunction. lf the focus and blame could rest on

him, then all family members stood to gain and a certain fragile homeostasis

could be maintained. lf John continued to fight w¡th peter and his mom,

conflict between sue and Peter over peter's drinking and peter's reluclance to

commit to the relationship could be put on hold as peter and Sue tried to cope

with John's behavior. Unresolved issues around past abuse were ignored,

but both Sue and John attained some small degree of emotional release

through their constant bickering and fighting. Jason could be the good, sweet

kid who met Sue's needs for nurlurance. ln that role he also perpetuated the

fami¡y myth that younger kids were easier to manag€. John, in his role as out

of control adolescent connected with sue in several differenl ways. First, his

behavior helped create a reason for another person in her life who could

'handle'John. lt also met the family's learned need for enmeshment and

intense interaction as a measure of connectedness.

Goals

Family:
Remove John as the cause of the family's problems, reframe as an
interactional problem between all members

lmprove skills for coping with daily stresses
lmprove communicalion
Maximize internal resources
Slrengthen boundaries between subsystems
Make hierarchy more clear
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Sue:
Develop a relationship with basic trust
Address unresolved abuse issues
lncrease self-esteem
lncrease individuation
Develop inteiests outside lhe children

John: Develop a relationship with basic trust
Address unresolved abuse issues
lncrease seliesteem
lncrease individuation

Parenting:

Replace abusive patterns of child rearing with more rewarding
patterns
Adults will v¡ew the children as separate individuals with their own
thoughts and needs

Adults will tolerate the children's negative behaviors
Develop an appropriate behavior mànagement strategy

lntervention

Slructure of Therapy

Because of the degree of emotional deprivation and neediness exhibited

by Sue and John, which put them in competition for attention, and because of

Sue's need to vent her frustration and anger at John, a treatment plan was

devised to support both individuals and the family as a whole. Arrangements

were made for John to begin play therapy with a doctoral level psychology

student at the Psychological Services Centre, University of Manitoba. At the

same lime I began weekly individual counselling sessions w¡th Sue as well as

weekly family sessions.

This format was devised lo allow Sue to begin to use me for support and

nurlurance and to allow John to step out of this role. The in-home therapy
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approach allowed me many opportunit¡es to observe the family functioning

and to intervene and educate the family in new methods of coping and

problem solving. Family sessions were used as opportunil¡es to help the

family practice new skills and to educate and model for the family.

Joining

Family f,, while highly anxious and requiring a helper to play the role of

co-parent, did not consider itself 'at risk'. ln this situation, the same

characteristics that were being labeled as 'at risk' by outside professionals

were being supported and validated as approprlate by family and friends. The

outside system based ¡ts assessment of 'at risk'on the parent's abusive

history, on observed inappropriate parenl¡ng behavior, on the children's

behavior and on the parent's own verbalization about the stress she was

under and her fear of failing to cope.

While superficially, I was able to use the family's request for services due

to the stress created by the identified patient as entry into the system, I was at

once faced with the family's very rigid agenda and with Sue's obvious

deprivation. Her own abuse history was manifested in her extreme need to

compete with the rest of the family for my attention, in her inability to

empathize with her children and thus understand how her inappropriate

parent¡ng was having an impact on their development, and in her extremely

low seliesteem which left her hearing even neutral comments about her

parenting as attacks, or blaming criticisms.

At the time of my entry into the system, the family was nol yet ready to

accept me as a vehicle for change, as "who's change" and "what change"
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were not topics that the family had yet explored. lt was my hypothes¡s that

until Sue had some of her own emotional needs met, she did not have the

energy or interest to learn about her children.

Joining with this family was a slow process that actually took several

months. I began by meeting twice weekly with Sue alone to learn more from

her about her situation. During these first initial visits much t¡me was spent

listening to her history, listening to what had been lried by other helpers and

what she thought had been effective, tuning into her feetings of being

overwhelmed and overburdened, and helping her to sort out what about the

family she wanted lo change. Sue had never thought in these terms before

and ¡t was as if she first had to develop a repertoire of skills before she could

tackle the role of parenl and leader of the family. lnitially, because of her

sensitivity to challenge and confrontation, ldeliberately accepted the

problems as she defined them and gave her some small but immediate

behavior management skills which eased her feelings of being overwhelmed

and overburdened.

Because I met Sue in her home, it was easy to have informal time with the

whole family, to get to know members and lo observe dysfunctional

interactions. My time with the family began to include direct intervention, and

hands-on teaching opportun¡t¡es. There were many times when I became a

coach during family arguments or when Sue tried to set limits with the boys

and needed help lollowing through. Slowly as Sue and I continued to talk,

and the small changes that the family tried worked, something changed. Sue

and her children began to look forward to my v¡sits, they asked more
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questions, and for the f¡rst time Sue seemed receptive to a gentle reframe of

the problem as one affecting the enl¡re family.

With this family I attempted to make the separation between myself as a

trealment person and CFS as a monitoring agency both verbally and through

my actions. The family had had several CFS workers so they were familiar

with CFS process. From the beginning, I made a conscious attempt to define

our two different roles, and what the family could expect lrom me in terms of

service, confidentiality, and process. lalso discussed what my involvement

would be with cFS. larrived atthe house separately, before orafterthe cFS

worker. I discussed with the family all contacts I had with their cFS worker.

These attempts on my part to separate myself from child welfare were less

meaningful for Sue than when she began on her own to recognize the

different style of my agency from that of cFS. This is what actually helped her

to separate my service from that of child welfare.

ln this family John's need for service was as immediate as his mother's.

While I was working with Sue, it was obvious that John too would require

individual work to help him with his own abuse. He also needed validation,

support and a channel for releasing the frustration and anger that he was

beginning lo d¡rect to his family. I found a counsellor who was able to work

with him. ln this situation individual counselling for both Sue and John

seemed to balance the neediness in the family to the extent that after several

weeks of this regime, members were better able to come together as a family

and begin 1o work on issues.

The joining process with this family was ongoing in the first three months.

It was very easy for any comment I made to be interpreted by the family as
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criticism and blame and once this happened for members to begin to operate

in the myth they had always operated in: 'they were powerless to change, I

was labeling them as bad and they had to pretend to agree with me and to

comply while secretly being angry and hurt with me.' I spent a lot of my time

trying to make this cove¡'t process overt.

lntrapersonal/Svstemic lntervenlion

During our individual sessions Sue talked a lot about her past and about

the abuse that she had experienced. Each meeting she detailed more

specifically the ireatment she has received at the hands of her parents. She

described episodes of beatings, being locked in rooms, being locked out of

the house and being tied up and of being verbally demeaned and humiliated.

It is interesting that in the beginning, she did not label this treatment as abuse.

She felt that as a child she had somehow deserved this treatment. She felt

rejected and unloved by her parents, and she wanted desperately to change

this. lnitially she was very enmeshed with her family of origin. She repeated

the pattern over and over again of sharing information with her parenls during

her stressful times and expecting support, only to rece¡ve cr¡t¡cism and blame.

After such an episode, Sue would perceive John as being especially difficult

and trying. This would be the t¡me that she would threaten him with

p lacemenl.

Afier several months, Sue was able to begin to recognize this pattern.

She also began to realistically assess the level of support or nonsupport that

she could consistently counl on from her parents. She began to contact them

less during her stressful times. She came to rely on her own developing skills
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1o handle stress. she also began to label the treatment she had received as a

ch¡ld as abuse. She became qu¡te angry at her parents. She labeled her

faiher as abusive and her mother as having been unable to protect her. She

began to draw many connections between her mother's inability to protect and

her own inability to prolecl John from the abuse. As these connections

became more clear to her, she began to look at some of the family myths that

were being perpetuated, myths about the roles of men and women in her

family.

While working on this process, Sue began to actively reject some of the

myths that she had been perpetuating in her own family. She no longer

believed that women had to unconditionally accept abusive behavior lrom

their husbands, that women were weak and men strong, or that older children

were rebellious and bad.

Once Sue and John were supported by individual sessions, family

sessions became possible. lnitially I met w¡th the family once weekly, and

later bi-monthly in their home. Unfortunately, peter refused from the

beginning to be a pan of these sessions. This was perhaps symbolic of his

not wanting to be part of the family.

I used ourtime to address targeted family and parenting goals. Together

we worked on strengthening boundaries and hierarchy, improving problem

solving and communication skills. Sue learned new behavior management

skills, was better able to tolerale her children,s negative behavior, to see her

sons as separate, autonomous beings, and as a consequence was able to

accept a reframe of the original problem as one that atfected all family
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members, Her children came to accept and respect her new authority, and to

enjoy the new freedom provided by more oppoñunity for individualion.

Family sessions were a combination of informal hands-on ¡nrervention as

difficulties arose, and more formal 'talking' times. lnformal sessions often

evolved when lwas in the home and witnessed dysfunctional interactions

between family members. Otten I would intervene during these times and

together we would find alternative methods of dealing with the problem. As an

example, one evening Sue and John got into a disagreement over how much

to pet the cat. As their tempers escalated John childishry calred sue 'stupid'.

ln anger Sue impulsively grounded him for 2 weeks. John in his

disappointment gave the coffee table a push w¡th his foot and it moved 3 0r 4

inches. sue leapt up from her chair and grabbed John's hands to restrain him.

Her perception was that he was out of control and was going to harm her.

Sue moved so suddenly that John became fr¡ghtened and began to struggle

to get away from her. She perceived this as aggressive behavior directed

towards her. At this point I intervened. After some calming down time, the

three of us discussed what had taken place, we discussed alternatives ways

that both Sue and John could have handled their disappointment and anger.

We role played these different alternatives.

Over the course of our time together, many such opportunities were

presented. sometimes I modeled alternative behavior, sometimes I directed

verbally' and sometimes we role played alternative scenarios after the lacl.

The family seemed relatively comfortable w¡th all of these approaches.
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The Heloing System

From the beginning there was reructance on the part of cFS to work from

a team perspective. They are a large, bureaucratic, autonomous agency,

used to making unilateral decisions. This particular regional office appeared

to groom its workers as case managers, but they seemed to lack any clinical

awareness of treatment issues or characteristics of the populat¡on. Attempting

t0 create a team almosphere was a conslant struggle. Having two different

workers in the space of 6 months added to the difficulty. Each worker had a

very different style and assessment of the family.

I organized regurar team meetings every 6 to g weeks to rev¡ew progress

and adjust lreatment goals. I chaired these meetings. several times, when

the cFS worker was especially resistant, I met individually with her (twice w¡th

her supervisor in attendance) to elicit special services. ln these meetings the

CFS worker seemed ovenivorked, and overburdened. I was given the

impression that, because my program was involved, she expected me to

service this family without involving CFS.

As an example of the difficulties, I will relate one incident. Four months

into treatment with the family, the team had met 3 times. At each one of these

meetings treatment members had clearly outlined goals and characteristics of

the family. lmportant goals included building trusting relationships,

empowering family members, and replacing the behavior of operating from

crisis to crisis with the ability to problem solve and plan for the future. Even

after all of this, the cFS worker, w¡thout consulting any member of the team or

explaining her aclions to the family before hand, f¡red the childcare worker

who had worked with John for 4 months. This childcare worker was well
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bonded with John and enjoyed a friendly and productive relationship with him.

This unilateral decision had major repercussions on treatment goals. Both

John and his mother had difficulty understanding what had happened. They

immediately reverted to old dysfunctional behavior. The CFS worker was

unreceptive to the team's disappointment at not being consulted, and not

being able to help the family plan for the termination. She dogmatically

defended her right to fire the worker, and seemed oblivious to the damage to

the treatment goals created by this action.

Dealing with these kinds of occurrences was an ongo¡ng challenge. lt

was difficult to attempt to empower the family and to encourage them to

participate as members of the¡r own treatment plan with this kind of unilateral

thinking in place, ln meeting and mapping the system, it was obvious that

such helpers as CFS had a very different view of the family and ot the process

of helping.

Outcome

Po sttest

(1) At the terminat¡on of therapy, the f, Family was asked quest¡ons to

determine their own experience of the joining process: when they felt

comfortable, when they did not, what they liked about the sessions, and their

critiques of the therapeutic process.

Sue talked about being surprised at how much she had shared with me

about her abuse. She said that what she had llked best about the sessions

was feeling that she could talk w¡thout worrying that I would judge or criticize

her. She said that she had always gotten the sense from me that I was
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interested in listening to herstory. She feltthat otherworkers had not allowed

her to talk, and had been too quick to offer solutions. Often times she had not

agreed w¡th the solutions but had pretended to because she had felt

intimidated.

She said that I had a special way of making her leel good and competent.

That I had a way of reframing what she told me that allowed her to see things

in a different way. She said that she had felt comfortable w¡th me after about 4

or 5 sessions. She had initially been hes¡tant to tell me about her abuse

exper¡ence or to share John's abuse. But after the first few sessions, because

she felt that I listened without judging, and seemed to really be interested ¡n

her point of view, she had felt safe in sharing with me.

Sue's only criticism of the treatment was that ¡t was terminating. She was

worried that she would still need me. Although she felt good about her new

skills, she was a little nervous to be on her own. She thought that there

should be more programs like mine because many people needed someone

to come into their home and counsel them.

John had a difficult time talking about the joining process. He had a hard

time deciding when he had felt comfortable and he was unable to offer any

times that he had felt uncomfortable. He offered no criticism of the therapy

process. I suspect that 6 months of family sessions w¡th John was not

sufficient to completely gain his trust. I also suspect that his reluctance to

speak with me was connected to his overly developed sense of loyalty to his

mother.

The Eco-Map on the follow¡ng page tracks the system changes that took

place in the course of therapy.
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(3) Goals

ln reviewing the family goals that were accomplished during the course of

treatmenl, the three most successful areas of gain for th¡s family were

improving communication, strengthening boundaries between subsystems

and clarifying hierarchy. By the end of treatment these three areas were

noticeably improved. ln general Sue was able to set realistic lim¡ts w¡th the

boys and implement appropriate behavior management. The boys in return

were more trusting that her choices of consequence lor misdeeds would be

just and fair. They respected her leadership and complied with her demands

most of the time. She incorporated into her parenting repêrtoire the

techniques of t¡me-out, denying privileges, ignoring, and making clear, simple

requests w¡th the appropriate follow-up. She practices these techniques

consistently. She no longer needed Peter's intervenfion in times of stress with

the boys. And togeth€r Peter and Sue were able to negotiate the degree to

which Peter would participale in the parenting tasks. Sue was no longer

indiscriminately sharing inappropriate adult information with John, and John

was no longer worrying about adult matters.

The entire family was less crisis oriented. During my involvement wilh the

lamily I observed Sue and the boys cope very successfully with one of Peter's

binge drinking episodes. Sue was able to set limits around Peter's contact

with the family while drinking which helped John to feel protected,

communicated clearly to Peter the rules, and put Sue lirmly in charge as

parent.

The family replaced their previously very dysfunct¡onal communication

patterns with more effective patterns. Sue stepped out of her role of regulator
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of the boy's behavior. Sue learned to accompany her 'don'ts, with ,because'.

She increased the number of positive messages to her children. John

responded by speaking more to both Peter and his mother. He communicated

less aggression and began to speak more honestly about his fears and

worries. Both Sue and John remarked that they were enjoying each other's

company more and that finally after many months they were expressing

genuine affection to one another.

John had bonded successfully with his play therapist at pSC and

continued to see her weekly. lt was decided by the team that John woutd

require long-term therapy. Both John's level of self esteem and individuat¡on

had been increased. He was now able to take the bus, and walk by himself to

the store and to the park. He was no longer afraid of running into his abuser.

And he was clear about what he would do if this did happen. H€ was no

longer playing with very young children, and had made several friends at his

new junior high.

Sue also had made many individual gains. She had successfully

established a trusting relationship w¡th me and was now generalizing many of

the skills she had gained. She was able to communicate her disappointments

and frustrations with her family of origin in a more direct manner. She was

setling limits with her father around the amount of control she would allow him

to have over her decisions and actions. She was no longer pressur¡ng peter

to marry her, and in facl was expressing her own reluctance to marry before a

number of important issues were resolved.

ln our final two meetings, Sue and I discussed her desire to develop

interests outside of the home. On her own she contacted Jason,s school and
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arranged to volunteer there twice weekly. At the time of my termination with

the family she had v¡sited the school and set up a schedule.

(4) Percept¡on of Self As A potential Abuser

At the termination of treatment sue was asked to again rate herself as a
potential abuser. sue said that she no longer feared that she would injure her

children. she had stopped hitting e¡ther chird out of anger. she now spanked

as a last resort and did so onry when she was carm enough to use minimar

force. she allowed herserf ro use onry her hand, and onry spanked on rhe

bum' she stated that in most instances, she successfuily emproyed other

means of behavior management, such as t¡me_out, denying privileges, etc.

she found that these techniques worked better than spanking. she said that
in general she was abre to ignore many behaviors that in the past wourd have

elicited an angry response. she was abre to do this because she no ronger

thought that when her boys disagreed with her or expressed anger that this
was an act of disrespect.

Conclusion

I decided to give sue and John the FAM 3 again as an additionar posttest

(Appendix One). Again it adds support to my findings at termination. Although

sue raÌed the famiry as continuing to be generaily dysfunctionar, improvement

could be noted in ail areas. The famiry's main areas of improvement were

communication, role performance and task accomplishment.

It was interesting to note that John rated rhe famiry as generaily more

dysfunctional in the posttest than he did in the pretest. r interpreted this as a
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pos¡tive sign that he was now more able to express his opinions about his

family without fear of retaliation. Also through the family sessions and

individual therapy, he had developed a more realistic appraisal of some of the

areas that needed work in the tamily.

Generally, it seems that intervention was successful with this family. I

suspect that due to the level of dysfunclion, however, that this family will

continue to need support for many monlhs to come.

The family was now able to acknowledge its difficulties and members

were better equipped lo accept responsibility for change. With a new worker,

the family will continue its relationship with the Parent Support Program, and

John will continue individual counselling.
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Chapter Six

Family # 2: the B Famity

Robln 28 yrs old (mother)
Matthew 31 yrs old (fathei)
Robert 13 months (s-on)

Helping Network

Child pÌotection Centre Worker
Parent Support Counsellor
Fam¡ly Doctor

late r:

Psychological Service Centre

This family was referred to the parent support program by a sociar worker

at the child Protection centre, Health sciences. she had been seeing Robin

in individuar weekly sessions lor approximatery 6 months. Robin had called
the centre because she was experiencing viorent visuar imagery of hurting her

baby and she was afraid she wourd act on these images and injure her baby.

of late the famiry was occupying more and more of the sociar worke/s time
and she wanted an in-home worker from our program for added support.

Another counseilor rrom the parent suppori program was assigned to the
family and was involved for three months before Robin asked that she be

removed from the case. The worker had been unable to join satisfactorily wirh

Robin. Robin had been severely sexually and physically abused by her

molher and thus had difficurry estabrishing rerationships with women. At the
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time of my involvement with the family Robin was concerned on a daily basis

that she might abuse her son, she was also pregnant with her second child.

Presenting Problem

ln the initial sessions it was not possible lo meet with the couple because

Robin was unwilling to discuss her problems w¡th Malthew present. She was

convinced that not only would he not understand, but that he would think she

was crazy. Therefore, presenting problems were collected separately from

both Robin and Matthew.

fìObin explained that she was unable to bath, diaper or dress her son

when alone because during these times she had fantasies about harming her

son. She was afraid that she would act on these fantasies. ln addition, Robin

was afraid that with the birth of the new baby, the situation would worsen.

Robin had contacted the Child Protection Centre because she was unable

to share her fears with anyone in her family. She had dropped some very

general hints to a friend, and lo her husband, but her percept¡on was that they

had not been receptive to the possibility of a mother having difficulty

managing her child so she had not pursued the topic. At the time of my

involvement Robin was very reluctant to share her true situation with her

husband.

Matlhew explained that his new advertising business was one year old

and conlinued to demand most of his time and energy. As a consequence he

was unable to spend much time at home or with his son. The problem was
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that Robin, angered by the situation,continued to pressure him to give the

family more time. He felt pulled ¡n two opposite directions. If he gave his

family time, he might lose his business. lf he put his energy into the business,

Robin made his life very unpleasant. As a temporary solution he spent as l¡ttle

time as possible at home.

Abuse History

Robin grew up in a small town, the oldest of three daughters, raised in a

conservative religious family. From the time she was a small baby until the

age of 15 when she lett home, Robin was severely abused sexually,

emolionally and physically by her alcoholic and possibly mentally ill mother.

The abuse was carried out in secret when other family members were away.

While Robin's extended family knew she was being mistreated and regularly

ananged for her to spend summers and holidays away f rom her mother, Robin

was sure thal they did not realize the extent to which she was abused. At the

age ot 15 atter a suic¡de attempt, she ran away from home and was caught

and put in residential treatment. She lived there for 2 and 112years, leav¡ng at

the age ol 17 112 to marry her first husband.

She remained with her first husband lor 2112 years. Dur¡ng that time he

physically and sexually assaulted her. At the age of 20 she left him and met

Matthew shorlly afier. Other than knowing that her first husband beat her and

that she didn't get on wilh her mother, Matthew was unaware of Robin's

abusive history.
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Assessment

(1) Clinical Assessment

Couple:
poor communication
both adults oven¡yhelmed and overburdened
feelings of guilt

Robin:
family themes of aggression, helplessness, abandonmenl
poor self_esteem
self as regulator
interactions shift abruptly in mood and theme
uncontrolled agg ression
avoidance of social interaction
l¡ustrated dependency needs
power struggles belween self and child
violent response to stress
inability to empathize with others
poor idea.of normal child development
child's behavior perceived as w¡ilful and disobedient

(2) FAM 3

The FAM g was taken by Robin and Matthew. FAM O profiles for the E
family are rocated in Appendix one. on the generar famiry scare Robin rated
high for defensiveness which indicates a possibre d¡stortion of the FAM profire.

This may mean either artificiary depressed scores or a distortion in the shape
of the profile. This was not surprising given Robin's tendency to emproy

distort¡on, and projection. Generaily the resurts of the FAM o supported my
clinical observations, Robin and Matthew had ditficurty communicating in a
clear, direc-t manner. They both otten misunderstood the other,s

communication, yet racked the abirity to seek crarification. communication

was further hampered by the absence of appropriate affective invorvement. rn
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addition, both Robin and Matthew camouflaged their true affective expression

which inhibited accurate communication on an emotional level.

The FAM 3 identified their difficulty with insufficient role integration. This

was further clarified in our session as a lack of agreement regarding

male/female role definition. Each person's rigid adherence to their own

def¡nition of role left them unable to make the necessary adaptations required

as the family conlinued to evolve.

Finally, the FAM 3 supported my observation of the family's poor problem

solving abilities. Malthew and Robin were unable to accurately identify

problems, and thus generate or implement solutions. As a consequence,

minor stress in the couple precipitated crisis. (Scales can be found in

Appendix One)

(3) McN

Both Robin and Matthew showed significant attachment to lheir child, and

demonstrated responsiveness and sensitivity. Robin actively pursued a

positive interpersonal relationship with Robert, playing with him frequently,

cuddling and praising. She also rated h¡gh in the area of physical care. She

practiced good hygiene and nutr¡tional slandards, and she provided adequate

housekeeping standards. Manhew spent very little time with Robert. He had

not been involved with physical care.

Robin and Matthew were inconsistent in their ab¡lity to recognize their

own limitalions and resisted help when offered. Both were also inconsistent in

developing and maintaining supporl¡ve relationships for extended periods of

time.
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ln environmental supervision, Robln rated high. She could identify

hazards and protected her child well. She provided age-appropriate

supervision of her child. She also identified when her child needed medical

care and had an ongoing relationship w¡th one provider. She anticipated the

need for mainlaining an adequate standard of heallh care. Matthew was not

involved in these areas. ln disciplining, Robin showed realistic expectations

and was generally consislent in responding to behavior and rarely used

physical discipline. She was aware of the emotional needs of her child and

made attempts to promote emotional development.

Robin lacked the capacity to develop a social relationship and did not

reach out to olhers to build relationships. She had no contacl with her family.

She could accept help from professionals, but was very rigid about what this

help would entail. Matlhew could develop social relatlonships but showed

discomforl when attempting this. He had regular contact with his family.

However, there were mixed messages from his parents regarding

expectations.

With this family the MCN was unable to discern the potential lor abuse.

Robin's parsnting skills rate as adequate for most categories of the scale.

(4) Perceptlon of Self as Abuser/parentlng Skllls

Robin was the first to admit that she had learned most of what she knew

about raising children from books and magazines. She had a small library.

As a consequence, intellectually she knew a lot about ch¡ld development, but

emotionally had never had the oppoñunity to see or experience appropriate

parenting.
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Although Robin was determined not to abuse her child, she struggled

daily with feerings of wanting to hurt Robert. she thought she had the
potent¡al to abuse and that wlthout intervention she would eventually do

something terrible. Many times daily she exerted all her energy to control her

anger and not allow it to show externally. Robin equated this battle with

holding on to her sanity.

Family Themes

(1) Robin had not yetfinished rooking at herown abuse as achird. The

treatment she sutfered in her famiry of origin had reft her emotionaily and

cognitively unable to cope with the d€mands of her own children. Her first
hand leàrning about attachment, rove, basic trust, protection and nurrurance

between parent and child was so poorthat Robin was unabre to rely on her

experiences as a model for how to parent. Many of the lessons she learned in
her family about affective expression, control and rore performance hindered

the development of healthy relationships.

(2) Both adurts in the coupre had deveroped a styre of communication

which was masked and often indirect. Robin would complain bitterly to me

about Matthew but in his presence she was unable to communicate these

difficulties. Although quite articulat€, Matthew became almost mute in Robin,s

presence. They both denied and minlmized their problems instead of

attempting to discuss and resorve their differences. when they did right, Robin

took a blaming and accusatory stance whire Matthew sirentry simmered.

(3) Robin and Matthew differed in their definition of male and female roles

and in how these roles express caring for the family. This caused problems as
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what each anticipates would gain praise from the other actually met with

disapproval and anger. This pattern had been repeated again and again over

the years until the distress level had become so high as to leave both Robin

and Matthew seriously considering separation.

Goals

Robin:

To improve sellesteem
To increase self differentiation
To explore the abuse
To explore family of origin issues
to meet dependency needs
To challenge distorted thinking

To decrease role as the regulator of all member's
behavior
To decrease power struggles between adult and child
To..integrate cognitive añd emotional learning about
children
To change perception of child's behavior as willful and
disobedient

Matthew:

To improve communication
To explore family of origin issues
to ¡ncrease parent¡ng role

Couple:

To improve commun¡cat¡on
To increase the level of mutual support
To explore differing perceptions abôut male/female
roles
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lntervention

Structure of Therapy

The possibility of Robin acting on her violent visualizations was discussed

at length. Together we devised a safe plan of whom she could call if she

needed help. With the plan in place, we were satisfied lhat this would offer

enough relief to prevent her from abusing.

Because of the degree of emotional deprivation and neediness exhibited

by Robin, joining with this family meant helping Robin to establish a healthy,

trusting relationship with me as we began to look at the interconnectedness of

her current and past problems. We agreed upon the following schedule:

weekly individual meetings wilh Robin, with contact by phone as needed, and

bi-weekly individual meetings with Matthew w¡th the agreed goal of meeting

bi-weekly with lhe couple once Robin and Matthew were feeling more

comfo rtable.

J oin ino

Members in Family þ were experiencing a high degree of stress and as a

c0nsequence were more open to intervenl¡on than would usually have been

the case. ln this situation the label of 'at risk'came from one member of the

family who considered herself a potential abuser. Other family members were

working hard to convince her thal she was not 'at risk', but were dolng so

wilhout the benelit ol important information, that information being kept from

the family by the 'at risk' member. This member labeled herself as 'at risk'

because of her own abuse history, and her own thoughts and feelings. The
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prof€ssional helpers that she contacled for service agreed with the 'at r¡sk.

label.

When I became involved with the system, I was able to use Robin's

request lor service and her worker's suggestion of more in-home support as

an entry ¡nto the family. lmmediately I was faced with Robin's acute stress and

with her extreme rigidity and need for control due to her own deprivation. This

was played out in her need to over explain and repeat any point she made.

Her low self-esteem and v¡ctimizat¡on left her hearing comments as attacks or

criticisms. she actively distorted most verbal and nonverbal communication.

As an example, at one point when I commented on how attract¡ve her son

was, and she interpreted this remark as criticizing her for having difficulty with

her baby. she reasoned that if r was saying that her chird was attractive, he

must also be easy to handle. Therefore, if she were having ditficulty with

parenting, il was because she was really hopelessly dysfunctional.

At the point of my entry inlo the system, Robin recognized her need for

assistance, but had her own rigid idea of what this assistance should be. she

felt it was pointless to meet as a couple, she was only willing to me€t once a

week, she was init¡ally unwilling to talk about her mother, and she was

convinced that her real problem was simply being house-bound. she was not

yet ready to hear a reframe of the problem, nor was she able to easily

establish a working relationship. Joining with this family meant helping Robin

to first establish a healthy, trusting relationship with me, as we began to link

her current ditficulties with her experience of abuse. During these lirst initial

v¡sits much time was spent gathering information, try¡ng to understand her

perception of the world and helping her to get more in touch with the process
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around her violent visualizations. Her experience had generally been that

people were more interested in discouraging her from speaking about these

episodes. She was at first puzzled that I seemed to want to know so much

about them. lt was also apparent that my seeking informat¡on in itself acted as

validalion for her. lf it was okay to talk about these fantasies, and she was not

the only person having these ranrasies, then she must be more normar than

she dared think.

A very important part of joining with this client, was challenging process

on a moment by moment basis, Robin was very quick to become angry,

otfended, defensive, etc., but was also quick to deny that she was

experiencing any of these emotions. I found that shifting back and forth

between content and process, checking out the implied meaning of the verbal

and nonverbal information that she communicated, was one way to help make

her more aware of her own feelings and reactions, to stop these feelings from

becoming a problem between us, and to challenge her d¡storted thinking and

lhus her need to employ lhese reactions.

As Robin and I deveroped a repertoire of hearthy rerating, we were abre to

use it throughout therapy when dealing with difficult issues, and when Robin

felt threatened enough or worried enough to fall back into her old patterns.

Joining with Robin has been an ongoing process. w¡th each new issue, it has

been necessary to check out our proc€ss level and discuss the verbal and

nonverbal ¡nf ormation being transmitted.

The joining process was ongoing until the fourth month of therapy, at

which time enough process had been discussed to allow Robin to feel

spontaneous in her responses to me. Two telling turning points were our
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discussions about termination and her ability to joke about her inab¡l¡ty lo tell

me what she wanted because it felt like it was wrong to do. While she was

serious about thinking that she didn't deserve what she wanted, and felt guilty

even saying it out loud, she could also see this thinking as distorted and joke

about it.

ln this family the problem of separating my treatment role from that of ch¡ld

welfare worker was not an issue as only lreatment workers were involved.

This was a case where prevention was early enough and successful enough

for lhe family to avoid becoming known to the child welfare system.

Although the child in this family had never experienced abuse of any kind

and was not in need of any special services, joining with Robin with the child

¡n the home was initially a problem. Robin was threatened if her son showed

any interesi in me as she saw this as a demonstration of his preference for me

over her. lf he smiled at me, brought a toy to me, or wanted to sit in my lap

Robin was convinced that it was because her mother¡ng skills were less lhan

adequate. Even commenls made by, others about how good her son was or

how appealing he was, were interpreled as meaning that Robin had no right

to have difficulties. To avoid this problem, I initially chose to meet with Robin

during the baby's nap time. Once our relationship was a bit more established,

I began coming later in the atternoon so that half of our visit was alone and

half was when Robert was awake. We were then able to process parenting

issues as they came up in our time together. Towards the end of therapy the

situation had progressed to the point that Robin was able to enjoy Robert's

attent¡on to me as an opportunity for her to take a rest and for Robert to have
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fun. she was also abre to ailow other adurts to care for her chirdren, and

began to use a babysitter both inside and outside of the home.

lntraoersonal/Systemic lnlervention

Meeting w¡th the coupre was a probrem unt¡r Robin was feering trusr¡ng

enough of my intentions. lnitially she was too defended, suspicious, and

frightened to allow it. The first two rimes before the couple met, Robin and I

rehearsed through role playing how the meet¡ng might go. This seemed to

help her feel ready to meet w¡th Matthew. our first meetings began with a very

focused agenda ol sharing differing percept¡ons of an episode that the coupte

had experienced together. From here we were able to discuss

communication pailerns belween the couple and their differing percept¡ons

about male and female roles in the family.

As Robin became more trusting of our rerationship, she gained toors rhat

she could use in the coupre. she is now abre to ask for herp, to say how she

is feeling, and to share some of her concerns around harm¡ng the children.

Matthew is responding by showing more affection, spending more t¡me at

home, and helping more in the care of the children.

Heloing Network

The helping network invorved with this famiry was rimited ro treatment

workers who shared a similar definilion of the problem. As a consequence,

the team acted in a unified manner, avoiding many of the problems

encountered when helpers with very different roles come together to service a

family.
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The challenge to this helping network has been Robin's difficulty in joining

and maintaining relationships with helpers. During my involvement wilh the

family, I observed her reject 3 different workers. Generally, these rejeclions

were forthcoming in the first several meetings and were based on Robin's

distorted perception of these worker's lack of caring and/or understanding of

her situation. This made it very difficull to maintain a team, as Robin seemed

to be able to work with only one helper at a time.

As her primary therapist, I have attempted to addrêss this problem. And

although she is much more aware of her need to avoid connection and

intimacy with others, and is able to assume responsibility for the way she

sabotages these relationships, it conlinues to be an area in which she will

require more work.

Outcome

Posttest

(1) At the terminat¡on of therapy, the ! Family was asked questions to

determine their own experience of the joining process: when they felt

c0mfortable, when they did not, what they l¡ked about the sessions, and their

critiques of the therapeutic process.

Robin named four factors which she thoughl contr¡buted to our successful

joining. These were always being on time, l¡stening carefully to her story and

asking many clarifying questions, challenging her process and being flexible

enough to offer nontraditional service. lt is interesting to observe that during

our joining process there were many moments when Robin was unconvinced

that I dtd undersland the magnilude of her difficulties, and when she became
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angry because I asked so many questions. I detected now in Robin a

tendency to idealize our process, and to idealize my role as the only female

who has ever been able to understand her.

Matthew felt that the most important factor in joining had been my ability to

listen without always responding and offering solutions. Being able to talk

about his difficulties and feeling that they were uncondit¡onally accepted was

a new experience for him. He also liked the way I asked questions and this

had made him feel that lwas really interested in understanding his situation.

Both Robin and Matthew were able to identify the new skills that they have

mastered. Robin was now able to discuss her d¡fficulties around dressing her

children, and dealing with their whining and/or crying with other people. She

had shified her thinking and no longer forced herself to do things like bathe

her children if she was experiencing strong panic sensations. lnstead, she

would ask lor help and not feel l¡ke a failure as a mother. The episodes of

rage and/or panic had greatly decreased. Robin was able to let other people

help care for her children. She was able to use a babysitter. She recognized

the imporlance of guaranteeing time for herself. she was much more flexible

in her ability to change routines. She recognized how her presentation

contributed to her ditficulty with socialization. she has been able to establish

a relationship of basic trust w¡th me. She was better at communicating her

needs, and in expressing her anger,
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(2) Eco-Map

This is a new eco-map which lracks lhe system changes that took place in
lhe course of therapy,
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Matthew felt that he was better able to set limits with Robin. He was more

direct in his communication. He was more involved with the family, and

en¡oyed his time w¡th them. He was no longer impatient with Robin when she

tr¡ed to talk about her rage. He had more empathy for her ditficulties, and was

more willing to supporl her.

(3) Goals

ln reviewing the family goals thal were accomplished during the course of

treatment, the two most successful areas of gain lor this family were improving

commun¡cation and increasing the level of mutual support. Robin and

Malthew were now much better at directly communicating their needs and

expectations of one another. They were able to discuss problems without

blaming and finding fault with eách other. They sought clarification if they

were confused, and as a consequence they were able to resolve many

difficulties that in the past would have been insurmountable. Matthew was

now able to provide more information when he and Rob¡n discussed topics

that in the past would have rendered him mute. Robin, on the other hand, was

able to control her habil of over-explaining, which further encouraged Matthew

to stay involved.

ln reviewing the degree of mutual support now functioning in the couple, I

observed that many changes had taken place. Matthew and Robin had

purchased a second car to increase Robin's mobility. The children now aüend

home daycare 2 atternoons a week. Robin delivered the children and

Matthew picked them up. On Saturdays Matthew looked after the children and
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Robin was free 10 go out. The couple had also engaged an evening baby

sitter, and they went out alone on the average of 2 or 3 times a month.

The biggest change that had taken place in this area was that Robin was

now sharing with Matthew some of the difficulty that she still experienced

around parenting. Matthew had responded very positively to this information.

Together they had developed coping strategies for several problems. When

Robin confided to Matthew that she was unable to bath Robert because she

was afraid that she would harm him, Mailhew began to bath Robert himself on

a regular basis. when Robin explained the difficulty she had w¡th anxiety on

lhe days that the children were crying and/or whiney, Matthew made himself

available by beeper, and has come home consistently within 30 minutes when

Robin has phoned him for help.

As Robin felt supported she in turn increased her support of Matthew.

She became much more tolerating of his many late work days. She no

longer thought that he was purposely trying to stay away from home.

Although it had been difficult and slow going, Robin had finally

eslabl¡shed a trusting relationship w¡th me and was generalizing many of the

skills she had gained. ln general her relationships outside of the home were

more satislying for her.'She was distorting less, and checking out her

perceptions more. She was speaking to more women, and had rev¡sed her

perception of women as untrustworthy and malicious, She had begun to

examine her own patterns of interactions and how these patterns had limited

her ability to connecl with olhers.

Robin continued to struggle with family of origin issues. These were

mostly t¡ed to the abuse that she suffered in her family. She was presenlly
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working on dec¡ding what kind of contact she would like to maintain with her

parents, she was also developing relationships with both of her sisters forthe

f¡rst time.

Matthew had realized that some of the problems that he and Robin were

having around male/female roles in the family, and his inability to spend any

time with the children were patterns he had learned from his family of origin.

He had increased his involvement with his sons, and was also in the midst of

changing some of his ideas about how men show their caring for the family.

(4) Perception of Self as Abuser

At the termination of treatment Robin was asked to again rate herself as a

potential abuser. Although she still strugglêd with feelings of wanting to hurt

both of the children, these feelings had decreased. Robin was now able to

feed the children, bathe the baby, and diaper the children without feel¡ng that

she wanted to harm them. When she did have difliculty, she asked for help

from the people in her life who were mosl available to her. This was very

different from her pattern of six months ago, when she forced h€rself to go

through with whatever action was eliciting these feelings.

Robin was reasonably sure that she would never act on these feelings.

She had a varlely of back-up measure that she could employ if she started to

doubt her own self control. These included paging Matthew, leaving the

house, calling people to distract her, and going into another room and closing

the door.

A major difference in her percept¡on now was that she no longer thought

that it was the behavior of the children which caused these feelings of wanting
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to hurt. She said that the feelings generally came when she had an

¡nteraction with someone other than the children which lett her feering

uncared for or unsupported. An example she gave was if Matthew had

promised to come home at a certain hour and then called at the last minute ro

say he would not be home. This would be a t¡me that Robin would then feel

very angry and experience feelings of wanting to abuse. since she had been

able to target the source of these feelings as ex¡sting outside of her

relat¡onship with the children, she had felt much relief.

Conclusion

During the six months that I met with this family, we had approx¡mately 30

session. ln general I think that intervention was successful. ln giving Robin

and Matthew the FAM 3 again as an additional posttest (Appendix One ), it

supported my findings at termination. The couple had made many gains,

especially in the areas of communication, role performance and affective

expression. some of their scores were still in the family problem area, and

th¡s supported my recommendat¡on thar rong-term individuar therapy for
Robin as well as couple's work be cont¡nued.

For women like Robin, who have exÞer¡enced such extreme and long

term abuse, hearing is a rengthy process. ourtime together had prayed an

important role in herping Robin to acknowredge the need ror conrinued

treatment. lt had also helped her to gain enough basic trust to enable her to
pursue other relationships in her ongoing therapeutic process.

At the t¡me of my term¡nation with the family, another worker from my

program was introduced and began to work w¡th the lamily. I had also
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introduced a therapist from Psychological Services at the University of

Manitoba for th€ purpose of seeing Robin individually. At the time that I left,

however, Robin was not yet sure that she was ready to make the transition

from in-home support to receiving therapy in an office. She and the therapist

were continuing to talk about whether or not they would work logether.
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Chapter Seven

Family # 3: The C. Familv

Wanda 22 years old (mother)
Joe 26 years old (father)
Angel 3 years old (daughter)
Andrea 2 years old (daughter)

Helping Network:

Chlld and Fam¡ly Services worker
Foster mother
Parent Support Counsellor
Economic Security

later involvement;
daycare

The family consisted of Joe, a young metis man lrom Waterhen, Wanda

his 22 year old native, common-law wife and their two children Angel and

Andrea. Joe and Wanda had been a couple off and on for 5 years. They

described their relationship as generally okay. Their difficulties revolved

around themes of jealousy and Joe's drinking. Joe was a heavy weekend

drinker who typically binged from Friday through Sunday. When he was

drinking he often d¡d not return home at night.

Joe was the oldest of three children. H¡s mother died when he was 1 S

years old. He didn't remember much about his family €xcept lhat after his

mother died he traveled from province to province with his father looking for

casual labor. He also remembered drinking with his father on a regular basis.
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lmportant holidays and occasions were generally celebrated by binge

drinking.

Wanda was adopted as an infant into the Smith family when her natural

mother died. She grew up on the Peguis Reserve. The Smiths were a large

family of ten children. Wanda's oldest adopted sibling was 25 years older

than she was, the youngest ons was I years older. Wanda was pregnant w¡th

her first child at the age of 14. This was shorily before her adopted mother

died of a heart attack. Atter her adopted mother's death Wanda moved into

Winnipeg and stayed with her sistor Mildred. Wanda's child was adopted by

Mildred at the age of 2. Wanda explained that this happened without much

discussion simply because Wanda was too young and too involved with

running around to really care for her baby.

This family was referred lo the Parent Support program by a child welfare

worker at child and Family services. she had been involved with the family

for approximately two months prior to the referral. The family had come to the

attention of CFS because Joe, the father of the children, had telephoned CFS

at 3 am on a weekend when he was drunk to say that h¡s two daughters had

been left in his care and he was unable to look after them. The children were

taken into care that night. The next day the older child had complained of

vaginal discomfort, and when examined by a doctor, showed some possible

signs of sexual abuse. When the worker contacted the parents to discuss

these developments, she was concerned with the parents inability to

converse, their seemingly limited cognitive ability and their general level of

disorganization. Although she felt fairly confident that if sexual abuse had

occurred, the perpetrator was an unknown third party, she was concerned with
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parental rêsponse. she assessed these children as at risk in a general sense

for neglect and/or abuse. The children were apprehended on a six month

order and placed with Wanda's older sister, Mildred.

Presenting Problem

At the time of my involvement, the CFS worker had met with the family

three limes to discuss the situation. she had explained to the family why the

children had been apprehended, and what changes the family would need to

make before the children were returned. she described her visits with the

family as very fruslrating and unsatisfactory as neither adult talked during any

of the meetings.

The worker had very little information about the history of either of the

adults in the family. she was becoming angry w¡th the family because she felt

that they knew what they had to do to get their children back, but lacked

motivation to begin the work.

My first meet¡ng with the family took place in their home with the CFS

worker, the director of my program, wanda and Joe and myself in attendance.

My initial impression of the family was that they were shy, operated at a

concrete level and had very different ideas from the cFS worker about what a

family is, and how it functioned. Because of the gap in values between the

two parties, I also suspected that the problems that the CFS worker had

identified for the family (lack of stabil¡ty in the couple's relationship, no

discussion between couple about how to care for kids, no beds for the

children, no plan forthe¡rcare: daycare, nursery school, etc., and lack of
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planning for who would babysit the children) were probably not issues that the

family saw as problematic.

At this first team meeting, the famiry was unabre to exprain to me why the

children had been apprehended. They were also very unclear as to what they

had to do to get the kids back. r watched as the cFS worker made generar

protection statements to the family without specifically defining terms and

assuming that the family shared her values and norms.

The presenling problem was the difficulty created by lhe gap in values

between the child wellare agency and the family. My task was to find a way ro

close this gap so that each party understood the values and concerns of the

other. ln this situation the child welfare agency and the family clashed almost

l¡ke two conflicting family members. My job was to educate, support and

gather information in such as way as to bridge this gap.

Abuse History

ln gathering information from this family over a period of weeks, no history

of abuse was discovered. lt appeared that this was not due to resistance or a

need on wanda or Joe's part to hide th¡s information. lt was very difficult to
gather conclusive information from the famiry. Their ability to abstract,

problem so¡ve, reason and a¡4iculate was very limited. As a consequence

questions had to be asked in a very concrete manner, and even so were ofien

forgotten before they could be answered.

I suspected that Joe's life as a child was neglectful. I based th¡s on hls

very limited ideas about what children need and how parents meet these
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needs, what lobserved about his life style and env¡ronment and his general

level of socialization skills.

Wanda's situation was perplexing. She seemed to have grown up in a

large supportive nat¡ve family. Many of her siblings had stable families of their

own and held responsible jobs. Yet Wanda also had very limited ideas about

what children needed and how parenls met these needs. She also seemed

very present or¡ented, lived in a drab, unappealing and transient environment

and lacked some obvious and important socialization skills.

Ass ess me nt

(1) Cf inical Assessment

Couple:

weak boundaries and hierarchy
weak marital and parental subsystems
poor problem solving skills
focus on the present
family themes of aggression and helplessness
poor self-esteem
poor communication

Parenting:

when disciplining, no explanalion of limits to children beyond
saying 'don't'

lack of limits
lack of internalization of rules
adu lts oven¡ihelmed and overburdened
fear of authority
poor idea of normal child development
role reversal between adult and child
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(2) FAM 3

Joe was unabre to read and so courd not take the FAM g independenily.

When I attempted to read the quest¡ons to him and have him circle his

response, he was unable 10 undersland and answer most questions. He was

so inarticulate and shy that it was impossible to glean whether this was

r€s¡stance or simply inability.

wanda was abre to take the FAM 3 independentry but was arso unable to

answer many questions, such as:

1. Family duties are fairly shared.
2. When I ask someone io explain what they mean, I get a straight
answer.

9. .Yg, don't get a chance to be an individual in our family.j. Wngn |.ask why we have certain rules, I don't get a goôd answer.þ. My ramity expects me to do more than my share.
6. Sometimes we are unfair to each olher. 

-

7. We never let things pile up until they are more than we can handle.ö. I never Know whal's going on in our family.

Because of these difficullies, I was unable to use the FAM B with this

couple.

3) MCN

wanda and Joe ar times showed significant attachment to the¡r ch¡rdren

and they were able to be affectionate and to demonstrate posit¡ve

Interpersonal relationships with their children. At other times, when the

children attempted to get their parent's attention, both Wanda and Joe

displayed indilference and disinterest. These times usually occurred when

either parent was waÌching the telev¡sion (both wanda and Joe watched a lot

of television).
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Wanda was moderately sensitive to the practices of good hygiene and

was also generally aware of and practiced adequate nutritional standards.

Joe was inconsistenl in meeting and mainta¡n¡ng hygiene and nutr¡tional

standards. Both parenls were inconsistent in maintaining adequate

housekeeping standards and stability in the home environment. The home

had a feeling of transience and was very sparsely furnished.

Wanda had the ability to recognize her own anger and generally did not

direct ¡t towards the children. Joe frequently withdrew when he was unable to

cope and exhibited self destruct¡ve behavior in the form of binge drinking.

wanda was able to accept responsibirity for herserf most of the time, but ¡n

stressful situat¡ons displayed discomfort. Joe was inconsistent in developing

and maintaining supporlive relationships for extended periods of time.

wanda was aware of most major hazards, but otten negrected potentiar

dangers by allowing the children to touch and manipulate many objects that

could cause them harm. Joe could identify hazards and had information but

consistently did not intervene when the children were in a dangerous

situation. wanda made inappropriate choices for babysitters depending on

her stress level. Joe frequently used babysitters and inconsistenlly made

appropr¡ate arrangements.

wanda generally identified when the chirdren required medicar care. Joe

was unable to identify symptoms of illness or injury. wanda was inconsistent

in her health practices, but maintained minimum standards. Joe €ndangered

his own health with poor health praclices and demonstrat€d self destruclive

behaviors.
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ln the area of d¡scipline, Wanda and Joe both attempted to correct

misbehavior occasionally by yelling and spanking and got inio power

struggles with the children. Wanda was aware of the emotional needs of her

children and did make attempts to promote emotional development. Joe was

less demonstrative, and was inconsistent in his attention to the children.

ln lhe area of Socialization, Wanda had the ability to accept support, but

was inconsistent ¡n her ability to ask for support. Joe did not reach out to

others to build relationships. Wanda's communication pattern with her family

was inconsistent. Relationships were adequate at times, but at other times

she withdrew from the family. Joe had inconsistent contact with his family.

Generally the tim€ spent w¡th lhem was during binge drinking episodes. Both

Joe and Wanda needed professional support to improve their parenting skills.

They were not resistant to th¡s help, but were confused about why they might

require it.

(4) Perceotion of Self as Abuser/Parenting Skills

Wanda and Joe felt that they were appropr¡ate parents. Wanda thought

that parenting was something that came naturally and that anyone could do

successfully. She said that her parent¡ng style was a combination of what she

had observed in her sibling's families and what she learned through the

Resources for Adolescent Parents Program that she took two years ago. She

was skeptical of books about parenting and thought that the criticisms offered

by CFS were excessive and unrealistic.
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Family Themes

(1) The label of 'at risk'was com¡ng from the professional helping syslem

outside the family. Th¡s was a family whose values and life style clashed with

those of the professionals assessing the family's capacity to parent. As a

consequence, the helping system had found major deficits in the family's

abilities. some of these deficits were rear, some were simply the product of

one culture judging another culture. My task was to sort out which dangers

were real and required inlervention.

(2) The family was unable on lheir own to make lhe modifications in

family structure and parent¡ng style recommended by cFS because they did

not see these changes as ¡mportant or necessary. As a treatment worker I

would not be able to help this family to change until the family understood why

these changes were important. Together we needed to explore the protection

issues targeted by cFS so that r courd herp the parents to understand the

problems, and to take responsibiliry for solving them . This meant getting to

know the family's world view, providing information and encouraging client

participation.

(3) Because the adults in this family were shy, inarticulate, and concrete,

communication between syslems was a big problem. lt was ditficult to assess

the family's skills if they were unable to discuss or exhibit these skills. ln
many ways the adults in this family functloned as ¡f th€y were also deprived as

children. lt was important to f¡nd oul what they really knew versus what they

appeared to know.
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Couple
To increase self-esteem
To increase level of trusl
To help the couple understand lhe helping syslem's
concerns
To empower the couple to take part in their own
treatment plan
To improve communication
To help the coup'e develop plans for the future

Parent¡ng

To help parents set limits
ïo develop a safe babysitting plan
To improve parent's knowledge of normal child
deve lopm e nt
To decrease role reversal between adult and child

¡ntervention

Structure of Theraov

ln this family one could observe inappropriate parenting, lack of protection

and a high level of family disorganization. Whether this was due to low

intelligence, poor learning, or a history of abuse or neglect was unknown.

without iommunication, it was difficult lo measure the degree of emotional

deprivation that may have existed in the parents. I decided that regardless of

the cause of the deficit, the approach would be to establish a trusling

relat¡onship with this uncommunicative, disorganized family through regular

contact, which would create opportunities to problem solve with the family and

provide for hands-on teaching.

Because the children were currently out of the home, the focus could be

on meeting the needs of the parents and on gathering more information. For

thls reason I chose to meet tw¡ce weekly with the family. I met w¡th the couple
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this reason I chose to meet twice weekly w¡lh the fam¡ly. I met with the couple

whenever possible, arranging individual meet¡ngs with Wanda and arranging

to work with the children with one or both parents present.

Joining

It was very difficult to measure the success of my attempts at joining with

this family. When I was with the couple, Joe was almost completely mute and

had great difficulty answering many of my questions. Wanda explained that

Joe was very simple and easily confused. she joked that this was because of

where he came from, that most of the people from his hometown were the

same way.

Wanda though more verbal than Joe, also had great difficulty answering

questions, especially abstract ones. Her affective expression was usually very

limited, and she offered very few spontaneous verbalizations. This did

improve a bit in our time together and towards the end of the six months

Wanda was talking spontaneously with me. But her verbalizations were

usually not related to a currenl topic, and tended to be concrete one-liners

about events in her day.

Throughout my t¡me with this family, my impression of the joining process

was that ¡t was not going well. lt was therefore interesting to h€ar from the

cFS social worker in the team meetings how much more communicative the

famlly appeared to her. lt was also interest¡ng to nole wanda's faint hint of

disappointment and anger at the point of termination. Except lor these fwo

communications, there were no noticeable indications that the family was

interested in staying connected or working with me.
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lntraoersonal/Svsiemic lntervention

During our individual sessions, Wanda answered questions about her

childhood, her adopted family, and life events. She found these questions

very unusual, and had great difficulty answering them. She seemed not to

remember much about her childhood on the reserve. She could also tell me

little about her adopted family. When we talked about her adopted mother

and father, she barely knew the details of their deaths. She had difficulty

remembering the birth dates of her own children, and had little to say about

her relationship with Joe. she seemed to forget our conversations from v¡sit to

visit, in fact sometimes from moment to moment.

I was unsure of why it was so difficult for her to talk. She did not seem

resistant in a hostile sense, but perhaps she was. lhave worked with very few

native families, and perhaps it was my ignorance of cultural issues which

crealed this situation.

When I met with the couple ihe situation was worse. Even Wanda

seemed a annoyed at Joe's lack of verbalizations. We spent long periods of

time silt¡ng in silence or discussing concrete topics such as preferred lravel

routes from the foster home to the couple's home.

When the children were in the home for day visits or overnights, much of

my time with the family was spent modeling parenting skills, and attempting to

strengthen the skills I observed in Wanda and Joe. I spent many hours

playing with the children while drawing Joe and/or Wanda into the play. I

attempted to expand on lhe routines and interaclions at mealtimes and nap

times and during playtime. While the children were very responsive, and Joe
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and Wanda seemed to enjoy themselves, it was very difficult to measure what

effect if any this approach had on long-term skill enhancement.

The Helping Network

ln this case the act¡ve helping system consisted of the CFS worker and

myself. The family's workers in Economic Security cooperated in supporting

our decisions with funding for such things as accommodations, furniture, bus

passes, etc.

The CFS worker and myself met regularly with the family in the family's

home. These meelings were generally planned every 6 to 8 weeks. The CFS

worker was very cooperative, and seemed to look to me for direction.

As a helping system, we were not especially successful in servicing this

family. Whether th¡s was due to cultural differences or the family's limited

cognitive and social abilities, is slill puzzling to me.

Outcome

Posttest

(1 ) At the termination of therapy, the Q Family was asked questions to

determine their own experience of the joining process: when they felt

comfortable, when they did not, what they liked about the sessions, and their

critiques of the therapeutic process.

Wanda said she liked to go out with me because otherwise she was

usually bored. She said that although initially she had thought that the

questions lasked were strange, she had become used to them and even

enjoyed answering some of them.
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She appreciated the help I had given her around finding a place to live,

getting bedding forthe children, and making sure she had enough money for

food.

Her criticism of the treatment was that I had interrupted too many of her

soap operas when I had come to visit. She wished that I could have come at

ditferent t¡mes.

Joe was basically unable to answer my questions about the joining

process. He giggled, and stared into space. Even when I rephrased the

question several times, he did not answer. I'm nol sure if this was because he

did not understand the questions, if he found them difficult to answer, or ¡f he

felt resistant.

The Eco-Map on the following page tracks the system changes that took

place in the course of therapy.

(3) Goals

Despite my uncertainly about the degree of joining that took place with

this family, I did manage to accomplish several goals. After discussing many

times the events around the apprehension of the children, and CFS's stance

on the return of the children, the family finally understood why the children

had been taken away, and what needed to take place before they would be

returned.

Secondly, together the family and I made a list of the tasks that needed to

be accomplished (new housing, new beds for lhe children w¡th appropriate

bedding, a plan for daycare, a transfer lrom city to provincial social
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assistance), and worked on accomplishing them. ln this way, the couple was

able to plan for the immediate future.

The family also worked on several parenting goals. These included

developing a safe babysitting plan for the future, and improving the couple's

knowledge of normal child development. We discussed on several occasions

the importance of keeping small children safe. We also talked about the effect

that sexual abuse can have on children and how to protect lhem from such a

risk. ln addition to talking, I brought Wanda many easy to read pamphlets on

child developmenl.

At the time that I terminated with the family, I felt certain that both parents

believed that thelr child could have been sexually assaulted and that they

were prepared to better protect both their children in the future.

(4) Perception of Self as Abuser

At termination Wanda still considered herself an appropriate parent,

although she now had concerns about Joe's abilities. Her solution to these

concerns was to prevent Joe from caring for the girls on the weekend when he

was likely to drink. Wanda remained skeptical of books about parenting and

cont¡nued to employ yelling and spanking as her major management tools.

Conclusion

During the period of 6 months I met with this family approximately 30

times. Working with this family was a frustrating experience because it was so

d¡fficult to measure Wanda and Joe's level of understanding and involvement.

I realized that in parl this was due to the cultural d¡fferences between us.
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While I looked for oulward signs of affective expression as well as

verbalizations to gauge our level of joining, wanda and Joe communicated

so little al the affective and verbal level that it was ineffectual to depend upon

this ¡nformation for feedback. I felt that I had no way to assess the couple's

level of interest or understanding.

My experience was also the experience of other helpers in the system.

lronically though, despite this, perhaps I WaS in some way successful in

joining with this couple. At our lirst team meeting, g weeks after meeting w¡th

the family, I was disturbed by the couple's lack of communication. I was

surprised when the cFS worker congralulated me and wondered how I had

managed to get the couple to talk so much.

From the beginning, in working with this famiry it was difficurt to sort our

cultural differences from protection issues. I knew that some of the concerns

cited by CFS were simply the product of one culture judging another. The

worker wanted each child to have her own bed, she wanted wanda and Joe

to have firm time frames for bedtime and meals, and she wanted the couple to

share equally in the parenting of the children. These expectations were not a

part of native culture. lt was difficult for wanda and Joe to understand their

significance or to make changes in these areas to please the¡r worker.

The continualion of other practices, whether a part of native culture or not,

r€sulted in putting the children at risk. When the children were lett

indiscriminat€ly with inappropriate babysitters, when Joe cared for the

children when he was drunk, and when the children's needs for food,

stimulation and nurturing were ignored, this placed the children at risk lor

abuse and/or neglect. These were the issues that I chose to focus on in my
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work wlth the family. while I felt that some progress was made, it was also

clearto me that the family would require long term, ongoing support. When I

terminated with the family, I transferred the case to another worker in my office.
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Chapter Eight

Family #4 The D. Family

Steve 30 (father)
Mary 29 (mother)
Kathy 7(daughter)
Brad 4 (son)

Helping Network:

Child and Family Servlces Worker
CFS Childcare Worker
Daycare
Parent Support Counsellor
Social Assistance

The family consisted of Steve, a gO year old carpenter, Mary his 29 year

old common-law wife, Kathy, Mary's daughter by another partner and Brad,

Mary and steve's 4 year ord son. Mary and steve had been a coupre on and

off for 6 and 112 years. They f¡rst came together when Kathy was an infant.

Their courtship lasted 2 months. They lived togerher for 6 months, and were

married for 2 years. Separated and divorced for two years, they had now

been living as common-law panners for the past two years. They both

described their rêlationship as rocky. Their difficulties seemed to revolve

around the themes of balancing ¡ntimacy and independence, and

disagreements about how to raise the children. when the couple argued, they

were unable to resolve conflict. These disagreements generally ended with

Steve storming out of the house or threalening aggression or with Mary

withdrawing emotlonally.
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steve was the youngest child in his family, He had one older sister and one

older brother. His father was a tradesman, his mother remained at home to

care for the family.

steve remembered his father as the disciprinarian in the famiry. Ail the

children were afraid of him but respected him. He made his own wooden

paddles. He rarely played or socialized with the children. Steve did

remember going into the garage with his dad to learn about building. This

was the only pleasant l¡me he remembered sharing with his father. He

remembered his mom as the parent who played with him, comforted him and

gave him affection. He said that even now he could never do anything to hurt

his mom, because when he was younger she always used to cry when she

was upset w¡th him.

As a child steve was ailowed very rittre personar freedom. He courd not

stay at school to play with other children, nor could he have children over to

his house. He was not allowed to participate in extra-curricular sporls and

activities. steve left home when he was 19. He says he could no longer

lolerate the many restricrions imposed upon him by his father. He met Mary

after living on his own for 2 years. He remembered their early courtship as

difficult because they always had to worry about babysitters, and had l¡ttle time

to themselves.

Mary described her childhood as unhappy. She was the oldest of two

children. she described her mother as verbally and physically abusive. Her

parents had frequent arguments. Mary's personal freedom was also very

restr¡cted. She was not allowed to play with other children. She was

expected 1o work afrer school ¡n her parent's personal care home. she spent
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a lot of t¡me with her mother who always seemed to be angry and unhappy.

she took her frustration out on Mary in the form of physical and verbal abuse.

Mary lett home at the age of 1 5. She worked and lived on her own for 3

years. At the age of 19 she moved in w¡th a boyfr¡end and became pregnant

soon after. When she gave birth to Kathy, her parents were very drawn to

their new grandchild. They have continued over the years to seek contact w¡th

Kathy. They seem to have no interest in Brad. ln the past year Kathy has

been forced to sever contact with her parents because the tension between

steve and her parents had become intolerable. steve and Mary's father had

exchanged blows during arguments over Kathy. Mary's parents felt that Mary

and steve were unable to offer Kathy the quality of life that she deserved.

They wanted the little girl to live w¡th lhem. They had attempted to abduct

Kathy from school. lt had been necessary for Mary and Steve to contact

Kathy's school around this issue.

Presenting Problem

This family was rêferred to the parent support program by a child welfare

worker at child and Family services. The family had come to the attention of

cFS when the director of the daycare that the children attended called to

report that Brad had appeared at lhe daycare w¡th an injury that he said his

dad had inflicted. Apparenily the injury had occurred when Steve had

punished Brad for helping himself to breakfast before the rest of the family was

awake.

Steve was very angry that CFS had become involved. He interpreted this

as a threat to his right to control and discipline his own chitdren. When th€
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cFS worker visited the family steve was too angry to discuss the situarion

rationally. The worker was forced to make the agency's mandate to protect

children very clear to the family, and to outline what kinds ol behaviors and

discipline would not be acceptable in the future.

Mary was relieved to have cFS involved. she was the first to adm¡t that

she was not pleased with the style of discipline she and steve dispensed on

the children. she had observed thar as the children got bigger, they seemed

to require harsher discipline and she worried that in time she and steve might

accidently seriously injure the children. she also realized that the children

were becoming fearful rather than respectful, and that they did not seem to be

internalizing family rules.

Mary was also worried about her relationship with steve. she fert that

because of a variety of pressures, they were once again near break-up. she
thought that many of the problems with the children stemmed from the conflict

between the couple. she wanted marital therapy for the couple as well as

help with developing a new style of parent¡ng.

Steve was receiving pressure from CFS and from Mary to try marital

counselllng and to make some major changes in his parenting. Although

reluctant, he agreed to try working with a counsellor from our program.

My first meet¡ng w¡th the family took place in their home with the CFS

worker, the director of my program, steve, Mary and myself in attendance. My

initial impression of the famiry was that they had very different perceptions of

the problem and that steve in particular was not comfortable with sharing

information which he considered personal with outsiders.
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Afier a long discussion. The issues that the couple opted to work on were:

(1 ) their tendency to have very different perceptions of most of their confl¡cts,

(2) their inability to resolve conflict, (3) unresolved issues around separating

and coming together , and (4) developing a new style of parenting which

worked and was agreeable to the ch¡ld welfare agency.

Abuse Historv

As is frequently the case w¡th adults abused as children, ne¡ther Steve nor

Mary had labeled lhe harsh treatment they had received from their parents as

abusive. They both, and especially Steve, believed that because lhey were

bad children, their parents had been forced to beat lhem and isolate them as a

matter or course. They labeled this treatment as punishment for misdeeds.

Steve remembered that his falher's beatings left welts and bruises.

Because of the pain, it was often difficult for him to go to school the day atter a

beating. He said that no school official ever quest¡oned him about the marks.

He remembered feeling very angry towards his father, and promised himself

that he would leave home as soon as he could.

Mary remembered being verbally insulted and belittled. She was

expected to work in the personal care home everyday after school and on

weekends. She was slapped and beaten by her mother for minor infractions.

Her father although aware of thls treatment, never interfered.

Mary left home at the age of 15 to escape further maltreatment. She quit

school, got a job and lived on her own for 3 years with minimal contact w¡lh

her family.
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Previous lntervention

1985--- Mary contacted Children's Aid Society in Saskatchewan 6
months after she lett Steve. She wasfeeling very tense and
anxious and felt unable to take care of the children on her own.
She voluntarily placed the children in foster care for 2 months.
She saw a therapist for I months.

1986--- Mary again saw a iherapist for 6 months to work on individual
tssues.

1987--- While Mary and Steve were in the process of reuniling, Mary
once again contacted Children's Aid Society and voluntarily
placed the children in loster care for 2 months. During this'
time she commut€d to Winnipeg to vis¡t Steve and diðcuss
their future plans.

Assessment

(1) Clinical Assessment

Couple:

low level of mutual support
weak marital subsyslem
poor differentiation
poor problem solving skills
focus on present
family themes of aggression, helplessness and
abando n ment
poor self-esteem
poor communication
frustrated dependency needs

Parenting:

parenls as regulators
triangulaÌion of a child
inconsistent l¡mits
adults oven¡vhelmed and overburdened
unconlrolled agg ression
fear of authorily
power struggles between adult and child
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violent response to stress
inability to empathize with children
poor idea of normal child development
child's behavior perceived as wiilful and disobedient

(2) Fam 3

The FAM 3 was taken by Mary and Steve. FAM 3 profiles for the D family

are located in Appendix one. on the genèral family scale steve rated high for

defensiveness which indicates a possible distortion of the FAM profile. This

may mean either anificially depressed scores or a distort¡on in the shape of

the profile. This was not surprising given Steve's tendency to employ

projection. Generally, the results of the FAM g supported my clinical

observations. steve and Mary had difficulty communicating in a clear, direct

manner. They both often misunderstood the other's communicat¡on, yet

lacked the ability to seek clarification. As a consequence they were unable to

resolve most arguments.

The FAM 3 identified the coupre's struggre with rore integrai¡on. As was

obvious in our session, there was a lack of agreement regarding male/female

role defin¡tion. Mary frequenily felt that she was doing everything for the

children and in the home, while steve had lots of time for recreational

activities. This resulted in a low level of mutual support in the couple.

The FAM 3 supported my observation of the famiry's poor probrem sorving

abilities' Mary and steve were unable to accurately ident¡ty problems or

generate or implement solut¡ons. Minor stresses in the family tended lo
pr€cipitate crisis. The family's inability to problem solve left them very present

oriented.
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Finally, the FAM g targeted difficulties in the area of differentiation which

were also observable in our session. The marital subsystem was weak.

Family members were in competition for nurturance and need fulfillment.

(3) MCN

Mary showed significant attachment to the children, and demonstrated

sensitivity, responsiveness and empathy. steve was ambivalent about his

relationship with Brad but was willing to discuss.his feelings. He participated

in minimal interactions with both children. Mary actively pursued positive

interpersonal relationships with both children. steve demonstrated negative

feelings and withheld affection because he believed his children wiil be

spoiled.

Both parents were sensitive to the practices of good hygiene and were

aware of and pracliced adequate nutr¡tional standards. Both were able to

provide adequate housekeeping standards and stability for the children in the

home environment. ln the area of Capacity to Meet Own Needs, Mary was

incons¡stenl in her abilily to recognize her own lim¡tations and resists help

offered. steve frequently withdrew when unable to cope and exhibited self-

destructive behavior. Both steve and Mary were inconsistent in developing

and maintaining supportive relationships for extended periods of time. Mary

was able to accept responsibility for herself most of the time, but had a

tendency to accept responsibility for steve as well. steve, under stress used

projection, blame and crilicism as a way to distance his anger.

ln the area of Environmentar supervision, Both Mary and steve were able

1o identify hazards and protecl the children. Both were also able to prov¡de
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age-appropr¡ate supervision of the children. Both were able to identify when

the children required medical care, they could anticipate the need for

maintaining an adequate standard of health care.

Mary occasionally resorted to spanking to correct misbehavior, and got

into power struggles with the children. sleve had unreal¡st¡c expectations of

the children and rationalized the use of physical discipline. When angry, he

would strike the children and consistently react to the children with hostility.

Mary was aware of the emot¡onal needs of chitdren and attempted to promote

emolional development in her children. Steve,s responses were

unprediclable, he responded from his own emotional needs.

Mary had the ability to accept support, but was often dependent on

friends. she was inconsistent in her ability to ask for support. steve was able

to build superficial relationships, but lacked the ability to build lasting

relationships. Because of conflict between Steve and her family of origin,

Mary had no contact with her family. steve's communication pattern w¡th his

family was inconsistent. Relationships were adequale at times, but frequently

there were mixed messages regarding expectations. Mary had a need for

support, and was able lo use professionals for th¡s purpose. steve denied his

need for support, and was resistant to profess¡onal intervention.

(4) Perception of Self as Abuser/parenting Skills

Steve felt that he was an approprlate parent. He described his own style

of parenting as similarto what he learned in his own family. Steve thought

that he should be able to discipline his children in any manner that he saw f¡t.

He thought that children must be made to fear and respect an authority ligure,
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because otherwise they would have no reason to behave. He minimized and

denied the sever¡ty of the injury that he inflicted on his son. lf inconsistencies

in his reasoning were chailenged, he became angry and defensive, unabre to

resolve for himself how he could maintain control over his children without the

use of harsh corporal punishment. He personalized challenges to his

parenting skills, and reacted with quick and aggressive anger, which was

demonstrated as an inability to rationally discuss the issues, poorly focused

anger, and impulsivity. He thought that Mary was a push_over where the

children were concerned. whenever she intervened in his disciplining ol the

children, he became angry, removed his support and insinuated that she

would be unable to follow through on her own.

Mary was dissatisfied with Steve's and with her own method of

disciplining the children. she suspected that there was a better way, but she

had been unable to find it on her own. she was afraid of steve's anger both

for herself and for the children. she saw him as potentially abusive. she saw

herself as also potentially abusive, if she was under enough stress. stress for

her was generated by marital conflict. When she was in this state, she

described herself as unable to tolerate any mischievous behavior from the

children.

Famllv Themes

(1) The problems presented by the family seemed to have existed for 6

and 112 years, beginning when these rwo young adults first came together to

form a couple without working out some of the complications involved in

courting and establishing a new relationship w¡th a smail baby. This had
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been an ongoing pattern w¡th the coupre. They have never been abre ro

address and resolve the var¡ous conflicts that they have experienced. At times

these conflicts have been intense enough to end in temporary separation, yet

when they have come together again they have chosen to deny and minimize

their problems rather than attempt to discuss and resolve their differences.

The current episode of conflict seemed to have started soon atter their latest

reunion. Each buried episode of unresolved conflict had acted as a

foundation upon which the next episode was built.

(2) Both adurts in this famiry had experiences in their respective famiries

of origin which rendered them unable to develop a clear, separate sense of

self' steve was playing out the role of rebellious adolescent as he struggled

to maintain a balance between his own individuation and his role of father and

husband in his famiry. Mary attempted to keep steve connected to the famiry

by blaming, attacking and using guilt, rather than through direct

commun¡cation of her needs. The learning that steve received in his family of
origin about the roles that men, women and chirdren pray added to his presenr

confusion and put him in conflict with his partner, his children and outside

helping systems.

Mary was also a product of the observations and rearning she did in her

own family of origin. steve and Mary's struggres set up a certain circurar

complementarity between the couple. As steve distanced himself from Mary

in an attempt to exerc¡se individuation, Mary pursued him as a measure of her
commitment to the famiry. This gave both of them an opportunity to perpetuate

old myths about men and women and about famiries. poor serf-esteem, poor
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communicat¡on and poor problem solv¡ng abililies compounded the family of

origin issues.

(3) The unfinished business between the couple, their unresolved

individual issues, and their dysfunctional interactional patt€rns, interfered with

the couple's present ability to discuss, problem solve and agree on important

issues involv¡ng the children. As a consequence these two parents were in

the habit of responding independently with contradicting styles and ideas of

parenting.

Goals

lndividual;

Couple:

Parenting:

To increase sellesteem
To increase self-differentiation
To explore unresolved abuse issues
To explore how these issues influence the current
family

To increase level of mutual support
To strengthen the marilal subsy'stem
To improve problem solving sliills
To help the lamily plan forthe future
To improve commun¡cation

To take parents out of the role of regulator
To improve limit setting
To decrease the power struggles between adult and
child
To increase ability lo empathize with children
To improve knowledge about normal child develooment
To change perception of child,s behavior
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lntervention
Structure of Therapy

Although rhe adurts in this famiry had important famiry of origin issues

which needed to be addressed, it was my assessment that these courd be

addressed in conjoint couple sessions. The children were not currently in any

real danger. lcontracted to meet weekly with the couple to work on my

targeted goals.

Joining

Mary was very concerned about steve's method of disciprining Brad and

she recognized that the couple had many difficulties. she was anxious for

service and therefore very cooperat¡ve. steve did not think his method of

disciplining needed any attention. He was In fact, very angry and resistant to

the idea of having a stranger in his home to help w¡th private family matters.

He explained that Brad was a very oppositional child who required very

consistent, firm disciplining. He felt ihat unless he was really hard on Brad, he

would grow up to be out of conlrol.

Joining with this coupre was init¡aily quite a chailenge. whire steve made

it very clear that he was nol interested in making any changes, Mary was

equally clear about wanting changes.

ln the f¡rst two sessions, I spent most of my t¡me discussing the differences

in Mary and steve's perceptions of their ditficulties. I asked many crarifying

questions, and together we traced this difference in perception to their

respective families of origin. I drew genograms of each of their lamilies. ln
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add¡tion, I spoke neutrally about my experiences with the child welfare

system. While I empathized with Steve's anger and feeling of lack of control

over his family, I also discussed CFS's role as a child welfare agency

mandated to protect children. we discussed what cFS might do if the abusive

behavior continued. I introduced this informat¡on as a treatment professional

who although not a part of the child welfare system, had worked with enough

CFS workers to know a bit about their process. We went over this material

several times, and by the end of the second session, Steve was visibly less

resistant.

Both Mary and Steve had grown up in physically and emotionally abusive

families, but they also both minimized the maltreatment they had received.

Much t¡me was spent listening to their stories, and validating their

experiences. lt was interesting to observe how they both competed for my

altention, and how easily offended they became if they perceived that I was

siding with one or the other. lt struck me that although they were eager for my

nurturance, as a couple they were unable to nurture each other.

We discussed the connection between family of origin learning and

present difficulties. Once Steve and Mary had a family or origin context for

their present difficulties, Steve no longer felt he was being blamed or labeled

as a bad parenl. lt was al this point that I felt the family became invested in

continuing treatment.

lntraoersonal/Svstemic lntervention

Because I met Mary and Steve in their home, it was easy to have informal

time w¡th the whole family, to get to know members and to observe
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dysfunclional interactions. My t¡me with the family began to include direct
intervenÌion, and hands-on teaching opportunities. There were many t¡mes

when I became a coach during famiry arguments or when Mary tried to set
limits with the chirdren and needed herp foilowing through. Both steve and
Mary acknowledged that the small changes that the family tried worked. For
the f¡rst time steve seemed receptive to a gentle reframe of the problem as
one affecting the entire family.

By this time, the separation between myserf as a treatment person and
cFS as a monitoring agency was crear to the famiry. The famiry had begun to
recognize on their own that my styre was very different from that of cFS. They
spoke candidry ro me about their worries, which for me was a measure of the
success of my joining with the family. steve was even able to admit that he

. 
acted out of anger and was otten overly harsh with Brad.

Together the family and I worked on couple and parenting issues.

Besides expressing a desire to rearn new behavior management techniques,
Steve and Mary also wanted to improve their communication and to
strengthen the mar¡tal subsystem.

we worked together on these issues for 4 months. At this time, steve felt that
the couple had accomprished enough to terminate, Mary disagreed. The end
result was that steve opted to discontinue the coupre meetings. rcontracted
with Mary to work on indlvidual issues for g meetings.

The Heloing Network

From the beginning of this case there was a reluctance on the part of the

cFS social worker and the cFS chirdcare worker to meet as a team with the
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family present. Given the lension between CFS and the family, I felt that to

meet without the lamily was to compromise my position as an advocate for the

family. I decided therefore, not to meet with the team unless the family could

be present.

Unfortunately, CFS was never able to agree to my lerms, and as a

consequence the team never met. Because of this case, as a program we

have decided that in the future all referring workers must agree (1) to attend

regular team meet¡ngs and (2) that the lamily will be invited to all meetings.

Outcome

Posttest

(1) At the termination of therapy, the p Family was asked questions to

determine their own experience of the joining process: when they lelt

comfortable, when they did not, what they liked about the sess¡ons, and their

critiques of the lherapeut¡c process.

Steve talked about the difficulty of talking to a stranger about personal

family problems. He felt that it was somehow wrong to share personal

information with outsiders. He said that he had struggled with this throughout

the treatment process. He was careful to let me know that his d¡lemma had

nothing to do w¡th me. He had found me easy to talk to and he said that he

had liked that I had asked many questions and had seemed genuinely

interested in understand¡ng his side of things.

He said that he had felt just the opposite when he met with the cFS

worker and that it had taken him several sessions before he was convinced

that I was different.
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He appreciated the herp that r had g¡ven the famiry and he fert that he had

changed his altitude toward Brad because of what he had learned in our

sessions. He now realized that he had been controlling his son with fear, and

he expressed a desire to change lhis. He acknowledged lhat this was a

deparlure from the way that he had been raised. He was even able to say that
perhaps his parents had been too harsh on him as a child. And that maybe he

too had been too harsh on Brad.

Mary said that she had fert respected and listened to in our sessions. she

said that init¡ally she was afraid that I would come down too hard on steve, as

she felt the cFS worker had and that steve would refuse to participate. she
was pleased that I had not taken sides or gotten into arguments with steve.

Mary said that through our sessions, she had learned to stop try¡ng to
please everybody and do everything. she was now taking time to do things

that she wanted to do. And she was generally more relaxed. she observed

that this change in her seemed to affect everybody in the family. steve was

willing to do more around the house, and the children were minding her much

better.

A new Eco-Map that tracks the herpers invorved with the famiry at the time

of termination can be found on the next page.
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(2) Eco-Mao

Th¡s is a new eco-map which rracks the system changes rhat took prace in

the course of therapy.
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3) Goals

ln reviewing the goals for the couple that were accomplished during the

course of treatment, the most successful areas of gain for this couple were

improving communication and increasing the level of mutual suppon.

Steve and Mary were now much better at directly communicat¡ng their needs

and expectat¡ons of one another. They were able to discuss their problems

without blaming and finding fault with each other, and to resolve their

difficulties in most instances. Mary was no longer fr¡ghtêned or stopped by

Steve's verbal aggression, and as a consequence, Sleve relied on this as a

method of control less and less.

lnstead, both Mary and Steve shared more information with one anolher,

and sought clarification if they were confused. They now understood that

negotiating required perseverance and effort. Pr¡or to treatment, they had

been unable to resolve their most minor conflicts. Now they were tackling

some of the bigger issues in their relationship, such as having friends of the

opposite sex, and learning to balance individual time w¡th family t¡me.

ln reviewing the degree of mutual support now functioning in the couple, I

observed that many changes had taken place. Steve was now caring for the

children two nights a week to allow Mary time for herself. He was also act¡vely

parlicipating in meal preparation, shopping and doing laundry. Steve was

pleased to observe that as he participated more in these activities, Mary

complained less about the times he went off with his friends. ln addition, he

felt closer to his children, and had begun to see Brad less as a difficult child

and more as a child who enjoyed being challenged and busy.
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Many changes had taken place in Steve and Mary's parenting style. Mary

had learned to set appropriate limits, and to follow through w¡th these limits.

This had in turn decreased the number of power struggles with the children.

As Steve had observed the positive results of Mary's new skìlls, he too had

begun to imitate her methods. He talked about the closeness he now felt with

the children. He acknowledged that in the past he had been overly harsh with

the children, and had not been especially sensilive to their strengths and

interests. Now he was making more of an effort to understand them, and as a

consequence everyone was getting along much better.

Both Mary and Steve had a better awareness of how their individual

abuse experiences had influenced their current family difficulties. We had

spent many hours mapping their families and discussing their childhood

experiences. Together we made the connection between what they had

learned in their families about male/female roles, and how this learning had

been perpetuated in their present family. Covering this material served to

help differentiate them from their families of origin, as they began to discover

that they could actively choose to accept or reject family myths. This process

was also self-esteem building, as both Mary and Steve began to take more

responsibility for changing the patterns and interactions in their present family.

(4) Perceotion of Self as a Potential Abuser

Steve could now admit that he had not been an appropriate parent. He

described his old slyle of parenting as similarto what he had experienced as

a child in his own family. Steve no longerthought that children must be made

to fear and respect an authority figure. He could recognize the difference
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between disciplining children out of anger or out of a desire to d¡rect and

teach. He was embarrassed about the sever¡ty of the injury that he had

inflicled on his son. He said that it was now possible for him to maintain

control of his children without the use of harsh corporal punishment.

Although he was now more in control, he still reacted with quick and

aggress¡ve anger, which was demonstrated through impulsivity. Now,

however, he allowed Mary to point this behavior out to him when it occurred,

and he was trying hard to learn to be more thoughtful and less impulsive.

Mary was pleased with her own new method of disciplining the children.

Although she was still concerned about steve's anger both for herself and for

the children, she was able to confront him when she felt uncomfortable. This

made her feel more secure in her ability to control the situation to avoid

violence. she no longer saw herself as a potential abuser. lf she was under

stress, she was able to seek help from Steve or to prevent herself from

directing it to the children.

(5) Conclusion

During the six months that I met with this family, we had approximately 25

sessions. when I gave the couple the FAM 3 again as an additional posltest

(Appendix One), it supported my observations at termination that the couple

had made many gains especially ¡n the areas of communication, role

performance and task accomplishment.

Although it had been very difficult for steve to share information about the

private dealings of his family with an outsider, in our final session, he was able
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able to talk about this difiiculty and to acknowledge that the experience had

been beneficial for the entire family.

Because of the couple's gains in parenting skills , the case was closed by

CFS. As Mary was interested in continuing her individual therapy, before I

terminated with the family, I helped Mary make contact with a therapist at the

regional office of Health and Community Services.
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Chapter Nine

Gase #5: The E Famity

Astrld 38 years otd (mother)
Cara 6 years otd (daughtér)
Lena 5 years old (daughter)

Helping System:

Economic Security Worker
Play Therapist's for each child
Parent Support Gounsellor
Montessori School

At the time of referral the family consisted of Astrid, a divorced 3g year old

mother and her daughters, cara and Lena. All three were br¡ght, attractive

and creative. Astrid had been divorced for 3 years, atter being separated for 1

and 1/2 years. The girls had been both physicaily and sexually abused by

their father during his regular visitation with them. The abuse lasted at least

18 months, and possible longer. When Astrid realized what was happening

she pressed charges. Although Astrid herself had been subjected to

countless hours of terrifying brutality at the hands of her ex-husband, she

described watching her own children recover from their abuse as one of the

most difficult things she had ever had to do. she has had to cope with night

terrors, sexualized behavior, phobias, eating and sleeping disturbances and a

variety of bizarre acting-out behavior from her daughters. Having been a

physically and emotionally abused child herself, these episodes with her

children brought her own memories of childhood abuse flooding back. ln
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addition she felt tremendously guilty because she was not able to protect her

children. An Eco-Map of the E Family can be found on the following page,

Presenting Problem

This family was referred to the parent Support program by Cara's

therapist. she was concerned by Astrid's behavior and level of distress when

she brought the girls ro therapy. Each week when she arrived, Astrid would

pour out her worries and confusion to the therapist. The therapist was

concerned about Astr¡d's ability to parent and to protect her children from

further abuse. she was also concerned ihat given Astrid's background of

abuse, her consistently high level of anxiely, and her seem¡ng inability to

handle the difficult behavior that the girls were displaying, that she too might

become abusive.

My first meeting with the family took place in their home with the director of

my program, Aslr¡d, Cara, Lena and myself present. The meeting was chaotic

and confusing. Astrid spoke nonstop while the children simulraneously

bombarded us with toys and questions, climbing into our laps, jumping,

running and demanding attention. Astrid seemed at a loss as to how to

control the situation. she was indecisive and ineffectual. Her childrenignored

her. she smiled and looked apologelic. All three were in competition for our

atlent¡on. The level of noise and of chaos was irritating and draining. we
discussed what was happening with Aslrid and she requested our help. We

contracted with herto begin working on setting limits with the children.
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The I Family Genogram and Eco-Map
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Abuse History

Astrid, the oldest of four children was severely physically and emotionally

abused by her emotionally disturbed mother until she lett home at age 20.

When she was a child, the abuse was carried out in secret when other family

members were absent. Astrid was regularly beaten, kicked, slapped, tied and

locked up, denied food, clothing and the use of the bathroom. After an

especially bad episode it was common for Astrid's mother to lock herself in her

bedroom for up to several days complaining of a variety of somatic

disturbances. During these times, Astrid, being the oldest was expected to

assume care of her brothers and sister. Her father never supported nor

interfered during these times..

When Astrid met her husband they dated for several years. He became

abusive soon after they were married. For four years she was brutally

physically and emotionally terrorized. Her husband had psychotic episodes

and attempted suicide several times. She lett when she realized that things

were not going to change.

From an early age Astrid was groomed to become lhe target of her

moiher's aggression. Although she appeared lo be a victim, in reality she was

one of the lamily's strongest members, and consciously made a decision at an

early age to sacrifice herself to protect her mother. She remembered that

even as a small child she perceived her mother as very emotionally fragile

and dependent on the nurturing of others for survival. She consciously chose

to never fight back when her mother attacked her. During these t¡mes, Astrid

would tell herself that unless she took the abuse wilhout complaining, her

mother would crack and go crazy. She perpetuated this role with her
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husband. She saw herself as his protector. Even when he was extremely

abusive towards her, she focused on what she identified as the'lost child'

inside of him.

Ass ess me n t

(1) Clinical Assessment

lndividual:

poor differentiation
poor problem solving skills
family themes of aggression, helplessness
poor self-esteem
poor communical¡on
feelings of guilt
frustrated dependency needs

Parenting:

weak parental subsystem
parent as regulator
inability to set limits
overwhelmed and overburdened
power struggles between adult and child
poor idea of normal child development
in competition with child for love'

(2) FAM 3

The FAM 3 was taken by Astrid. Cara and Lena were too young to

participate in the assessment. FAM 3 profiles for the E Family are located in

Appendix one. The FAM g targeted difficulties in the areas of communicalion,

Affective Expression and Role Pedormance. This was consistent with my

clinical observations.
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This was a family in which communication was used for the purpose of

side-tracking one from action. Everyone talked all of the time, but no one

listened. ln my first session with this family Astrid and her children competed

for my attention by simultaneously talking the entire meetlng. The resulting

chaos was quite amazing, and even more amazing was my observation that

no one in the family seemed to mind.

The family had also not managed to develop an acceptable level of role

integration. This was reflected in the FAM 3 assessment. Members lacked

agreement regarding role definition. Neilher child had internalized the family

rules or had evolved an independenl role in the family. Astrid acted as the

regulator of everyone's behavior. But at the same time, she was very

inconsistent in lhis role. As a consequence the boundary around the parental

subsystem was very blurred.

Finally, the FAM 3 supported my observation of disturbances in alfective

expression. Astrid tended to communicate with the children in an overly

intense style. This was especially obvious when the children committed some

minor infraction or when Astrid perceived that they were in danger.

(3) MCN

Astrid showed significant attachment to the children and demonstrated

sensit¡v¡ty, responsiveness and empathy. She actively pursued pos¡tive

interpersonal relationships with each child. She was sensitive to the practice

of good hygiene and was aware of and practiced adequate nutr¡tional

standards.
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Astrid was unable to acknowledge that she was ever really angry or that

there were ever limes that she required help. She accepted responsibility for

self without conflict, but had managed to maintain few trusting relalionships.

Astrid identified hazards and protected the children almost obsessively.

She was worried each time either child attempted any disptay of climbing,

jumping etc. She often frightened the children because she communicated

her fear for their safety by yelling suddenly. She was very conscientious in

her provision of supervision.

Astrid identified when the children needed medical care. She anticipated

the need for maintaining an adequate standard of health care, and had an

ongoing satisfactory relationship with one provider.

ln the area of discipline, Astrid attempted to correct misbehavior

occasionally by spanking and often got into power struggles with the children.

She was aware of the emotional needs of her children, and made attempts to

promote emolional development.

Astr¡d was able to maintain some relalionships, but generally had a

sense of isolation. She sought new relationsh¡ps but showed discomfort

when attempting this.

Her family of origin was intrusive and controlling. She continued to return to

the family 1o draw them in to the situation. Astrid used the help of

professionals inconsistenlly. At t¡me she would accept assistance. At other

t¡mes, when she needed help she would deny it.
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(4) Perception of Self as Abuser/Parenting Skllls

Astrid described being a parent as one of the most difficult jobs she had

ever attempted. She was constantly trying to go against her training, to be

nurturing and support¡ve of her own children. She was unable to set limits

she said because for her lhe slightest hint of negat¡vity or anger made her fear

that she was as unreasonable and as frightening as her mother was. Her fear

that she would abuse her children as she had been abused by her mother,

fostered a relationship with her children which was built on a lack of proper

hierarchy. The end result was that the children were out of control.

Family Themes

(1) Because of her own abuse, this woman had difficulty developing clear

boundaries between herself and the other systems with whom she must

interact. This was demonstraled with her children as difficulty in setting limits,

having t¡me apart from them, and in meeling her own needs. ln her family of

origin Astrid remained the deflector of her mother's pain and deprivation and

lhus an undifferentiated extension of her as she pretended that the abuse

never happened, continued to allow her mother to verbally abuse her, and

was sometimes immobilized by the need to protect her mother. Out in the

world, Astrid's difficulty with maintaining boundaries was played out by her

need to indiscriminately share information about herself with casual

acquaintances, by the repeated pattern of inappropriately coming to the aid of

others at the sacrifice of herself, and by her inability to assert her own opinions

and needs. All of these actions were perpetuated by the fundamental lessons
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about relationships and inleractions that Astrid was taught through out her

childhood, as a consequence of the abuse.

(2) Astr¡d's inability to iorm clear boundaries combined with her low self-

esteem and poor individuation to result in her inability to trust her own

opiniohs and decisions. This became a serious problem when it put her or

her children at risk in the world. ln these situations Astr¡d struggted to choose

between what she was taught as a child (compromise yourself to fulfill the

neêds of others) and what would provide safety and stability for herself and

her children.

(3) As all parents do, Astrid functioned as a model and a mirror for her

children, who were learning about the role of women in the world. When she

modeled that women were indecisive, self-sacrificing, and powerless, her

children were internaliz¡ng these lessons. Because of their painful experience

with victimization through their own abuse, they were especially vulnerable to

the role of victim.

(4) As is common for many victims of abuse, Astrid confuses firmness

and strength with anger, negat¡v¡ty and violence. For her to display anyth¡ng

stronger than kind concern was to risk loosing control and becoming abusive.

Because of this, she was unable to set l¡mits or show the strong assertive side

of herself. This meant she constantly set herself up for failure and to be taken

advantage of as a v¡ctim.

Goals

lndividual:

To teach alternalive to operating f rom crisis to crisis
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To increase self differentiation
To strengthen boundaries
To re-align hierarchy
To improve problem solving skills
To improve ability to plan for the future
To improve communication skills
To explore abuse

Parenting:

To decrease role as regulator
To improve ability 1o set limits
To decrease power struggles between adult and child
To improve concept of normal child development

lntervention
Structure of Therapy

Because the children were already well supported with daily school and

weekly visits to individual therapists, I began with weekly visits with Astrid and

bi-weekly visits with Astrid and the children. During our individual time

together, Astr¡d and I worked primarily on the targeted individual goals.

During the visits which included lhe children, I had an opportunity to address

parenting goals in a hands-on activity oriented approach.

Joining

ln th¡s case the referral came as a result of the children's play therapist's

concern about Astrid's high level of disorganizalion and distress. Knowing the

family's abusive background, and the ditficulty of the present situation, she

was concerned that (1 ) Astrid was unable to protect her children from further

abuse, and (2) thal Astrid might phys¡cally abuse the children. When the

therapist discussed making the referral to our program with Astrid, she framed
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it as an opportun¡ty for Astr¡d to have someone to speak to about the children's

abuse.

I entered îhe family system as someone who could help Astrid sort out

how to handle the very difficult behavior that her children were exhibiting as

they worked through their abuse. Upon entry, I was at once faced with Astrid's

obvlous deprivation. Her own abuse history was manifested in her extreme

need to talk continually and w¡thout stopping. She had a need to over explain

and repeat every point she made. She would give example atter example to

back up a single statement. During the first three to four sessions she spoke

almost exclusively of her own abuse. She recounted episode afier episode.

She presented in a near hysterical manner, one moment sobbing, the next

moment starting again to speak at a frenetic pace. She seemed to need to

hold my attention, yet disbelieve that she had the power to do so. She startled

very easily and was easily distracted. I felt that it was important to hear her

story with a minimum of interruptions. I asked only clarifying questions. I

wanted to convey to Astr¡d that I thought that her story was ¡mportant, in this

way I hoped to validate and empower her. I also suspected that after she had

the opportun¡ty 1o lell her story on her own terms, that she would be more

receptive to intervenlion.

Joining with this family meant helping Astrid to f¡rst establish a healthy,

trusting relationship w¡th me, as we began to link her current dilficulties with

her past experience of abuse. During lhe first 5 to 6 sessions I focused on

gathering historical information, trying to understand her perception of the

world and making genlle connect¡ons belween her difficully in parenting and

her experience of abuse as a child.
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ln this lamily, separating my role as treatment worker from that of child

welfare worker was not an issues as only treatment workers were involved.

lntrapersonal/Systemic lntervention

Every other week I met Astrid with her children. During these informal

activity times, I began to get to know the children and to observe many

dysfunctional interactions between parent and children. My time with the

family included direcl intervention and hands-on teaching opportunities. I

helped Astrid set lim¡ts with the girls and follow through with those limits.

Because Ìhe children were displaying a lot of sexualized behavior, I helped

her to interpret and redirect this behavior.

We talked many times about how children internalize the behavior and

attitudes that their parents model for them. Astrid began to realize how she

over protected her children and encouraged dependency. As she became

more confident, she modeled this new attitude for her children.

Together we worked on strengthening boundaries and hierarchy,

improving problem solving and communication skills. Astrid learned new

behavior management skills and began lo see her daughlers as separate,

autonomous beings. lt was interesting to observe that as Astrid began to treat

her children as competent and capable, the sexualized behavior stopped.

As an example, at the termination of one session spent with the entire

family at the local Parent Child Drop-ln Centre, Cara began to throw a temper

tantrum because she did not want to leave. ln the past Astrid had seen Cara's

oppositional behavior only as embarrassing. Generally in a situation such as

this Astrid would have felt that because her child was crying, everyone was
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judging her as a bad parent. ln this particular instance, instead of giving into

Cara because she was crying, Astrid told Cara that they were leaving, that she

needed to get her boots on, and that Astrid would be waiting for her outside of

the centre. She spoke to Cara in a neutral yet nurturing tone and then

stepped outside. Cara stopped crying immediately, put her boots on and

joined her mother outside also.

The Helping Network

The helping network, with the exception of social assistance, was limited

to helpers who shared a similar definition of the problem. As a consequence,

the team acted in a unified manner, avoiding many of the problems

encountered when helpers with very different perceptions come together to

service a family.

The biggest challenge that faced the team was Astrid's habit of

individually calling up each member in a perceived crisis. At these times as

she repeated her story to each helper, she seemed to need their involvement

on an emotional level. Atter this had happened twice, the team came together

with Aslrid present to discuss how best to handle this situation. Together we

evolved a method of redirecting which we planned to employ the next time this

happened. l1 was interesling to note that it never happened again.

Outcome

Posttest

(1) At the termination of lherapy, Astrid was asked questions to determine

her own experience of the joining process; when she felt comforiable, when
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she did not, what she liked about the sessions, and her critiques of the

therapeutic process.

Astrid named four things that she thought had contributed to our

successful joining. These were asking many clarifying questions, believing

her stories of abuse, challenging her in a honest yet gentle way, and offering

nontraditional service.

Astrid explained that when lasked questions to gain more information

about something, it made her feel understood. She felt immensely grateful

that I cared enough to clarify what she was saying. lt helped her to feel that I

believed that she was abused as a child. she said that having the opportun¡ry

to talk about her abuse had really helped her to real¡ze that it had happened

and that it was not her fault. During our time together she had remembered

many long forgotten instances of abuse. Although these were difficult

memories, she also expressed a certain relief in being able to talk about these

episodes.

She also appreciated the way in which I had challenged and confronted

her on a process level. she felt my caring was unconditional and talked about

feeling as if I had been the caring nurturing parent that she had never had as

a child.
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(2)Eco-Mâp

This Eco-Map tracks the changes ¡n the system during the cours€ of

therapy.
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(3) Goals

ln reviewing the parenting goals that were accomplished during the

course of treatment, it was obvious that Astrid had gained many new skills.

She had worked hard to strengthen the boundary around lhe parental

subsystem, and in the process had also re-aligned the family hierarchy. She

was now more able to set firm limits with the twins, and was delighted to

observe that in most instances the children complied easily with the new rules.

As the children's behavior improved, Astrid began to see them as strong and

creative. She no longer worried that they would be traumatized by their

abuse, and she recognized her abilily to teach and model the kind of behavior

that she wanted the children to emulate.

She trusted the children to make more choices, and as a consequence,

gave them more independence. This freed up her time and she was able to

pursue more of her own inleresls. She began to enjoy school and to feel

more confident in her academic ability. small frustrations no longer provoked

crisis. She was able to problem solve and think her way through most

difficulties.

Astr¡d and lspent many hours discussing the connection between her

own childhood abuse and the patterns that had evolved in her present family.

Astrid came to realize that she had been severely abused as a child probably

because her mother was emotionally disturbed. No longer feeling

responsible for her own abuse was very freeing for Astr¡d. Although for a lime

she was very angry with her parents for the maltreatment she experienced, in

time she was able to accept their limitations as parents, and to also absolve

herself from the responsibility of prolecting them.
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(4) Perception of Self as Abuser

Astrid still described being a parent as one of the most difficult jobs she

had ever attempted. But she was now able to set limits without fear that she in

any way resembled her abusive mother. She understood the imporÌance of

strong boundaries between subsystems and an appropriately aligned

hierarchy. Her children were no longer out of control, and Astrid did not feel

that she would abuse them.

(5) Conclusion

I met with this family approximately 25 times. I th¡nk that intervent¡on was

very successful. At termination, Astrid and her daughters were engaging in

many more adaptive Interactions then when treatment first began.

For women like Astrid, who have experienced such extreme and long term

abuse, healing is a gradual and long term process. Although Astrid decided

not to continue with treatment, lsuspect lhat she has much work ahead of her.

Perhaps in the future she w¡ll again decide to seek professional help. I think

thai if this does happen, the skills that Astrid developed in our time together

will enable her to pursue other therapeutic relationships.
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Chapter Ten

Evaluation

This section will focus on the evaluation component of this practicum. I

will discuss the process of joining with each family, my strategies lor

intrapersonal and systemic intervention, issues involved in coordinating the

helping system and my own personal learning which took place as a result of

this practicum.

Jofnino

As I expected, all five families enlered trealment at different levels of

readiness. For me as a clinician this meant entering the system and joining

with each family in a highly individualized way. lt was important to consider

whether a family's label of 'at risk'came from inside or outside of the system.

This influenced the way in which I defined my role and the way in which I was

able to join with the lamily.

Families who's label of 'at risk'came from inside the system, while

cautious and generally rigid about retaining their own definition of the

problem, were at least anxious for service. Families who's label of 'at risk'

came from outside the system, were either in disagreement with the label, and

therefore, closed and suspicious to service, or were obliv¡ous to the

implications of the label, and therefore unprepared for service. ln these

s¡tuations, joining was a longer process and required more attention to

listening to the family's story and challenging process.



ln general, I found that lhree impoñant factors influenced the joining

process. These three factors may not be unique to multi-agency al r¡sk to

abuse families, but given the character¡stics and issues of this population, I

suspect that they are crucial in successfully joining with this clientele. The

three factors are: (l) listening to the family's story, (2) challenging process,

and (3) offering more intense, nontraditional service.

Listenind to the Family's Story

Even families with an outside label of 'at r¡sk'were willing to share lheir

story. Many of these families had never before been asked to discuss their

perception of the presenting problem, to talk about family history, to describe

what had been tried by other helpers, to say what they thought had been

effective, and what had not. As a joining helper, tuning into the family's

perception of the world seemed to me to be one way of fostering acceptance

and respect (Coppersmith, 1985). Forthe families, this process seemed to

serve as validal¡on and empowerment. I noticed thal even the most reluctant

family became visibly less defensive and resistant as ihey shared informalion

(Buck, 1984). I suspect that forthe deprived adult in these families, asking

them to share their story was an important act of nurturance. They had not

only the unfamiliar but pleasant experience of being listened to, but also of

being an expert on the material they presented.

Taking the time to gather information through this format also gave me the

opportunity to model for the family that: (1) before one can problem solve, one

must gather information, and (2) operating impulsively and emotionally when
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under stress is less beneficial than slowing down and methodically surveying

the siluation.

Listening to a family's story was a process lhat generally took one and

sometimes two complete meetings. During this time I also constructed

genograms and eco-maps with lhe family and questioned the family about

intergenerational connections. Sometimes the FAM 3 and MCN measures

were given during this time. Atter several sessions at this stage, the family

was usually ready to move on to the next stage.

Challenoing Process

I found that if I continually shitted between the content and process levels,

checking out family member's verbal and nonverbal responses in a neutral

and nonjudgmental way, that it became possible to make covert, dysfunctional

processes overt. This served several purposes: (1) to make members more

aware of their own feelings and reactions, (2) to challenge distorted thinking,

and (3) to provide an opportunity to discuss and practice new adaptive

interactional skills.

Again and again I observed how difficult it was forthese abused and

deprived adults to be in louch with and acknowledge lheir emotional reactions

and responses to events, or to risk being vulnerable. Atter so many years of

being abused, each of these adults had learned to protect themselves by

losing touch with their own needs and with the pain Ìhey had once

experienced because these needs were denied. By challenging process, in

some cases on a moment by moment basis, individuals began to replace otd

Interactional styles with new more adaptive styles. By checking out the
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implied meaning of the verbal and nonverbal information that these clients

communicated, it became possible to help these people become more aware

of their own feelings and reactions (Kroll, 1988). This process also stopped

these feelings and reactions from remaining unspoken and from becoming a

problem betw€en us. By challenging process, cognitive distortions were dealt

with as they appeared. Throughout this process I consciously tr¡ed to present

as neutral and matter of fact. I was very aware of how hard it was lorthis

population to scrutinize lheir own dyslunctional interactions. I wanted to

create an atmosphere of unconditional acceptance in which clients would feel

able to discuss these difficult issues. I suspect that this was what allowed the

adults in these families to eslablish a healthy, trusting relationship with me.

Offer¡ng Nontraditional Service

The level of deprivation and victimization experienced by the adults in

these families lett them unable to postpone gratification, to think beyond the

present, or io put their own needs asÌde for the benefit of the family (Buck,

1984). This resulted in such problems asthe family's inabilityto keep regular

appointments, to travel to the therap¡st, to sustain invotvement between

appo¡ntments scheduled farther apart than once or twice weekly, or to carry

out homework assignments.

With trad¡tional servicing (family meets therapist for one hour weekly in

therapist's office, relying on discussion and verbal enactment) lhe

responsibility for contact and direction generally rests with the family. With the

multi-agency al risk to abuse population, this lrad¡tional format is unsuccessful

(Kaplan, 1986). Such families require a different, more exlensive intervention.
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Here, I had lhe opportunity to re-parent the adults, to demonstrate the rewards

of postponing gratification, to teach how and why one plans for lhe future, and

how to empathize and care for others. Much of this was accomplished

through talking, but the families also needed to learn through observing my

actions and modeling (Buck, 1984). Thus, my work often included helping the

family deal with other helping agencies (economic secur¡ly, housing, health

care, etc.). This was done through phone contact, or actually going with the

family to a particular agency. I also made myself available to meet more ofien

with a family, or met for longer periods of time if they required more intense

intervention. And I always met w¡th the family in their own environment.

These were the concrete ways through which the members of the family begin

to learn lhat they were cared about, bel¡eved in, supported and respected. For

some adults abused as children, this was their first opportunity to experience a

relationship which offered this quality of interaclion.This nontraditional

approach to treatment is discussed in the literature as necessary if one

acknowledges the unique special needs and concerns that face th¡s

population (Janzen and Harris, 1980; Kaplan, 1986).

When the families in my pract¡cum felt supported, believed in and

respected, they became ready to take more responsibility for the course of

the¡r own therapy. At this point a sh¡ft in focus became possible with the family

able to partic¡pate in a more equal partnership with the therapist.

This was lhe point in therapy that marked successful joining. With each

case the amount of energy and time spend prior lo arriving at this point varied.

Thinking back on lhe process of joining with each family, the degree of

deprivation and the origin of the label of 'at risk'did influence the amount of
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time required for joining, and the areas of emphasis. ln families resistant to

service it was necessary to spend extra l¡me listening to their story and

discussing their perception of past ¡nterventions. From there we could discuss

lhe nature of my role, and the impact that an involuntary relationship with child

welfare had on the family. By the time we had reached this point, it was

possible for me to challenge process and to begin my intervention.

For the extremely deprived adults in these families, joining turned out to

be an ongoing process. Because of lhe severity of their own abuse and the

resulting m¡strust and patterns of dysfunctional ¡nteraclion, establishing a

working relationship w¡th these people required more work in the form of

listening to stor¡es and challenging process. This did get easier as our time

together progressed, however. By the fourth month of treatment even the most

damaged parent was feeling comfortable and happy about the work she and

her family had accomplished.

I nt ra Þe rs o n a l/Syste m ic lntervention

As discussed elsewhere in this practicum paper, most abusive parents

were themselves abused as children (Buck, 1984). As a result, these adults

became locked in an intergenerational cycle of abuse. All of the parents in my

practicum struggled with feelings of being unloved and unlovable, and to

varying degrees looked to their child as a source of reassurance and

nurturance, almost as if he/she was expecting the child to assume the role of

loving parent. ln each case, the child was unable to meet these needs

because they were in direct compet¡tion with the child's own need for

nurturance and love. The parent perceived this as once again being thwarted
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in his/her attempt to be nurtured. Given a personality which allows aggression

to be expressed impulsively and without control, the result could have been

child abuse.

This is the inlergenerational connection. When a child is made to feel

innately bad, when the first intimate relationship that child has teaches a

sense of worthlessness, this experience influences all future attachments.

The deprived adults in lhese famil¡es were very much oriented towards

satisfying their own needs. This aflected their ability to parent and to establish

relationships w¡th other adults.

As parents these adults had difficulty maintaining appropriate boundaries

and hierarchies. This was demonstraled as difficulty in setting limits (either

too harsh, or too lenient), role reversal between parent and child, and

enmeshment. The emotional relationships of these adults with other adults

were generally inadequate, volatile and minimally supportive (Buck, 19g4).

Unable to receive gratification from these relat¡onships, there was an

increased expectation of nurturance from their children.

As all parents do, these parents acted as models for their own children,

teaching important information about interacting with others, roles, values,

handling stress, self-esteem, and affective expression. Thus, the

dysfunctional learning of one generation was transmitted to the next through

daily direct and indirect interact¡on.

ln this practicum, intervention was designed to simultaneously address

the current system's problems, as well as interpersonal issues connected to

abuse. The damaged adults in these families were able to work on system's

issues only when they as individuals were supported and nurtured. Without
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individual attention, these adults entered the family sess¡on with maladaptive

and rigid perceptions about the role of children in the family, rerationships,

parent¡ng and the role of outside helpers. ln the family context it was

impossible to address these issues whire remaining neutrar and equaily

supporting other members. The very act of equally supporting olher members

left these damaged adults feeling slighted, blamed, neglected and in

competition with family members.

with individual support to nurrure and establish a trusting relaÌionship, it

became possible to change the rigid and maradaptive perceptions of the
parent. with individual support and validation, these parents were able to

scrutinize the interactional patterns in the family, and to broaden their
perception of the problem from child focused to an inclusion of the entire

family and its interactional patterns.

As these parents felt nurtured and validated and began to internal¡ze new

skills for maintaining adaptive relationships, they also began to model these

new skills for their children. parent-child relationsh¡ps improved, hierarchies

and boundaries became stronger and clearer. children felt more stability and
protection from the parentar system, and anxiety and acting-out behavior

decreased.

An additional interesting outcome was that as families improved

functioning and became more aware of the intergenerational connection

between abuse and maladaptive learning, they chose to associate in a

different way with their families of origin. They saw them less frequently,

depended on them less ¡n times of stress, and acceptéd their lim¡tations ¡n

terms of their ab¡lity to nurture and suppon.
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with the exception of Family e , all of the other families atter four months

of treatment were aware of the changes that had taken place. parents were

able to articulate change at both the individual and systems level, children

were aware of system changes. All agreed thal these new changes improved

individual and family funclioning.

Family Q was the only family that remained in the pre_phase of

intervention. This was a cognitively limited family who had great difficulty

understanding why they had been labeled 'at risk' for abuse. Neglect and

p00r parenting skills had been practiced in this family for several generations.

As a result the behaviors that were being externally labeled as'at r¡sk'were

considered appropriate internally.

CoordÌnating Heloers

ln this pract¡cum r viewed the outside herping system and the fam¡ry as

one system. I mapped the system to identify significant members and

relationships. I gathered family history and organized network meet¡ngs for

the purpose of defining the probrem, rearning about past interventions, and

defining the roles of the various helpers involved with the family.

ln working with other helpers r rearned that each herper has his/her own

unique perception of the family and its problems. These differing perceptions

oflen cause contradicting, overlapping and confusing service to the family

(Coppersmith, 1986). Further, when one is dealing w¡th autonomous

agencies who are used to act¡ng un¡laterally, creating a team atmosphere can

be challenging to say the least. The concept of coming together as a team
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with the family present to discuss concerns and problem solve, was foreign

and unfamiliar for many of these agencies.

As an example, when the CFS worker fired the f, Family's childcare

worker without first consult¡ng with the family or with the team, as already

discussed, some important treatment goals were compromised. The family

was confused as to why the worker had been fired and also began to worry

that other helpers could leave just as suddenly. Because two of my major

goals with this family were to empower them to participate in their own

ireatment plan and lo replace operating from crisis to crisis with planning and

problem solv¡ng, I organized a team meeting with the family and all members

present. CFS was very reluctant to attend the meeting. They did not want to

discuss the firing of the worker. I organized the meeting and set the agenda. I

explained that the purpose of lhe meeting was to problem solve with the family

how to address the ¡ssues that had been created by the firing. I worked hard

10 establish an atmosphere in the meeting in which all members of the team

felt comfortable discussing the firing and its impact on the family. We did not

blame or argue. Although CFS had been very reluctant to attend the meeting,

in the end we were all able to work together to problem solve how best to help

the family deal with the loss of the woker. The meeting was an important

therapeutic process for the family. lt helped to both empower them and to

reinforce thal people can come together to work out differences. ln this

situation, the helping system was able to model for the family how to

accomplish these tasks.

Otten times it was necessary to spend almost as much time joining with

the team as with the family. I had to work especially hard to convince team
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members that including the family was useful and productive. Many team

members were in the hab¡l of using meetings to focus on family pathology. lt

was necessary to replace this thinking with a new concept of team meetings;

coming together to problem solve in the present context, focus¡ng on the

strengths of the team and of the family (Levin, Raser, N¡les and Reese, 1996).

As stressed by Erickson, Rachlis and Tobin (1973), team meetings had an

important socializing etfect. They were a time for members to meet all players,

to get to know individual concerns, and to share information f¡rst-hand. For the

families it was an interesting though sometimes very difficult experience. They

were able to meet the helpers, and to d¡scuss, confront and challenge them as

equal members of the treatment team. This was an empowering experience.

with each meeting, families got more familiar with the process and thus belter

at partic¡pating and contributing to their own treatment goals.

lncluding the helping nelwork ¡n the family sysiem succeeded in widening

the conceptual base for understanding the family, ¡ts problems and solut¡ons.

As lattempted to conceptualize helpers and family as one system, I learned

about the complex interpersonal dynamics that had evolved between the

family and its mulliple helpers. A developing respect forthese dynamics

enabled me to conceptualize the family and the system as nonpathological. I

saw lhat systems develop around problems in an attempt to solve them (Levin

et al, 1986). Everyone, including the family, was simuttaneously trying to

solve these problems with techniques generated by their own unique

perceptions, and methodologies. All members of the team brought useful

information and skills that helped solve the problems.
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Personal Learnlng

ln retrospect, I am aware that lhrough this practicum I have gained a

better understanding of the multi-agency al risk to abuse population. I also

have a much clearer idea of the necessary intervention process w¡th this

population: what's effective, what ls not, what is available in the commun¡ty,

and what is needed. As an example, I am very aware now of how delicate the

joining process can be with individuals who have never had the opportunity to

experience a relationship built on basic trust. I know that the process ol

joining will be longer and will require such techniques as challenging process

on an ongoing basis, and offering nontraditional services as a way to fac¡litate

joining. I know that in working with this population, one must be prepared to

first meet the dependency needs of the adults in the family, before attempting

to work with the family as a whole. As a therap¡st, one must also be prepared

to teach basic socialization skills and lo act as a model for these clients.

As I have become better acquainted with the helping system, I am aware

that few services exist for lhis population. w¡th the exception of our program, I

know of no other in-home long-term counselling program. lnstead these

families are serviced by agencies who are otlen unable to extend themselves

in nontraditional ways.

Because of weekly supervision which has included practical learning as

well as broadening my theoretlcal base, I have improved and added to my

clinical skills. I have learned aboul myself, and now have a belter idea of my

particular areas of strength and weakness. I am much more aware of my need

lo rescue families. lam aware that ¡n th¡s n€ed lsometimes become involved

in 'fixing' rather than slowing down and help¡ng the family to generate its own
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solutions to the problems. But, I also recogn¡ze my strength in being logical

and methodical. I am good at working in an organized and specific way.

Again, to balance this, I need to develop my ability to pull back and observe

the big picture.

Structurally and clinically, lam aware of several weaknesses in the

pract¡cum. The most glaring of these problems is the need for more thorough

assessment measures. While the FAM 3 was an adequate tool for assessing

family functioning, the MCN Scale was not a detailed enough nor objective

enough measure of capacity to parent. ln several instances it failed to discern

at risk to abuse parents. The measure was not rated for reliability. There were

olher measures which would have measured parent¡ng skills belter. ln

addition, the assessment component of lhe practicum would also have been

enhanced by tools capable of measuring individual deprivation, and self

esteem,

lf I had chosen a less eclectic systemic approach with my families, lcould

have had the benef¡t of learning one model of family therapy well. lnstead,

although my clinical skills have improved as a result of this practicum, I remain

a generalist, rather lhan a specialist in any one model. An added advantage

to practising one model of family therapy, is that I could also have chosen a

family assessment measure that utilized the same model, and lhus chosen

and adm¡nistered a stronger assessmenVinlervention package.

I also would like to comment on the nature of systemic intervention, and

the type of systemic intervention which lwas able to incorporate into my

lreatment process. Originally I had conceptualized that treatment would be

syslemic intervention focused on the fam¡ly as a system engaged with the
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helping system. Although I did look at circular and intergenerational patterns

in the various families to see how they contributed to lhe dysfunclion, and did

think about how the structure of the family may have perpetuated its

difficulties, much of my systemic intervention was focused at the individual

level due to the high degree of need exhibited in the adults that I saw. To

address these needs, I chose to focus on individual growth issues rather than

the family as a whole. I chose to work through deeper issues with these

abused adults but to do so from a systemic perspective. Although I could have

broadened my systems component by focusing more on the immediate

presenting problems and then emphasizing the family's process at the

¡nteractional level, I sensed that the adults in these families required a more

intense, individual focus. Because the population was highly dysfunctional

and unable to articulate problems, or make choices about what the format of

lherapy should be, I made the choice to pursue deeper individual issues with

these clients.

As a new clinician, it was at times difficult to be as assertive as the

situation required. As a result family members who were hesitant to attend

sessions were not always pressed and couples reluctant to meet were

allowed to postpone sess¡ons. At the t¡me, the combination of fear of loosing

the family and the difficult nature of the population, lett me unable to always

assert my pos¡tion as therapist. lf I were to do this practicum again, I would be

more assertive because I now better understand that working w¡th families to

elicit change means shaking up the system, doing the unexpected and the

u nfamiliar.
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Chapter Eleven

Clinical lmnlications

For family lherapy to be a practical approach in the treatment of at r¡sk to

abuse multi-agency families, certain modifications become necessary. While

this model offers the opportunity to reframe child abuse as a family problem,

the therapist must carefully assess the degree of deprivation and need in the

adults in the family and consider how this may impact on the therapy situation.

Some parents will have experienced enough deprivation to be in compet¡tion

with their children for the attent¡on of the therapist. They will resent the

presence of the children, and perceive any attention the therapist directs

toward lhem as demonstration that they, the adults, are undeserving and

unlikable (Janzen and Hanis, 1980).

Difficulties in joining with the family may arise if the adults in the famity

have experienced abuse and/or neglect to the extent that they have not

previously had an opportunity to experience at least one healthy relationship.

lf adults in the family lack an idea of how to relate and establish healthy

contact with another, they may project suspicion, mistrust and lack of

confidence into the therapy session. When this happens a variety of problems

arise. Other family members may be forced to sabotage the sessions to prove

their loyalty, power struggles may ensue, or the degree of distorted thinking on

the part of the damaged parent may be such that he/she perceives joining

efforts as threatening. ln these cases join¡ng may be a long or ongoing

process, leaving the therapist feeling cautious about the degree of

challenging and confrontation that is possible.
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It may be necessary for the therapist to initially begin by focusing on the

adults in the family, gaining truòt, enhancing self-esteem, and nuñuring before

these adults have the energy and interest to learn about and include the¡r

children (Buck, 1984). Without this extra step, such parents may be unable to

put aside their own depr¡vation for the benefit of the family. An alternative to

meeting alone initially with the adults mighl be individual sessions conducted

concurrently with family sess¡ons.

Because of the family's preference for action ovêr cogn¡t¡on, and for the

concrete over the abstract, the therapist may need a more nontraditional,

direct approach in the form of in-home counselling and educating (Kaplan,

1986). Attempting to discuss family issues in an abstract manner or relying on

enactment when a family has difficulty communicating can be frustrating.

Being present in a family's home can be a valuable opportunity for direct

observation of dysfunction patterns. lt can also provide opportunity for direcl

modeling of new methods of coping and problem solving in ths moment of

conflict.

Another necessary modificat¡on comes in the amounì of recogn¡t¡on that

the model gives to the environment and to the influence of family of origin. ln

working with at risk to abuse multi-agency families, the therapist assumes an

important teaching role, giving the parents thê clear message that their current

parenling skills are not saÌisfactory, and that lhey must change quickly

because of the r¡sk to the child. ln such work it becomes crucial to help the

family challenge the learning about relationships and child rearing that they

have picked up from their environment and in their family of origin. ln

breaking the intergenerational connection of abuse, families must clearly
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understand the myÌhs and beliefs that have been passed from one generation

to the next, perpetuating dysfunctional patterns.

Given the nature of the population and the¡r tendency towards impulsivity,

the need for lmmediate gratification, and chronicity of problems, the therapist

joining with such a family must proceed slowly, carefully assessing the family

simultaneously on a contenl and process level. He/She must be aware if the

parents have a need to vent their frustration and anger with the child, .lf this

need is extreme, the parents may need to meet with the therapist without the

child present. The child may also have a similar need lo veni his/her own

feelings of frustration and anger towards his/her parents.

The therapist must not expect that the family members are at a stage

where they are able to articulate a presenting problem. lnitially they may not

be aware of their need for service. This is dependent on whether the label of

'at risk'comes from inside or outside the family system. Assessing the origin

of this label is an important consideration for the therapist as it dictates how

he/she will join with the family.

lf abuse has been an intergenerational problem, parents in the present

generation may have some very maladaptive ideas about what constitutes a

good relalionship, normal child development and parent and child roles. ln

this situation the therapist may enter the family only to find that a common

agreement between therapist and family about societal values and norms is

nonexistent. The therapist may observe the family involved in harmful and

unacceptable practices. There may be an immediate need to stop these

interactions in the name of protection and safely. Chastising the family and

challenging these practices alone is not enough. Because of the related
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abuse issues (low self-esteem, a feeling ol powerlessness, no model for

heallhy relationships), such families experience this as blame or criticism. lf

the family is feeling defensive, joining will be dilficult. Therefore, intervention

must simullaneously be aimed at supporting the adults while preventing

further risk to the children.

Unfortunately when an at risk to abuse family becomes known to the

helping system it is usually because the family is already in crisis. Observing

inappropriate parenting lhat continues to damage children, while at the same

time planning intervention that is neutral and nonjudgmental is d¡fficult for

most workers, and especially those not familiar w¡th this population's issues.

ln addition to a nonblaming attitude, therapists working with this population

must have a practical knowledge of the available services in the system which

can support the children in these families while the family as a unit is being

serviced.

Finally, the family therapist working with at risk to abuse mult¡-agency

families must be prepared to extend him/herself in a manner that exceeds

traditional contact. The level of depr¡vation and victimization experienced by

the adults in these families, is typically realized as an inability to postpone

gratification, to plan for the future, or to put one's own needs aside for the sake

of the family. Such characler¡stics may r€sull in the family's inability to keep

regular appointments, to travel to the therap¡st, to sustain involvement

between appointments spaced longer than once or twice weekly, or to carry

out homework assignments.

With such a lamily, the therapist truly has the opportunity to re-parent the

adults, as he/she goes about teaching from the ground up the rewards of
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postponing gratif¡calion, how and why one plans for the future, and how to

empathize and care for others. Much of this teaching is done through talking,

but the family also needs to learn through the actions and modeling of the

therapist. Thus, if the therapist is willing to extend contact to include helping

the family deal with other helping agencies (economic security, housing,

health care, etc.), if he/she is willing to meel more otten w¡lh a family, to meet

for longer periods of time, and to meet in the family's environment, these are

the concrete ways through which the members of the family begin to learn that

they are cared about, believed in, supported and respected. For some adults

abused as children, this may be their f¡rst opportunity to experience a

relationship which offers this quality of interaction.

lf these families are able to pass through a stage where they feel well

supported, believed in and respected, as treatment continues, it is quite

natural for a shitt in focus to occur when the family is ready to begin to take

more responsibility for the course of their own therapy. lt is at th¡s point lhat

the therapist can extend less as the family exlends more. The family now has

the ability to enter into a more equal partnership with the therapist and will

require less intense intervention.

Conclusions

ldeally a therap¡st working with this cl¡entele needs special knowledge

and understanding about the characteristics of Ìhe population. One must

understand the nature of abuse, its causes and its impact on the development

of healthy relationships. One must also understand the r€lationship between
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abuse and 'multi-agencyism', as well as respect potential gaps in learning,

values and norms between worker and client.

Because of their experiences, at risk to abuse multi-agency families

typically need gg¡9 intervention, support and education than do families who

are able on their own to rally their strengths and approach the helping system.

ln our current system, at-risk to abuse families typically enter at the child

welfare level and have their most frequent contact with front line child welfare

wokers, These workers are the mosl overworked and the least cl¡nically

trained in our social service hierarchy. lt is unfortunate that our least

experienced, trained and supported workers must work with such a complex

and challenging population. As these workers have neitherthe time, the

energy nor the experience to implement an Intensive therapeutic plan, contact

with such families is out of necessity sporadic and inconsistent. lronically,

rather than breaking the pattern of ¡ntergenerational abuse, the present

syslem helps the family to perpetuate its role as viclim as it ¡s acted upon and

buffeted around in a confusing and inconsislent manner by the very agencies

who are mandated to help.

It is my conviction that the population of at risk to abuse multi-agency

families can be a rewarding and responsive population to serv¡ce, if treatment

is aimed at their unique issues and needs. These lamilies may initially require

more intervention and cooperalion between helping systems, but if these

services are forthcoming, the hidden strengths and potential of these families

can at last be realized.
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{Bamily

6ssessrnent
(l¡) easure

GINERAL SCAI.T

0i re cti ons

"- 
:firii: t3ì:r:'1!ån:: vou.wiìr frnd so-stðter*nts, about.vour famirv

;¡¡ææilt åes c ii;;; iil; ;åf i,i l' iflill ;l[ i]H ilÍ,$::,i"iîî.-. r i ihá
statement nur¡ber on t¡e sepa".-æ ani*à. lÀäãti'-' ''

.^-.,]f^I9u,lrn**, On*r, l{lth.the statemenr then c,ircìe the letter ,,a,,

?:iu: ill.tt* nunÈer; ìf you noiË¡-,iiir,"ii,'å ,'ii[Å.rt t¡en cirðie t¡À

If vou D¡SAGREE wifh the stater.nt then circre the retter ,,c,,¡ if youSTRoNGLY 0ISA6REE with iÀe statement then circle tle tetter ,,d,,.

Please circle onlv ône letter {,.espolse) for each statement. Answerevery staterr€nt, e vãñ-'i-llou ðr€ not completely sure of your answer.

o Copyrì9ht I984, Harvey A. Skinner, paul D. Steinhauer.
Jack San Èa- tsa rbåra
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Pìease do not Hrite on thls page,
Circle your response on the ¿nswer sheet,

L l e. âpend, toa ñuch tin¿ a^gu¿ng a.bou.t uhaf. ou.t pnobluø ane,

2, Fonij4 útLLu ate !o,iÀ14 ôhalLe.d.

3, uh¿n I o¿h ¿oneone to expt-ain what the4 neøt, I geî 4 óùt,Lghi otuwel,

4. Uh¿n L orneone ¿n ouL 6on;Jg iÁ ,# ef , we don,t hnæt i[ the4 a^¿ angi4,
¿ad, ¿ cot¿d o¡ whal..

5, We orLe u welJ adjuted a.t ary daniþ coulÅ pottibþ he.

ó. You don' t gei a chance to b¿ o¿t índiv,i&tal i-n ou (ør,U4,

7 , uh¿n I uh whg w¿ hav¿ ee¡.tai¡ aúu , I d,on,t gei. a good antwøn.

t. U¿ have lJt¿ ¿ane vietu on ulta.t it nighl and. wtton4,

9. I don't óee how øty laniþ cou2d, gel. along bebtut than outu.

l0 , Sone da4¿ we alL¿ nto)Le etl&g únoqeÅ th¡¡t on oÌl,e¡l ,

I l . When llob¿erú cone up, ur¿ tÀ4 di66uLeÉ wo4a od ætving then,

12, Ll! 6aÍtLl4 ¿\peclÄ ñe to do no¡z than mt¡ thae.
13. we d^gue abou.t. who ó o.¿d ukat ,ín ourt daní)4,

14. lle t¿U ¿ach oth¿¡t obout thinga thaf, bothe¡ u.
I 5 , l'þl lani]4 eou2d be hdppi_ut tJu¡t i,t, i¿ ,

ló, lle deel toved in ou^ 6añi)4.
17, llhen lou do toneÅ.ltíng wnong isr où óøni24, t¡ou don't l¿nq:r' what to expec.t.

I 6, It' ,t hd^d to t¿LI who.t thz uLu atLz ¿n ou^ lonL¿lf ,

19. 1 don't tltLnh anq {oJnitq eou!.d pottibl4 be happLø,t than nin¿.

20 . SoneLi¡,u we o e M(a.i^ to ¿ach othe ,

2l , lle n¿v¿r ¿et tv¿ngô pi-Le up utti.it theg uLe noue thort we cd.n ha:rrd,te.

22. lle agiee abcul. uho ¿hou!-d. .rl,o what. ,in ou^ lanil-!,
!3 , I nev¿,t hnou utho"t, .t going on in oua !øiA1 .

2J. I can te.t nu iani)-t1 hnø uka.t i.t bothøvtng ne,

2 5 , \te nev¿t ge.t dtlgt.U in oun !øilt¡ ,
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, please do not Hrite on this page.
, Ctrcle your-iefponse on thê answer sheet.
:

. 26, t.lq 6aÍ,¿14 tnLu to run nq Li.de.

: 27 . lt we do tone.tùi_ng wLong, we d.ontt gei a clanc¿ to ¿xplr,Ln.
:

,, 2I . W¿ oJt4u¿ abouL høt nucJt [tteedon we ¿houLd, løve to nahe out own d.¿ci.¿ion¿ .

,, Zt . Mq [an&q ald I unduatùtd, each othea conp!.øte.þ.
.

50. u¿ ôone.Linu h.u,t t each otheat [eeLingt,
31 . Alen ¿lL¿nga aten,t going w¿t2 ì.t toþ.u too Long to wolh then ou,t.,

. 32, We cd^tt nel4 on 6oni-t4 nenbe¡u to do thaía paaf,

. 3i. u¿ tohe- the tin¿ to lì.¿t¿n to e¡;ch othe ,

: 34 , Uhei óoneone ,í.Á up e..t , we d,ont t (ind. oul unLi.t nucJt LoLe¡,
:a 35 . Sone.t i¡,u we avoid er.ch othQ .

. 36, We óQ.L¿ ctot¿ to ¿ach othe¡.

: 37 , pu1)-6hnuÌÁ ø,tz (aitc in oø (wrvi.t4 ,

: 3t. The àJltu ¿n ou^ 6an¿h! don, t nah¿ ¿eru¿.

:: 39, Sone tüstgt abouf nq !a,nil4 clon,t znt;^øl!! pleat e ne.

: 40. We neve gef u+ó e.t wiih each othut.

'. 4l , U¿ cteo! wiÅlt out pttobletu e.ven trfi1¡¿n the4, aø ¿uLLouÁ,
l

: 
o, . }ne {an24 nwbe,t. alun4a tni.u to be the. cz.nt^e o d o.tlenüion,

| 13. Ní {on24 le*¿ ne have ng ôoU, ¿vei id theg d,i-aaEtee,

: , 44. cthen ou¡ to^ilg ge.ta up¿Q,t., we tahe too ¿ong to ge.t ove i.t.,
15, Ue dlroo.gá adni.t ou¡ niÁ taht.r øíthout tt4ing to LLde anq ving.

; J ó. lte dcn' t reoLlLl L\rr't ¿aeh othe¡.
' J1 ¡,^

I 
, t , L,.te 

.ha"rd,L4 
¿ve¡ do uha,t. ,L, ¿xp¿ctQ.d ol u.s ßLthou,t bøing tcid..

, 
, 8. tt'e a e l/Lee tc ,a! *høt se thint¿ ín owt lcaitu .
J9. :,h1 lani-IL.r Ls nct a p¿r_lect ¡ucc¿5á.

50, lte, have ne.vø\ ?ct d.cwn o.no th?-\ laritu nutbø,t in tntl ua¡.
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Part II:

Intensive Services Help
Prevent Child Abuse

,o¿{N vEL^SQUEZ/M^Ry LOU CHRTSTENSEN/
BAR 8^RA L. SCHOMMER

AIthouSh the Special Families Care p¡oject wasI \design-ed to focus primarily on inle¡vention, a
mer.nod ot evaluation was decided upo¡ at lhe
beginning. The following three questions were tobg.¡xlTjned.. C¿n intensive. eårly int€rventionwilh hi6h.risk mothers result i¡-reduced inii.
dence ol ¿buse. n€glect. and out.of.home olace-
ment? Do inf¿nts whoremain with these hig'h.risk
mol he¡s.¿ a ¡n notmal growth a nd develop'ment?
L''an glotesstonal ¡nle¡venlion- irhprove parenling
sßl|¡s and ¡ pôrenl s sbility to develop ¡ supportiv;
nelworl?
. T'.eenty.thre€ mothels of newborn ¡nf¿nts who
had pa¡tic¡pated ¡n the Special Families Care p¡o.
¡ect w€re assigned to the treatment group. Âll had
cxpe¡tenced lour or .mo¡e of the family-back-
Bround indicålors.used by the project in iáentify-
l¡8.*oL:l ar high risk of abtising or negtecriísthei¡ child¡en {l). Thi¡ly.lwo moìhurs oi n"*l
DorDs $,ere asjign€d lo s comparison group. These
morneÍs atso had experienced lou¡ or moie of theramrty.båctground indicalo¡s and had been ¡e.
l€rred by the¡r physicians to a public health nurse
our¡ng I¡e,lwo yeðrc.prior to the sludy, (See part Itor â tist of.the fam¡ly-baclground inðiiators.)
.Ivothers in the lreãtmenl group ¡eceived inien.\rve hea_llh c¿¡e services {between two ¿nd fout

r¡ou¡s ot conlåcl wilh DUrses ¿nd social wo¡kers
It)A.\ vIL^5QU¿Z,M S tr , px D, tr. rd.o,( tr .dñ,ôtrrroro¡ or ñ!ñ
iä,: ¿#Ì,iü!; -ii'ñi'.ifi'lî.,ilt:,::;lli;ÍJå*î Iål
:;'i', ï:ï, ïii;üi i i"¿ïi".##t íï!i _ii,:i iï,iì: iJïi;
;;üi ;i':i';å:,;:1^:,i1,"ït;i"î;ï:ä"¡. oL;¡hoñ H"ì,â

every weel fora minimum of tB fnonths). Mothers
in the comper¡son group Ìeceived more traditioh-
al. less intensive heallh.related se¡vices. tene¡¿llv
at lwo-weel lo four.week intervals. Theiomoa¡i.
son.group setv¡ces focused on teaching moihers
about infanl growth and developrnenT, feedin!
patlerns ar¡d p¡aclices. maternal cóncerns. heallhl
and eltachme¡l between mothe, and infant. In
mosl ifisla¡ces, comparison-group services v/ere
têtm¡naled between 9 and lE months after thev
we¡e initiated. lhe ave¡a8e beint | 3 months.
_ ^The-ages 

of molhers in bolh groups ranged from
l6lo 25 years o¡d. The vast majority were unmôr-
r¡ed. snd slì had deliver¿d no mo¡e than one
monlh p¡¡o¡ to receiving se¡vices. Excluded f¡om
bolh g¡oups we¡e molhe¡s who we¡e seve¡ely
menlally ill or mentallv relarded.

Âlthou¡h random rssiSnment of subjects to con.
currenl lteôlm€nt ¿nd conttol groups would have
produced mo¡e c¡edible ¡esults. lhis slternâtive
wås neithe¡ possible nor desiråble. To dete¡minã
lhe effectiven€ss oJ the p¡oject, the project.s staff
membe¡s.had to-be p¡evented froin óiscussing
th€ir serv¡ces.w¡lh the health care professionali
who prov¡ded more traditionôl se¡úices. Othe¡_
wise. the difretences belwee¡ the se¡vices ¡e.
ceived by the l¡eålmenl and lhe comparison
groups would have gradually become less äistinct
end interfe¡red with ¡egitimáte testinB of the treat.
menl approaches.

Sotne Posilìy. St¿ tfìcs

To evâlu¿t€ whethe¡ the Special Families Care
Project had been mo¡e effeìtive than the lesi
inlensive healtb.related selvices in reducing lhe
incidence ofchild abuse, neglect. and out-of.hìome
placemenl, å seâ¡ch ofll¡e intake files and compu.
terized info¡malio¡ systems of lhe Ramsey County

2r3
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I Att¡tud..PÌor¡dû Relttionthip

ldrñlli.¡ Fh.n.hild ¡1!.ò
soc¡at serv¡ces depârrmenr wðs m¡de. ßfrä
Two of the inf¿nts ¡n the treatmenl crou¡ \ i RU'
fspercenr)compared $rth l3 infantsìD rÉ" \---1 r^$
comperison Broup 141 percentl experienced \<-)
oñe o¡ mote occutrences of abuse. neglecl, or out-
ol.horñe placement (ch¡-square=5.73. p< .OtJ.

More speciñcallr. no i;lent ¡n the treatment
Sroup comp¿red reilh six ¡nfanls ¡n the comper¡.
son 8¡oup Il9.percenl) experienced abuse. Only
one inf¿nl in lhe lreetment group{¡l percenl)com--
pâred \rith four infônts in lhe coñparison group
{12.5 percenl} rïas neSlected. Two ¡nfahts ¡n the
l¡ealmenl Sroup 19 percenlJcompered with seven
¡nlônls ¡n the compårison group t22 percentlwe¡e
placed rn fosle¡ ca¡e homes at some point before
a8e lrfo.

The one ¡nfåht in the lreatmenl group who wås
neglected had a psychotic mother whose psychotic
episodes ¡ecuned after she stopped tjling her
medicatlons. The mother \\'as commllted lo ã ps)..
chiatric hospital. ånd her infant was rhen placeï in
a foster ca¡e home. The olher child in the t¡eât-
menl group who rìðs plåced ¡n â loster care home
hed not been ueglected and was plåced volunlar¡-
l) al the molher's request.

. Deta supporting lhese ñnd¡hgs were highly reli-
ab¡e ¿nd complete. B¡ larr. all suspecteJcaies of
child âbuse or neglect had to be ¡eporled Io the
social serv¡ces dep¡rtment. and ô perrnânenl rec.
o¡d of ¿ll conñrmed incidents wâs môintained.

Mo¡eorer. lhe chences of abuse or neglect of an
¡nfanl in the t¡eatmeôt troup not bein¡ ¡eported
were highly unlikelt sin(e stafi members of the
Speciål Familìes Cere Project visiled these chil-
dren regularlv. Unreporled cas€s ol âbuse or
netlecl ivould have been much mo¡e Iikely in lhe
comparison Broup since heallh ca¡e professionâls
were nol intense¡) lnvolved wi¡h these ch¡ldren.

l,to¡e Ehcoundnt Results

The Speciâl l'¿milies Cere Project ålso Mr¡s suc.
cessful in eccomplishint ¡ts second ob¡€ct¡ve: lh€
promolion ol normal 6rowth and development of
lhe ir¡fant. Crowth råles lor infar¡ts in the Ireat.
thenl troup were lneåsured querterlvi growth
rel€s for the meiorily ol infênls in the comparison
troup were measured ãl intake and closing. The
slândard sel for an acceptable growlh ¡âte for both
weighl and heitht wes a drop of ¡o ¡no¡e thân 25
percehlile poinls on lhe Mead lohnson Growth
C¡id f¡om on€ quarler lo lh€ nexl ând no meåsure.
ments below lhe ñfth percenlile ât any po¡nt dur.
in8 lhe infenl's firsl lrvo years.

AII of lhe infâhts in the lreatment troup
achieved normal growlh ralesi none exDerienied;
dec¡ease ol more thån 25 percenlile poinls or were
below the ñfth percentile åt ahy l¡;ie meesured.
By conlrasl, three of lhe ihfânts ih the compår¡son
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lr not only p¡ov¡ded â slândardized

r:l:::ilíllill' ¡tñi'ìïiiir!"!!ii;;,,i";evåluåtton ot lhe tour developmental areas ¡ssç¡¡i
tånguage, nne molor. ând tross motor slillsl th;t
lhe project desired to measu.e. ¡urr¡e,. r¡e óiiä
is.¿ practicðl lool that is easily and ¡ne:(ppn\r\el\
administe¡ed,.lt is.used rourinel).in put,1,, . ,lii
nuts¡nt practtce lor essessmenl ahd I,,,
*ell as for planning care.

lnf¿nls in -lhe lreatment group \rere 5, r¡.¡:rpri
qu¿rterlyi ¡nfants in lhe compôi¡son Broulr \\,¡r,.
scÌeened ôt inlake and closing. l(one oithe ìnl,rnr,
in Ihe tr€ðtment troup fa¡led on any o[ the DDST i
four sc¡les. Horvever. seve¡ ¡nf¡nts in lhe compri.
ison group {22 percent) failed on one or more oa tlr
sc¡les. will four of the infants {12.5 pe¡centll,rl.
ing on all four scales. Because infanti in th,,;,.uì.
parison 8¡oup were follorved for a short,,: .(t
of t¡me lhån were infôhls in the lr€atme¡rl .l¡
furlher developmenlal delåJ- miSht hôve o( r ... ,.,t
ð.mon8 ¡nfânts in lhe compar¡son group p or r,¡
lheir ¡each¡ng age llvo bul wðs not reco¡ded.

A Few UnseUIed Queslìons

the ¡esulls on improving the molhers pêrcntirrf
sk¡lls ônd lheir ability to develop and use srit,i .r.
live hetworks we¡e less deñnilir'e. Trvo
were developed bJ' the Special Families Car
jecl lo measure improvemenl in these arear t.,.,.
chårls "Pârenl¡ng Scale" ¿nd 'Support Sc¿le l

Bolh 5côles consisled ol various dimensions. each
of which h¿d fi!e desc¡iplive statements. Pr¡or to
lheir use in lhe proiecr, the reli¿bil¡ly of lhe l$ù
scales had been exðmined on an exDloralort b¿s¡s
wilh chi¡d-proleclion workers usin¡ ô tesi-retesr
melhod al two.week inle¡vals {Spearnr,r:r"
rho=.9).

Only molhe¡s ¡n lhe treelmenl g¡oup t+€re r

on lhe scales. Râtings were made quarterll lr.,
pro¡ecl s slêff membe¡s selected tlie desciiptrle
slðlemenl in each dornain that besl described the
molher al th¡l poinl in time ônd Save lhe molher
lhe numericôl rålinB åssigned to lhe stetement
Sco¡es on lhese scales ât inlele and discharge
wer€ compared lo delermine whether positiYp.
neSalive, or no change had occu¡¡ed ovei all .r:r,'
in each domain du¡int lrealrhent.

Srnce lhe pôrentint end support sc¿les had b, ,

developed for lhe Speciål Families Câre P¡ojp,I
lhey.h_e¡e nol used for the comparison group. Àr
ån allernalive. lwo ihdependent raters read lhe
cherls of compå¡ison'group mothe¡s and iudtcd
whelher Senerâl parenting skills at intake and

rb.û dl.ôt wh¡}t tô d-rrF on orh.r
,ul (¡Ànd .¡d thrr.fo¡r ùr.r ptoft'
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The project shorved lhol lhe incjdence

o/ child obuse ond neglecl os nell os

outo/-home plocement con be reduced

closing had improved. remained lhe s¡me. or
decìined. The sðrne melhod wàs aÞplied to rete
lhe.lhothers' use oI ô posilive suppo¡t netìiorl
- lhe ralers ol lhe comp¡nson,group mothers
held mêster's deßrees ih soci¿l worl and had at
leasl ñve veôrs of clintcel expe¡ience with fámi.
¡ies and children. lnrerråter reliabilitv was consid.
er€d âdequale {Spe¿rman s rho =.91 Í

lndependent rôters iudgments of changes in
pârentinS skills ind¡cat€d rhåt seven out of 22
molhers in the comp¡rison troup rmproved their
pårenlint skills while receiving nuÌring re¡vices
(Ten of lhe molhe¡s had been rôted es håvinB
eccepteble pårentinB skills at inl¡ke and the¡eforã
could nol have shorvn ¡mproveñent oD this rneãs-
ure). None ofthe compa¡¡soh.group mothers par-
entinS s k ills declined.

Eecause of staftng chanSes. only l{ of lhe Ireat.
menl.Sroup molhers we¡e consislentlt reted on
lhe perenting scale, and lour of lhese mothe¡s had
been rât€d as håqinB ¿cceptâble perentinS slills 6 t
i¡lake. Sjx out of ten mothers parenting slills
improved. Hoxever. ñve of the t¡eatment.troup

demonstrale chrnge in either ¿ positive A',
"'ól;iii'ih""::'iiiTli¡ons, some inror. \È' åi
m.alion c¿n be gained..Â higher pe,.enra¡e\ì44ì
ol lreâlmenl-8¡oùp molhers tbðn comDarison.-\-J
Sroup r¡others impro!ed thei¡ pare'nting skills,
âllhouth lhe treatmenl 8¡oup alio had jhigher
p€rcenlage of mothers \rhose pårent¡n8 skills
declined. One of lhe re¿sons lor this sornewhat
conlred¡clory findihg is lhåt some tre¿tment-
Sroup mothers ryho parented their i¡fðnts in ân
acceptab¡e manne¡ did less well with parenting
lhe children âs toddlers {pa¡ticulårly in'regard tð
d¡scipline). Most compar¡son.grouó ."r". *rere
closed before infânts r€ached lhe todd¡er stece.

LonBer-lerrn follow.up d¡lå are needed lo d;ter.
mine whelher på¡enting s ki lls chånre substântial-
ly ¡n all signiñcant areãs ¡fler interv;ntion is com.
pleted. Since thr challenges presented by toddlers
may be more likely to provole impulsive, aggres-
sive behâvior b) lnothers, conl¡nued inlervention
måy be necess¿ry w¡th hißh.¡isk mothe¡s. includ-
in8 lhos-e who åppear to be ôdequåtely pårent¡ng
lheir infånls.

Results reSerdinS the mothers' support net.
wo.ls sutSest that å hi8her percenta8e of treat.
ñenl.group lnothers lhân compårjson.group
morhers were able to develop and use poiitiuä
supportive rel¿tionships rv¡th fômily and i¡iends.
Further. although th€se dala must be cauliously
inlerpreted, lhey rndrcete that the Special Frmi.
Iies Cåre P¡oject may have been more successful
¡n.assist¡ng molh€rs lo d¡aw ¡eeded support from
olhers, includ¡nt the project s stañ mernbers. than
in consislenlly improving lhe rnothers' parenling
ebil¡ties.

Pennt, l!ìse, Pound Foolish?

The Special F¡nilies C¿re Proiect showed lhât
lhe rncidence of child abuse. neBlect. and out.of.
home p¡ecemenl can be reduced, thereby enôb¡inr
children lo grow and develop no¡malll with¡n
their own homes. Unfortunâielv. the iesource.
inlensive se,\'ices pÌovided by the proiecl are too
coslly to be delive¡ed to âll new molhers.

Th¡s cosl, ho\vever. ¡nust be weiBhed âBâinst lhe
exlensive cosls of lreating end plðcing ebused and
netlected child¡en as well as lhe emolionâl cosls
lo lhose involved. The fôct that 4t percent of the
¡nfånls in the comper¡son group of lh¡s sludy were
¡bused, heSlecled. or placed in foster care homes
stronSly supporls the ôrtument ¡n favor of pÌovid-
¡n8 ¡ntensive 5e¡rices to fåmil¡es at highesl ¡isk for
child abuse or neglect.

8 ETER EIiCE
r SCoTf , l\' l,a urÀr¡'¡r o¡d Crì';drùurr,À Srudr Dlrr,or r¡dr!,

xÌr,1hu¡¡ ltô¡À¿¡ .r ,a lìu.¿ Cà'dr.n \lrhn.¡pÉ|lr. Uñ'v.rrry ot
\trnnrror¡ l9?{ lU¡Dubnth.d d(tõrl dsç ¡ûDñt

¡nolhe¡s pa¡entinB skills decìined Those \{hose
skills declined nea¡lv ¿lwa!s were r¡led ¿s rïorse
on lhe discipl¡ne dimension.

Similê r resu lts occurred in exeminiñg the moth-
ers supporl net!r'orks lnd€pendent ¡eters ¡udB.
m€nls of cornparison.group mothe¡s ind ic¡led the I
seven out of 22 ¡mproved on the suÞport scale
(Ten of lhe mother; h¿d been raled as'halrng an
edequale support slstem ât intôì(e.llhree of-th€
com pà rison '8rouÞ mothers decltned on thls
scale

A8ðin, d¿l¿ rvere cons¡slentl! a\'ailable fo¡ onì\'
'14 of lhe lreelment.Broup mothers. two of rvhom
hâd been râted ås having a¡ âdequ¡te suppo¡t sts.
tem at inteke. Eight out of ) 2 mothers rmpior'ed on
lhe supporl sceìe. Two of the ñothers in lhe treåt.
menl Sroup declined on this scâle.

Beceuse dôlâ ì{erÊ not cohs¡stentlt reco¡ded ¡n
a larSe perc€nt¿ge of cases ånd becáuse difie¡ent
measures rrere applied to lhe treetment ånd com.
parison group5, drâ$¡ng conclusions ðbout the
dalâ is d¡fficult. Furlher. the meâsures ¿pplied to
the.l¡e¿lment.group mothers were more iirrngent
¡Dd rnore sensilive Io chånRa. 

^lso. 
because molh.

crs in lhe tre¿lrnent group were rated o!er a Ion¿er
pe¡iod ol time lhan theiicounterparts in the co;-p¡¡ison group, they hâd more oppo¡tunity to
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